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Tomasz Agatowski

CULTURE, GLOBALIZATION,
IDENTITY...

think that xenophobic people see in t he so-called globalization a
demon depriving th e nation of its strength, sucking out nation’s
blood, and tangling creative thought. Globalization is a matt er of

convention, but in practice it resembles a system of communicating vessels. If
artists are to see in globalization a threat, one needs to ask a question – a threat
to what and to what degree. Each situation of emergency should mobilize a
search for an alternative exit door, wh ich does necessarily have t o be a fire
escape but, possibly, an attack route. Such military terminology best represents
contemporary dynamic competition for souls, careers, and recognition. We can
talk about globalization in a range of contexts. I think that several synthesizing
remarks will help t hrow some light on the p roblem.
Globalization is nothing new; it is not a discovery of the 20th or 21st cen tu-

ries. Great movements of peoples of th e world, and, with th em, their posses-
sion s and experien ce, ar e the f irst ex amples of search and, often , conquest,
subordination and domination. Contemporary globalization, both technological
and cultural, substit utes new forms for old. It results from a characteristic hu-
man propensity to quick boredom with what is already known, from our curi-
osit y and tendency to ask questions, our urge to discover and conquer. We
seem t o know about everything but stil l we are looking deeper for something

I
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else. Unnecessarily. Quite p robably globalization (homogenization) is benefi-
cial in many areas of technology, and t hat is why we can be right ly happy if a
batt ery produced in Argentina can be applied to a torch made in Indonesia.
Such st andards make life easier and various facilit ies can be accessed by many
people no matter where they live, as well as allow to limit a transport of indis-
pensable t hings, for example in travel. We do no t usually rebel when, through
the global TV network we can watch programmes broadcast from all over the
world. We do not seem t o comp lain when we can purchase the same par t of
car’s equipment bo th in Estonia and in Madagascar.
We however become resilient when we see how foreign authors replace our

in publishing houses and in bookshops. Are those writers, poets and thinkers
more ingenious to us, Slavic artists? Or do their cultures have a long- and far-
reaching support of their systems and governments, promoting thus their crea-
tivity? Out country still does not recognize the status of a writer. Creative forms
got mixed and, through all kinds of compilations departed from pure, classical
forms. Only few Po lish writers, and those widely publicized for t hat mat ter,
can count on edit ors, have got a chance of partic ipating in book fairs, TV or
radio features, not to mention awards. This state of affairs should be considered
as urging mobilization of all artists’ associations to develop a strong int ellec-
tual lobby promoting setting up new publishing houses, supporting t ranslation
and interpretation schools, taking care of writers’ material status. The situation
when writing becomes a third o r fourth occupation in writer’s life, after other
occupations securingmaterial existence for him, cannot be considered anything
but disastrous. The quite common model of being a doctor t ill midday, a taxi-
driver during siesta, and a writer at night is good for a cabaret staging no t for
real lif e, as it in fact ruins the poten tial of talented people.
Globalization, then, is not so much a phenomenon concerning spirit and

culture, as its impact is predominantly noticeable in the sphere of technology
and economy. In the contemporary world, which means the contemporary sys-
tem, the English language dominat es, just as Greek, Latin, French or Spanish
used to in the past, when, nevertheless, national literat ure was being created.
Translation andcirculation of this literature is quite another matter – it requires
financial investment, development of cultural infrastructure and education, ca-
pable of disseminating nat ional work s of art abroad.
Such inventions as electricity, telegraph, steam engine, railway, car, airplane,

and television – all began to bring individuals, groups and whole nations closer
together. Horseback journeys seem to be today an utter exoticism. Hi-tech tel-
ecommunication s allowmaking decisions in Australia so that t hey can be in-
stantly executed in Canada. The pace of life is determined today by technical
possibilit ies and excessive economization of the world, in deed close to sheer
exploitation and racecourse. In the simplest of terms, it is a struggle for influ-
ence, profits, domination, in order to secure (for a group, a nation) prosperity
and security. Domination is a form of enslavement and, since the time of slave-

TomaszAgatowski
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Culture, Globalization, Identity...

trade, nothing really changed in the matter, only the methods got more refined
and „learning” is called, e.g., marketing.
Thanks to journals, radio, telev ision, or th e Internet, t he time of learning

about things, events, and facts has radically shrunk. Opin ions and outlooks
have undergone a visible process of homogenization – the unification of thought,
when millio ns of people experience one event simultaneously, h as become a
landmark of contemporary reality. Mental territories of citizens (regardless of
the language they speak) are being husbanded with images and contents manu-
factured in global informational or cultural cent res. We cannot exclude as im-
possible a perspective of creating in our part of Europe an integrated centre of
Slavic culture, which I would eagerly advocate – as an organ ization preparing
ways to reach out to other cultures, and, simultaneously, disseminating outputs
in local languages, such as Polish, Czech, L ithuanian and ot her.
Former, already classical forms of colonization, be it commercial or mili-

tary, are nothing else but globalization in contemporary underst anding. The
same can be said about r eligious and philosophical systems, about science in
general – why, then, should culture be an exception? In terms of styles of dressing
the world has long been homogenized, and suits, dresses, or ties are a generally
accepted norm. Conquests, migrations and emigrations had t heir deal in trans-
port ing rit uals, worldviews, customs and new ideas across all imaginable bor-
der s.
We are aware today that all mental pro cesses are largely accelerated today.

Better educational standards and accessibility result ed in an increased number
of writingpeople, although it does not imply by any means that many of them
would conform to literary and artistic canons.
The contemporary process of disappearance of bordersmakes one think about

the communities from before the Roman Empire or monarchy, that is why local
values have now a better chance of resurfacing. Zygmunt Bauman, in his Glo-
balization, reflecting on the worldly hierarchy of mobility, poses the following
question: „what will become with the nation-state?”. In today’s world the sol-
dier turned int o money crossing sta te, cultural or oth er borders in a bloodless
conquest. T his is money, then, and the ideas that follow it on t he rout e of
conquest that colonize the minds, and turn a citizen into a consumer, a partici-
pant in cheap entertainment, and, in a distant perspective, a consumer of higher
goods. Bauman also speaks about a new disinheritance, which means a phe-
nomenon of a „disinher ited sta te”. All of these situatio ns, albeit psycho logi-
cally diff icult , can be beneficial, as they make t ravel, access to institutions,
people, archives or artistic objects and exhibitions easier, enabling a represen-
tation of one’s artistic achievements on a large scale.
Global uniformization of many branches of commerce, law, medicine, tech-

nology, electronic communication, sea and air transporta tion, early warning
systems, and in many other spheres – can make our lives remarkably safer and
more flexible.
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The state is being separated from economy, also in western countries. Economy
is based on finances and investment-employment decisions, often con flicting
with both social psychology and limits of expansion into natural environment.
These are situation s shaping personality and modeling behaviour. What areas
should art penetrate then? Perhaps it shouldmake a vanguard march with ideas,
just as economy and its r elated branches are well ah ead of politics. Interna-
tional economy and trade organizations got emancipated from the control of
nation-state. Earlier it was achieved by religion, philosophy, arts and sciences.
Literat ure has grown out of, or completed th e mission, o f contemplat ing and
admiring t he world as it is. I think that its role of documen ting reality also
terminates, as this particular role has been taken over by other media. The book
will certainly survive, but its contents – e.g. the imaginary sphere – no longer
suffice. It seems to me that the best chances are for literature, which penetrates
deep into the very essence of man, deep down to t he unfathomable and un-
known layers of human potential. Literature and poetics identifying the author
(and man in general) with the nation and its hist ory, will probably retain only
its cognitive value, shedding most of its educational and, especially, entertain-
ing power. Would this all mean, within such a broad synthesis, that the role of
liter ature is exhausted, just as is that of classical history? By any mean s no.
Centr es of commanding states and nations are located at th e beginning of

21st century in international economic, transport, telecommunications and cul-
tural (film industry, media, publishing) corporations. Thinking, especially crea-
tive thought , becomes less and less a message, a car rier of spirituality, a mis-
sion , and has become a good, a p roduct whose function is to satisfy spiritual
and cognitive needs. Such functions of literature as patriotism seem to be today
only archival, and t he question about iden tity should be more identified with
the genealogy of nat ions, excavating differences, rather t han with description
of everyday life, which is globally similar.
Nation-states of the beginning of 21st century are passing away. There is an

open road for strong artistic and creative organizations, with publishing, circu-
lation, translation and media structures. The help from the state (elected gov-
ernment) will be indeed indispensable. Most probably it will be literature, which
will be largely responsible for building up moral values, stigmatize barbarous
behaviour, as well as in fantile aspect s of mass cult ure. T he idea of freedom
helped lose control over a whole range o f issues, and, with this, a certain type
of a comprehensible world order ing lik ewise p erished. In p lace of one goal a
number of interests emerges, which in itself also requires some global ordering,
but th is is the p roblem and responsibility of polit icians and diplomats o r law-
yers, and literature might have only some auxiliary function, drafting new vi-
sions of existing and co-existing.
I am also convinced that the traditional role of the state is being taken over

by groups and individuals, themselves representing regional or universal val-
ues. A new situat ion and a new role. Power centres move into banks, tr ade,

TomaszAgatowski
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culture and places o f worship, national and international organizations, while
state governments act more as co-ordinators and intervening factors than mo-
bilizing, support ing and care-taking agents.
What territorieswill the art of tomorrow occupy and if it will still remain an

art cannot be determinedat the end of 2001. It is an undeniable fact that the up-
till-nowworld order is undergo ing quick and devasta ting entropy, and such a
situatio n abounds in new challenges which neither family, nor school or acad-
emy cannot properly face and deal with. The whole hoe, then, in writers, think-
ers, brotherly cir cles, because these are these peop le who are able to design
new routes and place signposts along.

Trans.

TOMASZ AGATOWSKI – writer and essayist , reviewer, columnist, a researcher of cul tures. G radu-
ated from the Warsaw Unive rsity. A thinker cre ating a poe siosophy o f liberty, dialogue, co-existe nce in
the spir it of human itas. Liv es in Wielkopolska. Considers nature the closes to him, works mainly in a
pinewood hermitage on the lake in the virgin forest, withou t as much as electricity. The author of poetry
volume s: „ ” (The re are grander skies ); „ wiatlo Nemesis” (Nemesis light) ; „Bia e
modlitwy” (White prayers); „Je li wytrwasz” (If y ou will persevere); „Jaki by by ogie ” (What could
fire be like); „Na pocz tku by o milc zenie” (Silence was at the beginning); „Ja, mniejszy brat S owa”
(Mysel f, a minor brother of the Word); an orature „Per y i Chóry” ( Pearls and Choirs). He is an
author of over two thousand publicat ions in various journals. A cu ltural act ivist. Since many ye ars he
has bee n publishing mini-essays o f set formulas: „Mi dzy my a s owem” [Between thought and word]
(O kolica poetow), „M y li do wyna j cia” [Thoughts to hire] (Ogólnopo lsk i magazy n twórc ów
„Radostowa”), „Listy Tomasza” [Tomasz’s let ters] (Radio Kujawy), „M y, pi ty ywio ” [We, the f ifth
eleme nt] (Nihil Novi). An author and modera tor of mee tings under the heading „Can we remember…”.
At present he is collaborating with a histor ian-mediev alist Prof . Gerard Labuda on a collection of
histor ical and c ultural analyses, wh ich is to be published under the title „History and what nex t?”. A
documentalist. Hobbyhorse – fishing, photography, peregrinations into cultures and civilizations. A member
of Po lish Write rs’ Assoc iation, the Associa tion of Journalists of the Po lish Repub lic, and the Association
of Au thors ZA iKS.

Culture, Globalization, Identity...
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Yuras’ Hadyka

BELARUSIAN
NATIONAL IDEA
WITHIN THE CONTEXT
OF NATIONAL IDEAS OF
NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES

urrently t he Belarusian national idea has been discussed not only
by the democratic parties and supporters of the revival movement
but by the official propaganda media as well. This is a very signifi-
cant phenomenon. It speaks in favor of the fact that there does exist

the ground for discussions and exchanges of viewpoints. Though, the „idea” of
semi-official character of the situation is that there does not exist such a notion
like the Belarusian national idea and … it n eeds to be invented. For this very
reason the scholars have been asked to get together and have been formulated
the „honorable” task to develop it. Such approach sounds absolutely natural for
the environment of A. Lukashenka. Being the real „soviet Belarusian”, he is
not aware of the history of his people and the Belarusian nationhood. There-
fore , he made the same mistake as Nik ita Khrushchev did ( i.e. he issued an

C
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order to develop the code of „communist ethics”). Currently, there are not so
many people left who remember the fate of that code, i.e. the artificial fruit of
Marxist-Leninist philosophy.
The same will happen about the „Belarusian national idea” created by order

of t he PPRB (the f irst president of th e Republic of Belarus – BIR). Creat ive
work of the Lukashenka ideologists would deserve no attention at all providing
that it would not have been grounded on the thesis that the Belarusian nation-
hood originated only on January 1, 1919. Also, according to the Encyclopedic
Dictionary the Belarusian nation had been formedonly by the 16th century, i.e.
much later as compared to the Russian (14th century ) and the Ukrain ian (15t h

century) one. As for the Belarusian nation, they consider it to have „appeared”
only in the 20th century when the Belarusian literary language had been formed.
That was t he reason (according to them) why the Belarusian national idea did
not exist and could no t have existed before.
All these „tricks” of th e soviet hist orical science are far from being too

naiv e. They serv e as th e logical con tinuat ion of the th eory o f „western
Russianism”, i.e. the intellectual obtainment of Russian imperialism, the latter
being the t heory t hat was creat ed to justify the policy of Russif ication and
aimed to reject th e righ t of Uk rainian s and Belarusians to be the individual
nations. Outrageous corruption of histo rical background of those nations (pri-
marily the history of the nationhood) and ban to create literary works in their
native languages served as a univer sal mean s for br inging that theory to life.
This is th e source where numerous my ths about con tinuous „conquering” of
Ukrainians and Belarusians by Lithuanians or P oles and „liberation” of them
by Moscow come from . As the result of it , th e whole hist ory has been turned
upside down and the junior „brother” has become the „big one” and vice versa.

Yuras’ Hadyka

NATIONAL IDEA AS A DREAM
There is no need to prove today that the history of Belarusian nationhood

comprises 1000 years. Within the course of all this time the Belarusian national
idea has also been developed and jelled. In this case we con sider the Belarusian
national idea to be the complex of psycho logically comfo rtable and socially
constructive aims and values adopted and grasped by the nation al community.
However, going ahead successfully andwithout any misunderstandings, requires
verification of the essence of some terms.
The currently used term „people” means primarily the community of

people united by common territory, i .e . the borders of the same state . In
this case it makes sense to apply such terms like „soviet peop le” or „Russian
people” that comprise representatives of various nations. However, th e „na-
tion” term, in its turn, is known to be, to the greater extent, the noetic and the
moral one. This phenomenon unites the people, having not only common ge-
netic origin, but the ones who are bound p rimarily by t heir common world
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outlook, culture and history. Only in this case we can speak about the national
idea, natio nal character and th e national features. Jews are known to be the
nation while the people of Israel comprise Jews, Palestinians andother nation-
alities that comprise the country which has been founded only in 1948. And it
is absurd to say that the Jewish nation has never existed before as prior to 1948
they did not have any common territory, economy or literary language, as it is
required by the Marxist-Leninist science.
The USA, the country of immigrants, can serve as another vivid example of

the same idea. American constitution begins with the words: „We the people of
the United States, …”. And this is a v ery good beginning as at t he times of
adoption of the Declaration the American nation didnot exist at all. Citizens of
the USA were destined to have gone through the war between North and South,
abolishment of slavery and struggle against racial segregation . The peop le of
the United States started acquiring the traits of a nation only at the time when
their elite formulated the common ideal, i.e. the so-called „American dream”.
To my mind, the expression of a „national dream” is synonymic to the term

of a „national idea”. Both these expressions mean the complex of moral values
that are common for the whole national communit y. They serve as a sort of
specific spiritual glue that joins the number of individuals into the supraindividual
organism wh ich is known for its distin ctive h ierarchy of v alues, priorit ies,
strivings, psychological and social peculiarities.
The said complex is known to get formed within the course of life of nu-

merous generations as well as the history of the people and their e thnos. The
natural transitional way from ethnic (based on blood relations) community to
the nation runs through the „people”, i .e. citizens of the same state. One can
make the statement that the Jewish nat ion could have hardly existed and sur-
vived providing that they hadnot had their independent nationhood in ancient
times. Their attitude towards the state history can not but evokes the feeling of
admiration. Their history has been canonized and made sacral. One can hardly
change even a single letter in it . It became the integral part of Holy Writ and
must be learned by each single Jew, no matter where h e was born and what his
place of residence is. Heroes of Jewish hist ory became saints and serv e as
examples fo r each individual. Faithfulness t o faith of an cestors became the
national idea of Jews. It enabled them to create the nation al stat e following

Also, there would not have existed any American nation and American dream
without victory in war for independence. American nation is absolutely young.
Currently, it is still in the process of formation. Its national idea looks simpler
and is formulated as a dream and no t the canonical set of values and require-
ment s. American dream means well-being and possessing a private house. It
also means higher degree of individual freedom as compared to other countries
of the world. This is the reason why Americans do not have any state religion
in spite of t he fact that Protestants comprise the majority of th e population.

Belarusian nation al idea wit hin...
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Therefore, this nation gives birth to the most innovative, although sometimes
rather controversial, trends in art. This is the reason why each citizen has the
righ t to possess guns in spit e of th e fact that t he crime rat e can be possibly
higher as compared to some other countries. The United States is also a pow-
erful country that must protect any American citizens, wherever he could hap-
pen to be. That is why American s not only allot huge amounts of money for
military programs, but also eagerly support the image of t he USA as a „world-
wide gendarme”. The times, when the USA suffered from self-isolation, disap-
peared forever. Nowadays almost all th e coun tries in the world h ave to con-
sider with reaction of the USA to their actions. This is the reason why one of
the components of the American dream comprises imperial thinking while the
national ideas of its ot her claimants upon t he wor ld dominance contain the
anti-American flavor.

Yuras’ Hadyka

INDEPENDENT NATIONHOOD
IS THE CORE OF THE NATIONAL IDEA

The above two examples enable us to specify the correlation between the
national idea and the notion of nationhood. Neither the nation itself nor its idea
ever arises outside their independent state. In cases when the nation happens to
loose its nationhood within the course of historical development, the idea of
national independent nationhood becomes the integral part, and even the core
of national idea, its aim and banner of national r evival.
That is the reason why the theor ies, like „western Russianism”, which are

„scientific” in its form, tend to really serve as the weapon of the imperial propa-
ganda aimed t o liquidate and t o bury th e national idea. And we will defin itely
witness the situation when the ideologists, having based their act ivities on the
theory of „western Russianism”, will be trying hard to substitute the Belarusian
national idea for the „Belarusian dream”. Fo r example, th e dream about the
„motherland stretching from Brest down to the Kuril I slands”.
They have no oth er way to go. As for the actual sense and the poten tial

consequences of such a way, Israel (only the ancient one which was larger that
the ancient Judea) can serve as a good example and explanation on what will
happen next. Ancient Isr ael lost its nation al idea and got assimilated. Today
the so-called „Samaritans” comprise no more than 1000 men. As for the Jews,
i.e. the successors of ancient Judea, they became the legal inheritors of ancient
Israel.
Such kindof assimilation serves as the sense and aim of the official Belarusian

propaganda. I t is recognized t oday as t he cause of rejection of n ational state
symbols and introduction of bilingual situat ion, steady hatred t owards the
Belarusian history. It explains their attempt to save the Russian imperial myths.
It also explains a very strange official cultural policy that tries to fool the real
Belarusian culture around and makes us pray the str ange gods.
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HISTORY AS A SOURCE
OF ESSENCE OF THE NATIONAL IDEA

An independent and autonomous nationhood is the core of a national idea or
the shell of any national idea. However, the shell itself is empty and therefore
lacks any sense. It should be filled out with t he sense and values which could
differentiate the definite nation from the number of other ones. These values
are t o make the nation self-sufficient and capable o f self-development under
the conditions of competition among the neighboring nations. It should also be
the element which is extremely essential at the age of rapid developmen t of
information and communication media.
The native language serves as the key element that even visually differs one

nation f rom another. Culture and mode o f life contribute to even broader dif-
ferences but mainly the language serves both as the main means of moral life
of the nation and the main tool of its defense. The new generations use mainly
the language to grasp the national values as well as the ones common to all the
wor ld.
The essence of the national idea is developed in the history of its people. To

some extent, this development reminds about deciphering of the phenomenon
of the God. The Lord told Moses himself what his name was: „Az yes’m’ siy”
which in Church Slavic stands for „I do exist” and in ancient Jewish language
for „Yegova”. That wordwas not supposed to be uttered by anyone. Therefore,
the name of God was pronounced by mean s of specification of his other quali-
ties, e.g. Savaof, i.e. the Lord of Forces, or simply the Lord. The issue of God’s
names was turned in to a separate branch of Christian theology. They came up
with the logical chain of positive and negative definitions, e .g. God is light;
God is love; God is truth etc. They rightly considered that an extremely com-
plicated of a tran scendental God could be realized only within th e course of
cognition.
Similar to the above said, the national idea is developed and saturated with

a definite sense through the history of the nation, geography of the country as
well as it s ethno genesis.

Belarusian nation al idea wit hin...

ON THE ORIGIN
OF THE „BELARUSIANS” ETHNONYM

Our remote ancest ors were far f rom being a homogenous nat ion. At the
times when Slavic tr ibes appeared within the territory of Belarus they, as any
other migrants, they settled down along the major rives that served at that time
as the main transport arteries. Authent ic Baltic population was forced to the
hills, water-partings and deep into the thick ancient virgin forests. It is amazing
that our northern neighbors keep calling us today as „Baltarusai” and not
the „Belarusians”. They use this term as an additional means to preserve memory
about their ancient history.
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Prett y soon th e militan t Vikings forced t heir way across Belarus from the
north to the south of Europe, i.e. to Tsargrad (Constantinople) — the world
cultural center. That was a safer andmore comfortable way as compared to the
marine way around Europe. Gradually it became t he trading way that f avored
foundation of cities-stateswhich controlled economic relations, would get richer
and make their populatio n ready fo r the grand social and cultural revolution,
which Ch ristianity resulted in.
Chronicles give evidence to the fact that our ancestors had a definite choice,

i.e. they could have either adopted Ch ristianity coming from the West or the
one from the East. It was quite natural t hat main ly Constantinople (and not
Rome) won. It was both richer and closer t o our ancesto rs as compared to
Rome. Another advantage of Constantinople dealt with fact that they had al-
ready processed church books in the language of sout hern Slavs, i .e. the Old
Church Slavic language. In contrast to the unknown and foreign Latin, it was
the language that could be generally understood by the eastern tribes o f Slavs.
Christianity brought to the Slavs literacy and education as well as formerly

unknown crafts and agricultural goods. It also restructured the legal system and
the state administration. In former times the cities were ruledby the veche (i.e.
popular assembly - BIR). Prince and his bodyguards had limit ed functions and
he could be any t ime substit uted by the veche. Chr istianity favored establish-
ment of monarchy but the bits of the former republican order continued to exist
(e.g. in Polatsk, the first historically recognized Belarusian state).
Christianization of the eastern Slavic population resulted in a pretty fast

disappearance of the names of th e largest tribes of Slavs. They were replaced
by the „Rus’„ term. Since the 19th century numerous scholars had made delib-
erate attempts to reveal the secret of its origin. Initially they tried to associate
the term with the name of the Racsalan tribe that has been mentioned by an-
cient hist orians (Strabon, Ptalemei and Tatsyt). Later on it was decided to at-
tribute the term to the name of the Scandinavian tr ibe which resided on the
Rugen island. Another associations dealt with the names of lakes and rivers as
well as the light brown hair and fair skin of the eastern Slavs etc. However, all
the above hypotheses gave no conclusive ev idence for th e rapid and broad
expansion of the „Rus’” term.
It was only in the 1950s when Mr. Pashkevich, the Polish historian with

the Belarusian last name, substantiated the theory of origin of the „Rus’”
term having concluded that it was the name of the Byzantium church prov-
ince of the Slavic office. For this purpose, the religious Greeks applied the
reference from the Bible about the leader of the indefinite northern people
named Rosh. The hypothesis about „Rus’” being a Christian name for huge
number of tribes (including the non-Slavic ones) does not only remove all the
contradictions of th e previous hypotheses but also finds direct support in the
chronicles available.
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Thus, the „Rus’” term is not an ethnonym. It is recognized to have origi-
nally been a confessional term used by the Greeks to name their northern
church province. It means belonging to a definite Christian confession and
the language of public worship. Some time later this term acquires the nature
of an ethnonym. However, ev en today it saved some elements of its or iginal
nature, i.e. along with the „a Pole”, „a German” and „a French” ethnonyms
(that are expressed in Russian by nouns); the „Russian” ethnonym is ap-
plied as an adjective.
In early 13th century the east Slavic nationhood suffered from a deep crisis.

The princip alities got smaller and smaller and based their relations bet ween
each other on feud and hatred. At the same time the principalities faced the
growing threat coming from the east on the part of Mongol-Tat ars. That was
the reason why western lands of Belarus united into the new state called Grand
Duchy of Litwa (Lithuania) and Russia with the capital located in Navahrudak.
It was founded in the lands inhabited by the pagan population but its cap ital
was set up on the border line with Russia. And that was quite nat ural as the
dynasty was the pagan one but t hey could build a st rong st ate on ly with in-
volvement of the Christian population. The language of the Russian inhabitants
became the official language of the Grand Duchy that resulted in quick assimi-
lation o f Lithuania, i.e . the tribe which was obviously of the Baltic or igin and
it related to Zhamoity, i.e. the ancestors of modern Lithuanians. However, the
Zhamoitiya itself kept securing its independence for the coming 200 years and
joined the Grand Duchy of Litwa as an autonomous region on ly at the begin-
ning of the 15th century. It also adopted Christian but in the western way which
enabled it to escape further assimilation.
It is worth mentioning th at Mindoug, t he founder of the Grand Duchy of

Litwa, was a Christian. Voishalk, his son, who terminated the first civil war in
the history of Belarus, was also a Christian. The civil war burst out bet ween
the pagans and the Christians right after the death of Mindoug and ended up in
a compromise. The ruling dynasty remained to be the pagan one which
served as a guarantee of peace between the confessions while the adminis-
tration and the state language were Russian, i.e. the Christian ones. Thus
they form ed the unique powerful state that turned out to be both the
polyethnic and polyconfessional one. It became the cradle for three peo-
ples, i.e . Belarusians, Ukrainians andLithuanians.
Prior to the foundation of the Grand Duchy of Litwa there existed the neces-

sity to differentiate different regions of vast territories united by the same name,
i.e. the „Rus’” . Color-based geographical symbols were applied. According to
the latter, the eastern part of Rus’ became the White Rus’, the western one was
named the Black Rus’ and the southern regions were called the Red Rus’. Thus,
the Uladzimir principality of the 12th century was located within the territory of
the White Rus’.

Belarusian nation al idea wit hin...
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However, the fate of the terms „Whit e Rus’”, „Black Rus’” and „Red Rus’”
turned out to be different. Following th e invasion of the eastern principalities
of Rus’ by the Mongol-Tatars, the „Wh ite Rus’” shifted to the west and was
localized within the ter ritories of the present Vitsebskaya, Mahiliouskaya and
Smalenskaya p rovinces. The „Black Rus’” continued to be called the „Litwa”.
The „Red Rus’” became the „Ukraine”, but only for the period of time stretch-
ing from the end of the 13th cent ury to the glorious battle at the Blue Waters
when it was won back from the Tatars by the Grand Duchy of Litwa. I t is not
diff icult to figure out that the lands of t he Rus’, that h appened to have been
invaded by the Tatars, lost their right to be called the Rus’. Ukraine turned out
to be not the suburb of the Moscow prin cipality but the suburb of the heart of
Grand Duchy of Litwa and Rus’, i.e. the territories that match nowadays Belarus.
Two more civil wars between the parties, i.e. between the Catholic ( Catho-

lics appeared after Grand Duke Yahaila baptized the pagan part of the popula-
tion) and the Orthodox one, that took place at the beginning of reign of Vitaut,
the Grand Duke, and after his death, tended to serve as a vivid example of
struggle for national and state independence. The wars also ended up in reach-
ing a compromise. Rights for existence of the two major Christian confessions
have been recognized as well as legal grounds for their co-existence have been
developed. The principle of inherited power was step by step displaced by the
principle of election of a monarch who would have an executive power, would
be the commander-in-chief of the army and stay in charge of the foreign affairs
of the state. However, the legislative power was gradually concen trated in the
hands of the Highest Council and later on the Soim that were known to be the
collegial body of the sat e. The state was acquiring th e features of the aristo-
cratic republic. They developed the legal standards that have currently adopted
by the whole civilized world, i.e. adoption of decisions on the basis of consen-
sus (which is known to be liberum veto), irreversibility of law (the principle of
„not bothering the past”) etc.
The final stage of the formation of the Belarusian nation ranged from 1492

through 1569. The first Great War at the end of the 15th cent ury between the
Grand Duchy of Litwa and the powerful Grand Duchy of Moscow resulted in
occupation by the latter of huge eastern territories, inhabited exclusively by the
Orthodox („Russian”) population. In 1569 the Ukrainian delegates at the Lublin
Soim, wh ich discussed further destiny of the union of the Polish kingdom and
the Grand Duchy of Litwa after the death of t he last representative of t heir
common Yagelons’ dynasty, volun tarily voted for joining the Crown. Terri-
tory of the Grand Duchy of Litwa reduced down to the lands of modern Lietuva
and Belarus. That was the state with common stat e language, administr ation,
national economy, state borders, army, curren cy etc. In ot her words, it pos-
sessed all those elements which ethnology considers to be the signs of a nation.
That was not by chance that mainly at that time they began codification of law
and the last Charter of th e Grand Duchy o f Litwa of 1588 actually served as
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the first constitution of the high society in Europe. The constitution proclaimed
equal rights for all the „well-to-do people” no matter what their nationality or
religion was. The Charter is considered today to be the masterpiece of legal
thought and it has not been properly evaluated yet.
It is clear that it was far f rom the real democracy. Freedoms and human

righ ts were observ ed only in cases of gentry and citizens who po ssessed as-
sets. At the same time, we need to keep in mind, that it took Western Europe
70 more years of civil r eligious wars till they reached the same status of soci-
ety. In Russia class-rela ted democracy was 300 years late while th e religious
tolerance will never become t he reality in that country. Belarus, in its t urn,
since the 16th century has become the shelter for all exiles. It became the home
place for th e Protestants from Poland and th e Catholics from Scandin avian
coun tries, old Or thodox believ ers from Russia and for Jews whatever placed
they lived and got persecuted. Mainly Belarus (and not the Crown) became the
country in which tolerance, i.e. religious and ideological tolerance, developed
the social institution of citizenship, t he latter having become th e distin ctive
feature of the national culture.

Belarusian nation al idea wit hin...

CULTURAL CREATIVE
ROLE OF THE UNIYA (UNION)

That was due to the age-old t olerance which contribut ed to th e success of
the religious Uniya. Those historians do not tell the truth who state that the
Uniya was int roduced by force. The Uk raine was really the country in which
the Uniya faced strong opposition. As for Belarus, this union has momentarily
enveloped the whole country and became the religion for eighty per cent of its
population. It left behind its boundaries the Catholic gentry and small groups
of Orthodox and Protestant dissidents. The Uniyat culture became the people’s
version of the Sarmatian culture of Belarusian nobility. The bulk of it had been
already developed since the 16th cent ury.
The Sarmat ian culture was known to be a ch ivalrous cult ure that was cur-

rent within the territory of Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine. To put it in present
day terms, peculiar features of that culture comprised such slogans as a ”golden
freedom”, a „pan-brother as well as deep religiousness, patriot ism and the cult
of a woman.
Our ancest ors protected their „golden freedom” with arms in t heir h ands

fighting both the outside aggressors and the ones inside t he country who made
attempts to limit that freedom. At the beginning of th e 16th cen tury Mikola
Husousk i, a poet who composed h is works in Latin, wrote that „we are bleed-
ing” p rotecting the Christ ian Western from the Moslem plaque coming from
the East. It was a shame to die in one’s bed at home rather than in the battle
fie ld.
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Personal dignity at that time came above all. Therefore, the gentleman, who
owned only a horse and a sward, had the right t o use a „pan -brother” from of
address in greeting the king o r the Grand Duke and could expect the same
response on their part. The monarchial Russia perverted those noble relations
in such a way that they converted them into the undue familiarity.
Feeling of freedom and dignity gave birth t o pride and love towards t heir

motherland that was supported by religiousness of the people. Because of the
existence of various confessions and even faiths, religion was true, sincere and
not t he super ficial o r formal one. The people would always have freedom of
choice. That was the reason why our ancestors felt themselv es like being the
outpost of the real Chr istian ity. Religious toler ance resulted in a deeper and
appreciated faith as compared to the one in mono-confessional n eighbo ring
countries.
That was mainly the Uniya that developed such distinctive feature. It con-

verted the initial Christianity with its simplicity andaffinity with the folk tastes
into the national ideal. That ideal was saturated with hard work and respect to
knowledge, love of nature which was close to pantheism, open-mindedness and
deep cultural root s. The Uniya formed the Belarusian folk culture and social
psychology. Persistence, patien ce and hard work became its distinctive fea-
tures. The results of the first and the last census of the population in tsarist
Russia proved the number of educated people in Belarus to be twice as
much as compared to the mean values current within the rest of the empire
and to be higher than in Poland. The Belarusian folklore preserved such great
number of relicts o f pagan deification of nature that no one ot her European
nation did.
However, the main outcome of the Uniy a lies in the fact that it converted

the „Belaya Rus’” (White Rus’) term, related to confession and territory, into
the ethnonym and filled it in with the new great sense, i.e. „the pure, holy and
auth entic Rus’”. That was the o riginal Rus’ where Christianity was the only
national and integral religion that had not been split into the repugnant branches
yet. That was the factor that separatedBelarusians from Russians of that time.
Moscowdocuments of the 17th century specify our ancestors as the ones having
dual name, i.e. Litwins-and-Belarusians (Lithuanians andBelarusians). The
first part o f the name specified citizensh ip and t he second one stood for the
nationalit y of the people of Belarus. 200 years later Emperor Niko lai I, who
pursued the policy of denat ionalizatio n of Belarusians, banned the Uniya and
ordered Belarus to be called the North-Western Krai (area). That was his way
to state t hat a”Belarusian” was not a confession-r elated term but the mere
ethnonym. T hat was why the leader s of the first wave of Belarusian Rev ival
did a great job when th ey made their choice in favor of the „Belarusian”
ethnonym. No matter whether they did it consciously or subconsciously, they
went in line with the principle of the Belarusian national culture, i.e. the prin-
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ciple of „not bothering the past” and introducing no new notions. The name of
„Belarus” accumulates, in the best way, the whole complicated spiritual history
of this country.

Belarusian nation al idea wit hin...

PROBLEMS OF NATIONAL
SELF-IDENTIFICATION OF BELARUSIANS

Unfortun ately, the root s of the problems of national self-identification of
Belarusians also go back into the old history of this country. Seventeenth cen-
tury was marked by continuous devastative wars against the southern, northern
and eastern aggressors. It became the century of gradual conversion of the
Belarusian nobility into Catholic faith. It would not be so crucial at th e back-
ground of tolerance and expansion of cultural influence of the West in the field
of education and economy providing that it wouldnot associate with Polonization
of the area. In 1696 the Belarusian language lost its official status in the state
and that favored vast infiltration of Polish culture into the Belarusian cities and
environment of lo cal gen try. Difference in t he language st ood as the tr agic
barrier between the Belarusian elite and th e Belarusian people . National con-
sciousness suffered greatly because of that factor.
However, national elite could not exist in the isolated environment without

any suppor t on the part of the best representativ es of the regular citizens. As
the abandonment o f the mother tongue served them as the pass t o join the
national elite, the latter immediately lost its live feed-back. Self-iso lated elite
started treating themselves as Poles in spite of the fact that direct migration of
ethn ic Poles to t he Grand Duchy of Litwa was illegal.
At the time of partit ions of Recz Pospolitaya the Belarusian gentry consid-

ered themselves to be the patriots of Litwa and not the Belarusians. The tsarist
policy of Russification of Belarus, wh ich was exercised in extremely brutal
ways, also favored the process o f Polon izatio n of Belarusian elite . It repre-
sentatives were brought up on the ideals of freedom and republican system and
therefore they simply could tolerate monarchic, slavish traditions of Russian
culture. That was t he reason why they began loosing even Lithuanian patriot-
ism and replaced it by the Polish one which was gettin g stronger and stronger
as the result of bloody violence towards the participants of the liberation rebel-
lions.
Ban of the Uniya in 1839 increased the number of Belarusian „Poles” as the

smaller number of Uniates, in attempt to escape the Moscow violence, would
preference to the Catholic fait h rather than the Russian Orthodox religion.
Finishing off the Belarusian nation, th e tsarist regime closed down the Vilnia
(Vilnius) University and abolish ed the nation al syst em of education. T ill the
end of the 19th century th e Belarusian nation stopped its existence. There ex-
istedonly Belarusian people. This is the reason why national and cultural
revival, creation of the national elite and winning of the independent na-
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tionhood become the corner-stone of the national idea of Belarusians, which
is similar to the one of Czechs, Slovaks, Bulgarians and other post-slavery
peoples.
Having survived through the World War I and the Bolshevik Revolution in

Russia , the Belarusian peop le managed to have created their own state . How-
ever, they failed to have avo ided the powerful hugs of the last empire. Policy
of Russification, although proclaiming different slogans, was still going on. It
combined both the violent methods and the ones of cultural expansion. Again,
the Belarusian language and the Belarusian history became the major obstacle
on their way. That was the reason why t he physically annihilated the activists
who carried out the process of Beautification in the 1920s. That was why they
falsified the Belarusian history to the maximal extent. During the times of the
Soviet Union it was more preferable to refer to t he works of the Russian his-
torians of the 19th century rather than to the soviet ones. The Russian scholars
were known to have lied to a smaller extent.
The communists had to form the Belarusian elite. It s representatives were

russified, spoke Russian, and were dep rived of their historical memory. They
could be „lo cals” but not t he Belarusian patriots. Current ly we live under the
condit ions that existed at t he end of t he 18th cent ury. The said elite together
with the great number of Russified population became th e major obstacle on
the way to the second Belarusian rev ival.
Vast spread of th e Russian language was no t due t o the advantages of the

Russian culture as compared to the Belarusian one as it is claimed by the nowa-
days „Western Russians”. In reality it was caused by the po licy of „iron cur-
tain”, i.e. isolation from the world culture, suppression of natural development
of the Belarusian language, and in addition by the electron ic mass media . It is
real tough for a person , who has been brought up t hrough reading of „Tale
about Salt an Tsar”, Tale about Golden Rooster”, „Tale about the Pope and his
Balda serv ant”, to realize and admit that Adam Mitskevich was not the worse
but even better poet as compared to Aleksandr Pushkin. At least, for one sim-
ple reason that A. Mitskevich was th e poet of fr eedom; that was him who
berhymed the history of your native people and the beauty of your wonderful
land. More that th at, th e major ity of the fan s of th e Russian culture simply
have never read any works by A. Mitskevich as only very few o f them have
been translated into Belarusian.
This is the reason why the Belarusian national idea deals not only with the

form and essence phenomena but with th e process as well. Th is process deals
with winning and strengthening independent nationhood, mastering (by the elite)
national cultural heritage, propaganda and promotion of its values as standards
and stereotypes of social behavior. Such behavior is the only factor that can
emancipate creative potential of peop le and enable them t o reach dignified
material and spiritual standards of life. Only harmony of soul, self-respect, self-
reliance, and feeling of unity can give force to the society which could help to
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overcome t he current cr isis in all spheres of lif e as well as to guide in hard
work on the way to construction of a p rosperous and dynamic country. It will
become the country that will be highly appreciated as the potential member of
the European community, the country with the real future.
As for the po licy and propaganda of t he current regime, it is heading down

in an absolutely different direction. Hard scrupulous and persist ent work is
applied by the regime to oppose one layer of the population against the other,
e.g. Orthodox believers against Catholics, both of them against Protestants, the
ones who speak Belarusian against the Russian-speaking part of populat ion,
veterans against the youth, the ones who support the reforms against those who
vote for „rest oration of distorted ties” , Slavs against the rest o f the nations…
At the same time, the regime is trying to integrate into the country where every
third citizen has never want ed and does not currently want t o be a „Russian”.
This policy is not only deconstructive and wrong. This is a felonious and cyni-
cal policy that presents menace to the overall existence of Belarusians. There-
fore, the Belarusian national idea is also considered to be a weapon in fighting
dictatorship regime. It also serves as the way to reconstruction of the system of
just ice and legal order. As any other idea, it belongs to each individual who
realizes it s essen ce. We also witness its becoming t he banner in struggle for
democracy in Belarus.

Belarusian nation al idea wit hin...

LET US TAKE A LOOK
AT OURSELVES FROM A DISTANCE

Numerous phenomena, that seem to be insufficiently clear and definite, re-
quir e comparison with similar phenomena th at makes the process of under-
standing and realization much easier. It is especially true in cases of t ypologi-
cally close phenomena that are current within the neighboring environment. I
have already mentioned about the „American dream” as a very sensitive and
clear idea of Amer icans, i.e. t he nation of t he Unit ed States. However, this
phenomenon is too difficult to compare with the Belarusian reality as the
American nation is too youngand their culture is absolutely different. To better
grasp our originality, it would be more reasonable and useful to take a look at
our close n eighbor s, i.e. Russia and Po land. It is not only because of Po land
(completely) and Russia (as a whole) being the Slavic states with approximately
similar to Belarusian depth of their cultural traditions. It is also because of the
fact that within th e course of complicated Belarusian history th ere were not
only th e periods of strong cultural influence of Poland or Russian on Belarus.
There were times when the neighbors also experienced strong effect of Belarusian
cult ure as well. Poland witnessed the times (when the fir st dynasty of the
Yagelons was in power) when the walls of the Catholic churches in the king’s
cast le had been ornamented by the so-called „Russian frescos”, i.e . the silent
eyewitnesses of talent of artists from the Grand Duchy of Litwa. Russia could
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enjoy the similar masterpieces that appeared from distemper times through the
middle of the 18th century. In the „Malorossiyskiye vliyaniya na velikorusskuyu
tserkovnuyu zhizn ” (Effect of Minor Russia on Religious Life of Grand Rus-
sia) book by K. Kharlampovich, publish ed before the revolution of 1917, you
can find dozens of names of Belarusian artists, printers, craftsmen and minis-
ters. I would like to mention only one name, the one of Simyaon Polatski who
was known to be the founder of the secular poetry, dramaturgy and education
in Moscow. He was the mentor of tsar’s children, in cluding Peter the Great,
who made Russia face the West.
This explains why it is of in terest to evaluate how the Belarusian idea cor-

rela tes wit h the ideas of the nearest n eighbo rs. Russia can serve as a better
example because it has enjoyed its permanent nationhood since the end of the
15th century which (the idea of nationhood) had been clearly formulated, molded
into the pre-determined formulae that enable us to make clear comparison to-
day.
The Russian idea began in Russia with the church-and-geographical- and-

political concept which has been formulated at the times when Ivan the Third
was in power, i.e . „Moscow is the third Rome and t he fourth one is no t to
come”. This concept was definitely formulated by the Greek clergy who had to
flee from Constantinople – the SecondRome that had been seizedby the Turks.
Ivan the Third turned out to be a far-seeing politician. Having termin ated his
first marriage, h e married the niece o f the last Greek emperor and acquired
powerful ideological weapon. W ithin t he course of three decades he passed
under th e control all t he „Russian” (Or thodox) princip alities and whipped off
the power of the Golden Horde. The religious (church) concept became the
state one and resulted in formation of the independent national state as well as
for long centuries laid the foundation for the imperial aggressive policy.
One can argue for hours and hours about the consistency, historical destiny

of adoption of th e imper ial sacral ideology by Moscow, but , obviously, that
was mainly that ideology which converted a small, peripheral principality into
the heart of the powerful state and formed the grand Russian nation. It under-
went slight changes with in the course of time but un til now it preserved its
original influence.
We can see today what sufferings mentality of the Russian population of the

Russian Federation has to go through due to t he loss of its status of a super
stat e. We are the witnesses of how easy the real int erests of the people are
sacr ificed to please the imperial ambitions and how almost all th e polit ical
leaders of Russia declare restoration of former greatness of Russia as the main
element of their programs. In all cases „greatness” was understood as the mili-
tary power of the country.
In the 19th century the imperial ideology had coined into a well-known for-

mula of the national idea, i.e. orthodoxy, absolute monarchy, nation. This three-
part formula is very thoughtful and sign ificant. Each of its components is full
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of sense th at is disclosed in numerous manifestation s of th e Russian cult ure,
politics and psycho logy. Each Belarusian must try this uniform on before he
integrates with Russia. He must also tell himself whether this uniform strangles
or not.
Let us begin with ORTHODOXY. All the eastern Christian churches are

known to be called in t he West as the Orthodox ones, meaning that they are
traditional and unchangeable. However, the Russian equivalent to this notion is
different. The term Orthodoxy („Pravoslavye”) stands for „the only true reli-
gion” and contains the claim that it is the chosen religion. In this case it serves
as t he embryo of aggression. In everyday lif e this word acquires even more
pretentious character. Just listen to some of the orthodox ministers who happen
to be interviewed on the Belarusian TV. They use the term of „orthodox faith”
which is, mildly speaking, the case of blasphemy as all Christians – Ortho-
dox, Catholics, Protestants – are known to have one universal faith, i .e .
Christianity. Mainly this shift from „the only true church” to the „only true
orthodox faith” served as t he foundation for it to be spread not only among
the Christians but also among the Muslim peoples, of course, in a violent way.
This shift also served as justification o f their imperial policy both in the West
and in t he East.
ABSOLUTE MONARCHY. This is th e direct rejection of the republican

form of administration and democracy. The concept of the only Christian po-
tentate, selected by the Lord, was borrowed from the administrative policy and
theory of Constantinople (the Second Rome) that destroyed all the republican
traditions of the authen tic Rome. This is the concep t of a closed societ y in
which any information gets filtered and ideologically processed. Mainly this
propaganda gave birth to the traditional fairy tales about the „kindhearted father-
tsar” and bad boyars. This is the source of all the Russian excruciations dealing
with the introduction of the democrat ic syst em as well as mocker ies at any
form of parliamentarism. Absolute monarchy in cooperation with orthodoxy
gives birth to a pretty conservative social structure that contains no inner po-
tential for any reforms.
NATION. It serves as the remainders o f the Christian „socialism”. T his is

the concept of assembly that means the preeminence in the rights and interests
of the community as compared to the rights and interests of an individual citi-
zen that borders on the complete disregard of them. The Stalin theory of „screws”
comp letely matches t he theory of „nation”. T he Russian „nation” borrowed
from the medieval Christian „socialism” (that used legal acts of Byzantium to
really protect interests of defenseless people and limit wealth growth but not to
supp ress t he individual initia tive) only deprivat ion of rights of an individual
and h is/her wor thlessness in the eyes of a state.
Now, let us see how the Russian national idea, formed by the elite of the

Russian empire, affected the national character and mentality of the nation. S.
Averyntsev, an outst anding Russian philosopher and culture researcher, in one

Belarusian nation al idea wit hin...
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of his works explained in a figurative way the difference between the nonmaterial
world and psychophy sical reactions of the eastern vs. the western Christ ian.
Imagine the existence of the ether of ideas (some of them being contradictory
and full of antinomy ) interspersed with some zones of spir itual life o f human
beings. In Catholic philosophy they are limited in size. The conflict ideas,
which penetrate into its core, get gradually subdued. In orthodoxy these spheres
are known to be of a very small size. Under the ideal conditions they are to get
squeezed to the size of t he poin t and, therefore, contradictory nature of the
ideas is percepted by th e orthodox believers in a very trenchant way. It can
actually serve as a geometrical image (pattern) that explains the differ ence
between rational and irrational perception of conflicts of life. It explains why
the Russians tend to rapidly switch from love to hatred, from extreme courage
to panic, from crazy activity rate to the limp inactivity, from enslavement to the
„senseless and unmerciful” revo lt. It also explains their striving at being equal
in th e sense of misery. That is why th ey hate wealth but love luxury of non-
standard ( swear/t aboo) words in the Russian language.
The above manifestations of the „bro ad Russian soul” are very well known

to each Belarusian as well as he is aware of dry rationalism and egoism of
carr iers of western cult ure. These man ifestat ions have been descr ibed in the
really great Russian literature that treated ecstatic character of psychology of a
Russian as a goldmine.
However , one can hardly imagine a typical Belarusian, r ipping up his shirt

on his chest as well as it is next to impossible to imagine a typical Russian who
would wo rk hard for the collective farm free of charge or a Muscovite , cross-
ing the street with the green light of th e traffic light on. It was not by chance
that the Belarusian soldiers of the tsarist and soviet army tended to be the best
ones because of their high level of discipline, stamina and education. As for the
whole post -war Belarus, it became the „assembly line” of the fo rmer USSR.
It would be not bad at all if each Belarusian would try the „wide Rus-

sian soul” on and figure out for himself whether it fits him well. (Objec-
tively, it is not worse as compared to his own one, but it is simply differ-
ent). Having realized this fact, he would need to also keep in mind that
soul is not a material thing. It gets formed within the course of bringing up
and education and influenced by the social environment and governmental
policy. Primary goal of the latter is to make Belarusians ruin their souls.
It explains the fact why the issue of the Belarusian national idea currently
becomes the edge-cutting one. This national idea demands hard spiritual
work from each of the citizen who does not need anyone’s soul.
The Polish national idea has been mo lded in such toreut ic forms as com-

pared to th e Russian one. However , we can use th e Russian model for recon-
struction of the Polish nation al idea, having no confidence, that it will be ap-
preciated by each Pole or the Po lish elite. T he key issue in this case is not
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asso ciated with an abso lute accuracy in our defin itions. It deals with the ad-
equacy of perception of Polish culture and national character by the majority of
Belarusians.

THE PRIMARY ELEMENT
OF A THREE-PART FORMULA WILL

DEFINITELY BELONG TO CATHOLICISM
The concept of this very confession proclaims the clerical power to be free

from the secular one. It prevents the Poles from sacrilizing the state and treat-
ing the sta te syst em as the one that is obsequious with God and does not de-
pend upon the will of the citizens. T hat was why they managed twice within
the recent two centuries to have survived without any major losses the periods
of foreign domination as well as to have restored their nationhood without any
civil conflicts.
Poles are the traditionalists that also derive from their confession. They not

only lov e and know their history, highly appreciate and protect their cultural
monuments. Each restoration of the nationhood goes in line with restoration of
its name, i.e. Recz Pospolita (the republic). Republic, as an opposite to abso-
lute monarchy state system, became the second constituent of the Polish
national idea. The republican system means domination of law and not will.
This is the state order that gives freedom to initiative and independence. That
was obviously one of the reasons why t he Poles survived the „shock” therapy
of the liberal refo rms in a comparatively easy way.
The Polish national idea does not comprise the equivalent of a nation.

Poles are bigger individualists as compared to Russians. The individualism does
not exclude solidarity, hospitality, sympathy. But, it becomes one of the traits
of their national character that sometimes irrit ates Belarusians. This trait
comprises feeling of personal dignity, aptitude for demonstration of their
cultural preeminence. The latter feature is not characteristic for highly edu-
cated peop le but can be displayed as the demotic reaction to the unacceptable
foreign culture.
Thus, I would formulate the Polish national idea in the following way:

Catholicism – republic – dignity or solidarity as solidarity itself is the form
of socialization of dignified people.
Comparison of the neighboring national systems and reliance upon our own

histo rical experience should serve as th e basis for defin ition of the main ele-
ments of the Belarusian national idea. These should be the elements that could
specify peculiar features of t he nation al character and national values. They
should be pro tected and developed by th e independent Belarusian state in case
of it is formation.
The primary element shoulddefinitely deal with the world outlook. Belarus

is the multi-confessional country but the prevailing confession is Christi-
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anity. However, it is useless to apply the term orthodoxy in this case asCatho-
lics, Protestants and Or thodox believers are Christians. Our main histor ical
achievement deals with tolerance and faith leniency. In this aspect we are
strikingly different as compared to Russia and Poland. They are on the way to
achieve what we have already gotten. The Belarusian state should be only of a
secular nat ure. Church should be secluded from the state. The Un ited St ates
can serve as an example in this respect. And, of course, t here should be no
speeches of t he President of the count ry in Church.
One s hould see the diff erence be tween to lerance and gentle ness,

placability, indifference. Tolerance comprises opposition to violence, cult
of force, self-sufficiency of your world outlook, exposure to acceptable
cultural influences and sparing conservation of one’s values. Tolerance is a
sign of democracy, and respect to self-value of an individual and knowl-
edge. Tolerance is a kind of dignity that is free from the aggressive shading
of vantage. All these trait s are characterist ic for the t raditional Belarusian
culture that comprises both professional forms and folklore as well as folk fine
arts. One can trace them looking at the Uniyat icons and Sarmatian portraits.
They can be read about in the works of polemic literature of 16th through 17t h

cent ury as well as in th e classical wo rks of Belarusian Renaissan ce and even
the ones of the Belarusian soviet literature.
Yanka Kupala’s reply to the „And what, what are they striving at?” rhetori-

cal question was „To be called the human beings”. He meant tolerance. This is
the reason why the current regime fights this trait of national character in poli-
tics and spiritual life. This is the proof of the antinational nature of this regime.
Absolute monarchy is uncongenial for Belarus. At the same time, the repub-

lican traditions are too weak in this country. Therefore, democracy can serve as
the only state administration principle . The term of „democracy” is vaguer as
compared to the „republic”. It balances between the ochlocracy (the trap which
Belarus got into) and parliamentarism. History of this country comprises tradi-
tions of parliamentarism as well. Building of an independent Belarus should be
based on them. But before they are applied again, they need to be rehabilitated
in the eyes of the regular citizens. This necessity becomes an enormous respon-
sibility for the Belarusian elite. It duty is to breed the political culture, respect
towards the parties and their public responsibility, to disclose the essen ce and
advan tages of the rep resentat ive legislative power as compared to the veche
and its current implementation in the form of the president who is responsible
for everything and is not limited by anything in his activities. Belarus is neither
an Afr ican tribe nor a large collect ive farm. Multifacet ed interests of its citi-
zens should not be reduced to the will and intelligence of one person. To bring
Belarus back to Europe and actualize it national idea it is necessary to build the
parliamentary republic and to get rid of absolute power in this country.
The t hird element of our formula of n ational idea also presen ts a def inite

interest. It specifies the degree of socialization of the Belarusian society. It
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goes without saying that homogeneity of the „nation” and high degree of
civil „solidarity” are not the distinctive features of Belarusians. Continu-
ous absence of independent nationhood and national elite, multi-confessional
nature of the population favoreddevelopment of a specific form of socialization,
i.e. solidarity arising out of necessity or, in oth er words, tala ka ( a team of
people that gather to cope with a task in no time –BIR). This form of solidarity
is characteristic not only for the rural communities but for the working/produc-
tion teams which never h ad any conflic ts based on th e national, r eligious or
any other cultural grounds. It can also be traced in the per sistent existence of
such form of national liberation struggle as partisan movemen t which we are
well aware of from the history of this country. It exists even within the frame
of numerous present political parties.
Talaka is a means of achievement of the common aim by means of applying

join ed effor ts. It is a means that is limit ed both in time and space. However,
typologically it is the embryo of the civil community. Its instability and dyna-
mism serve as the guarantee from creation of the caste-based society (that presents
the typical pathology of a „nation”). Tala ka can also acquire the all-national
character. Only tala ka can unseat the regime.
Thus, to sum up th e above said, I do declare that the core or the form of

the Belarusian national idea today is the struggle for independentBelarusian
state . It essence covers the national and cultural reviv al, creat ion of th e na-
tional elite. The main national values are tolerance, democracy and talaka.
It should be understood, of cour se, that such a most complicated term as na -
tional idea can no t be completely formulated in only three words. The three
synonyms, selected by myself, are considered to depict this notion in the best
way possible.
I also do admit th at not all the Russians and Poles will agree upon my

interpretation of th eir national ideas. This is to only serve as th e Belarusian
way to treat the issue. More than that, the national ideas, in spite of their con-
centration within the historical roots of each nation, are at the same time pretty
flex ible. Serving, on the one hand, as a beacon in cultural activities of the
peop le, they keep verified and developed by each generation to come, espe-
cially within such crucial periods in the history of the country as the Belarusian
people are passing through at present.

Tran s. Ivan Burlyka

YURAS’ HADYKA – Be larusian politic, le ader Belarusians Popular Front , activity in opposi tion.
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Michael Fleming

FIXING THE POLITICAL
LANDSCAPE?
(The Belarussian minority
in Poland after the 2001
parliamentary election)

he emergence of a newminority rights regime1 in the post-commu-
nist period has failed to ensure t hat the voices of the Belarussian
minor ity in P oland are given due resp ect. As argued in a prev ious
paper in this journal (Substantiating the new minority rights regime

in Poland: Political capital and th e impo rtance of deliberation, Annus
Albaruthenicus 2001), this f ailure is a result of marginalisat ion in democratic

T

1This regime inc ludes the Council o f Europe’s Framewor k Convention for the Protect ion of National
Minorit ies, and is supported by institutions such as the European Un ion, OSCE and NATO. For further
details see Flem ing, M. (2002) ‘The new minority rights re gime in Po land: the e xperience of the
German , Belarussian and Jewish minoritie s in Poland since 1989 ’ in Nations and Nationalism (for th-
coming) and Jac kson-Pree ce, J. (1998) National Minori ties and the European Nation -States System
Clarendon , Oxford
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fora such as the Sejmik in the Podlaskie voivodship, and the minority’s inabil-
ity to organise a scalar strategy of empowerment.2

This paper aims to expand upon the argument made in the earlier contribu-
tion, in relation to the Belarussian minority. Here I argue that, in order to achieve
the substantive equality ‘guaranteed’ through th e newminority righ ts regime,
the Belarussian s need to be active and successful in t hree crucial areas. These
include the various democratic fora within P odlaskie – including the gmina,
powiat and in the Sejmik.3 Secondly, they must be able to develop a scalar
strat egy of empowerment, in order to influence the decisions affecting them
which emanate from locations outside the voivodship. Thismeans establishing
voice at the Sejm , Senate, and in European instit utions. Thirdly, and perhaps
most impor tantly, the Belarussians need to influence the exercise o f power as
it operates t hrough discourse. This essentially means challenging and contest-
ing stock notions of the Belarussian area of Hajnowski powiat, imposed, more
often than not, from the outside, but which may be incorporated int o lay dis-
course.
Thus, in t his paper I analyse those factor s which reproduce Belarussian

marginalisatio n. In first instance I discuss the important role of the Voivod in
relation to national minorities and no te that the SLD-UP victory in the 2001

to be a positive development. The argument then moves to take into account

ing the anti-democratic andmisanthropic behaviour of NGOs such as the Polish
bran ch of t he American deep ecology organisatio n Workshop for all Beings,
the Polish Societ y for the Pro tection of Birds, Wo rld Wildlife Fund (WWF)
and their supporters.
It is in this area that the power of discourse becomes transparent. The rep-

false, does play a crucial funct ion in legitimating the Park’s ext ension, and
silencing the concerns of the local people (who are largely Belarussian).4 Fur-

2A scalar strategy of empowermen t refers to the abil ity to influence dec isions affecting one scale (the
local area, for e xample) by acting upon agents (e.g . governmen t officials ) operating at another scale
(the national sc ale, for e xample). I n the case of the Be larussians , a successful scala r strategy would
see Belarussian voice established in national democratic fora, Eu ropean ins titutions, and could also
opera te through various non-governm ental orga nisations concerned about the rights of national mino-
rities , lobby ing at all sc ales.
3These correspond to comm une, distr ict and r egional le vels.
4A primeval fore st is one untouched by humans . The his torical re cord clear ly demons trates tha t the
forest has been worked for mille nnia. In evoking the notion of ‘primeva l’ forest, e nvironmentalists are
attemp ting to just ify the exc lusion of a number of a ctivities f rom the for est in order to safegua rd the
‘virg in / primordial / pr imeval’ f orest, which could not be sanc tioned if the fores t was view ed as
having been heavily influenced by humans. The value assigned to ‘primeval’ fo rest has been used by
envir onmentalis ts to over ride other values. I n the case of , unt il March 2000, democ ratic
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deliberation wa s sideline d. For a f ull discussion of this issue see Franklin, S. (2001) Bia3owie?a fo rest,
Poland : social function and social power D.Phil , Oxford University, and Franklin, S. (2002) ‘
Fores t: My th, Rea lity and the Politics of Dispossession – The Power of Re presentation ’ in Environ-

ment and Planning (forthcoming) (This paper can also be found at www.ac e.lu/se/wor kshop/postsocpr/
publicpapers/Franklin.rtf). In describ ing as being the las t prime val forest in Europe , the
envir onmentalis ts ignore the existe nce of the Russian European fo rests. For the Polish environm enta-
lists, th is ‘oversight’ echoes the longstand ing Polish nationa l my th which pictures Poland as the frontier
of Chr istendom, which translates for many as the frontie r of Europe. In this view, Orthodox Christia-
nity is seen as Other, and warrants exclusion. Most Bela russians a re Orthodox. For fur ther detai ls of
Polish national m y ths, see D avies, N. ( 1997) ‘Polish National Mythologie s’ in Hosking, G. and Schop-
flin, G. (1997) Myths and Nationhood Hurs t and Company, London
5The notion of l ifeworld is from Jurgen Habe rmas.
6The responsibilities of the Voivod are detailed in the law of 5th June 1998 (see particularly Article 15).
This law has been updated several times, a nd is published in Dziennik Ustaw Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej
2001, Nr 80, pos ition 872. The 1997 Constitution (article 152) also makes re ference to the role of the
Voivod , stating that, ‘The representative of the Council of Ministe rs in the Voivodship is the Vo ivod’.
For fu rther details, see Ochendowski, E (2001) Prawo Administracyjne

thermore, the construction of the ‘rural idyll’ inhibits the development of sen-
sible responses to the widespread rural poverty in southern Podlaskie, which is
undermining the Belarussian minorit y’s lifewo rld.5

Finally, I discuss t he 2001 parliamentary elections. I out line voting prefer-
ence at the powiat and regional level, and argue that the results indicate marked
and longstanding contours of antipathy, which in t his case reflect the lack of
substant ive progress t owards democratic inclusion within the voivodship.

THEVOIVOD’S O FFICE

In 2001, the SLD in allian ce with UP won the general election. This is an
important development, since the new central government has installed its rep-
resen tative in the Podlaskie voivodship (the Voivod), r eplacing the previous
AWS-appointed Voivod. One of the key t asks for the Voivod is t o ensure that
national policies are implemented and that Poland’s international commitments
are adhered to wit hin th e voivodship. This in cludes obligations in regard to

fort was made to adhere to the letter or spirit of the principal European instru-
ment of minority protection, namely the Council of Europe’s (1995) Frame-
work Convention for the Protection of National Minorities (ratified by Poland
in December 2000).
The role of the Voivod therefore is that of a senior civil servant, appointed

by th e government. He / she is accountable to the central government and is
placed at a judicious distance f rom the ebb and flow of regional politics, in
order to manage the implementation and monitoringof national policies.6 The
Voivod also exert s a tr emendous symbo lic power wit hin th e voivodship. For
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examp le, the failure of the former Podlask ie Voivod to meet with the Sejm’s

widely condemned by the nat ional minor ities in t he region, and applauded by
factions withinAWS, reflecting the contours of antipathy within the voivodship.
For all concerned, the Voivod had demonstrated her political colour s, and had
symbolically supported t he exclusionary tact ics th en being employed by the
Right in the Sejmik.7

What is especially interesting about this example is that a government ap-
pointee (i.e. from the executive) refused to consider the views held by the Sejm’s
special committee concerned with the rights of minorities, suggestin g that ei-
ther the central government took a very broad interpretation of its minority
obligations in Podlaskie (so broad, in fact, as to render them ineffectual) or that
the Voivod had acted improperly and therefore warranted sanctioning. Since
the Voivodwas not sanctioned, and the political storm over her failure to meet
with the Sejm’s committee fell into abeyance - largely due to the weakness of
the national minorities in Podlaskie, and a lack of act ion from Warsaw - the
weight of evidence shifts to the central government’s (AWS’s) broad interpre-
tation of its obligations in th is region.
This hypothesis gains credence if we consider the conflict over th e exten-

True, th e Polish government was under tremendous pressure - both t o extend
the park, and to accord it th e highest degree of protection - from foreign and
domestic interest groups (international environmental NGOs and Polish envi-
ronmental scientists), as well as from factions within its own group which saw
the top -down imposit ion of national parks as part of the wider project to re-
deem Poland’s image from the poor env ironmental record caused by the com-
munists’ methods of industria l expansion.8 But , in failing to even raise the

7See Fleming, M. (2001) National minori ties in post-commun ist Poland : Constructing iden tity D.P hil,
Oxford University. Also se e Rabaglia ti, A. (2001) A Minority Vote Nomos, Kra ków.
8It is worth noting the con trast betw een the fo rmation of national parks in P oland and their form ation
in the United Kingdom. In the UK, the creation of nationa l parks was a consequence of the mass
trespa ss movemen t of the 1930s, which saw working people demand that the country side be opened
up fo r the enjoyment of the working class. The nationa l parks we re created , in part, to make public
the c ountry side , which ha d been tre ated as the exclusive private domain of landlords. In Poland , the
1990s’ creation and expansion of na tional par ks has be en a top-down affair , largely accomplished by
minis terial dec ree withou t mass support. This process has been c arried ou t with a v iew to Eur opean
Union accession , and the concomita nt need fo r increased environmental pro tection, and as a c onse-
quence of lobby ing by inter national a nd national environme ntal NGOs. The result , rather than to

access and, in effect, to ‘privatise’ areas. This privatisation does not m ean that the right to the
exchange value o f the coun try side ha s been tra nsferred, but its use-value ha s. In this sense, the new
‘private’ owner s include environme ntal ‘scientists’ a nd ‘exper ts’ – the same peop le who have de-
mande d the crea tion and e xtension of nationa l parks. Those who suffer var ious leve ls of exclusion
include local pe ople and ‘ordinary f olk’ – the very peop le which the creation of national parks in the
UK sought to empower.
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issue of the r ights of national minorities in the context of discussion over the

thropic dogma of environmentalists to take centre stage.9

This in itself is of concern, since an a priori judgement concerning the rela-
tive values of the environment vis a vis the rights of local / Belarussian people
has been made without any democratic deliberat ion. However, it has also be-
come clear that the arguments made by the international NGOs and environ-
mental scientists are largely overstated, and frequently spurious.10 This has been
extensively analysed by Stuart Franklin in his contribution to the British jour-
nal ‘Environment and Planning’ (2002).
The central government’s inadvertent complicity in the environmentalists’

project to disenfranchise the local population prior to March 2000, in and around

stood in national and political party terms. Those people who faced the loss of

SLD supporters – theAWS’s opposition (see below). In the context of Podlaskie’s
form of democracy - that is, a dictator ship of the majority - the views of the

11 In failing to take seriously the
complaints th ese peop le had with the workings of local democratic fora (for
example, the Sejmik , where the request fo r a special committee for national
mino rities was brusquely pushed aside by the majorit y), th e Voivod failed to
demonstrate the impartiality required of her office.

forest, and home to the mighty and exotic European bison.12 This mythology is

9The government is still to acknowledge that the conflict over also requires that the r ights
of a national minority be taken into account. For, while a change in the statu s of may be
a pur ely administrative m atter, the concomitant rights and obligations im posed wil l have pro found
consequences for the local (Belaruss ian) population. In this conte xt, the de bate needs to be ref ramed
to take into acc ount Artic les 4 and 5 of the Fr amework Convention ( 1995).
10The Wor ldwide Fund fo r Nature’s website (accessed on 20th http:/
/www.panda.org/europe/bialowieza.cfm) is full o f inaccuracies, which work to encourage m isanthropic

by humans for hundreds of years’. This is inc orrect, a s the historical rec ord clearly demonstr ates.
11For f urther details on the politica l situation in Podla skie through the 1990s see Fle ming, M. ( 2001)
and Rabagliati, A. (2001)

12

motif utilised today by e nvironmentalists. The forest’s ‘wildness’, and its fauna, a re also used to

millennia, and muc h of its biodiversity is a result of man’s in teraction with the fore st. The ‘wild’ and

sively during the winter. The r eality of a semi-domesticated animal is not as appealing as the my th.
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place of sanctuary from the pressures of modernity. As McDowell (1997:262)
argues, ‘Places and landscape have no intrinsic meaning. Instead they are so-
cially const ructed, embedded within the set s of social relations and the value
system of a period’.1 3

cluding the voices of those who live and work within and around the forest.
The lived space of lo cal people has been ignored, and replaced by a powerful
discourse t hat rep resent s the forest as primeval, th reaten ed and Polish. The
‘knowledge’ of self-appointed ‘experts’, through the mobilisation of significant
political and financial capit al during the 1990s from international NGOs such
as the WWF, delegitimated local underst andings of the forest, and thereby jus-
tified t he actions deemed necessary by those same ‘experts’.
For example, the environmentalist Simona Kossak, in her flawed book ‘Saga

longstanding tradition of denying the identity of the local population, and, if it
is acknowledged, it is p resent ed as something alien and foreign – and thus
demanding exclusion . The former Voivod tacitly played upon this discourse in
order to disregard the legitimate claims made by Belarussians, and therefore
failed to give due consideration to t he demands of the newminor ity rights
regime.
It was not until the vigorous demonstration of March 2000 by local people

against the extension of t he national park, that the cen tral government was
forcibly made aware of the radical disjuncture between the claims of the envi-
ronmentalists and the actual real conditions operating in the forest. Consequently,
plans to extend the park have been postponed. (Another factor affecting this
decision is the fact t hat the cost o f extension will prove to be high).
The victory of SLD at the 2001 general electio ns saw the replacement of

import ant, as th e newVoivod is not en cumbered by the perception that he is
anti-natio nal minorities. This, in itself, is symbolically significan t since it
recalibrates the t one of discussion between minorities and the majority to a
fairer plane.
However, since the central government is yet to appraise the situation of the

Belarussian minority due to poor monitoringof the implementation of the Council
of Europe’s Framework Convention, and to acknowledge that the conflict over

will act on the issue.
The rhetor ic of environmental crisis continues to guide the debate about

13McDowe ll, L. (1997) ‘Imagined places’ in McDowell, L. (1997) Undoing Place? A Geographical
Reader Hodder, London.
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ture, Vice-Minister of the Environment) 2002 plan for the forest, which seeks
to accord high protect ion to selected stands wit hin the forest. For, while she
does acknowledge the concerns of local people, she maintains that: ‘Everything

of n ature’, without problematising what ‘nature’ is. This lack of rigour reaf-

against the legitimate concerns of the local people.14 In substance, the voice of
the Belarussians remains marginalised by t he power ful crisis discourse, which
has been propagated by international environmental NGOs, Polish environmen-
talists and their allies, and acceded to by the government which is fearful that
‘wit hout ef fective protection of the fo rest no Union instit ution will be per-
suaded to give help in the development of the region’.1 5

SCALE AND DEMOCRACY

The Belarussians’ experience of post-communism clearly demonstrates the
need to engage with extra-local territorial scales. The systematic ex clusion in
the Sejmik, a result of both the understanding of democracy within Podlaskie
as winner takes all, and more subtle mechanisms o f exclusion whereby the
claims, per spectiv es and desires of the national minorities are no t given due
respect or consideration (the political philosopher Iris Marion Young describes
this second form of exclusion as internal exclusion),16 coin cides with an eco-
nomic crisis in the Belarussian heartlands around Hajnówka.
However, as McNeil (2001:347) notes, ‘Any political project which aims to

‘engage’ with ext ra-local ter ritoria l scales must have a strong discursive di-
mension, both in the sense of practices of talking and meeting and networking,
and in the sen se of disseminating this public domain’.17 This task is especially
difficult , given that a k ey discur sive dimen sion of t he Belarussian exper ience
has been ‘misrepresented’ by env ironmentalists. In this context, the work of

14The key issue is whether ‘man’ is part of ‘na ture’ or a part from it. The environmenta lists gene rally
take the second vie w (see Kossa k, 2001, for example), u rging for high protection of on
the grounds that man only harms the for est and its biodiversity. This radical separation is at odds with
local understandings of the f orest, whic h maintain ‘man’s’ posi tion within ‘nature’. I nterdepende nce is
acknowledged. Since these positions are mutually exclusive, the WWF’s assertion that it wishes to
enlarge the national park and to secur e the cultural values of local people (see below) is oxymoronic.

15

lumber jacks enter the last p rimeval fo rest in Eur ope?’) (sic ) in Gaze ta Wyborcza
16See Young, I.M. ( 2001) Inclus ion and Democracy OUP, Oxford
17McNeil , D. (2001) ‘Barcelona as imagine d community ’ in Transactions of the Institute of Bri tish
Geographers Vo lume 26, No 3 p340-352
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18 On a
basic level, DANCEE created a forum in which all interested parties would be
treated with equal respect (though it quickly became clear that the hardcore of

in dialogue), and which became a means of facilitating compromise. However,
DANCEE also played another function, perhaps more important, of legitimat-
ing the validity of the Belarussian understandings of t he forest. In doing so,
DANCEE challenged the notion propagated by some of the environmental sci-
entists that local people do not care about the forest.1 9

can only be judged in th e coming years, after the organisation has depar ted.
For although, following the events of March 2000, DANCEE has worked hard
in fost ering fora of deliberation, it is not clear whether th ese will cont inue to
function after the DANCEE project finishes later this year.20 For instance, local
people are strongly against the extension of the national park. This position is
predicated upon a knowledge of th e actual condition of the forest and its his-
tory. The WWF, on the other hand, is committed to ‘supporting NGOs’efforts
to en large the park, while securing the cultural values and economic needs of
local people’.21 The WWF’s stated goals are contradictory. It cannot justify its
commitment to extending the national park22 without r elying upon spur ious
claims made about the forest’s history and discredited notions of climax ecol-
ogy, and at the same time claim to wish to secure t he cult ural and economic
needs of local p eople.

18DANCEE – Danish Cooperation for the Environme nt in Eastern Europe . DANCEE played a cr ucial
role in fostering dialogue between the various actors - local people, envir onmentalis ts, foresters -
following the m ass demons tration of March 2000 against the extens ion of the national park.
19It is therefore extremely surprising that DANCEE funded the tr anslation into English of Kossak’s
book, in which she asserts that local people are a ma jor proble m of the f orest (se e page 548 , for
example). In an interview with the a uthor of th is paper ( 22/3/2002) , DANCEE’s co-ordina tor in

ment. We still a wait the publication in English of the Belarussian / anti-NGOs position. A publication
in English is significant since it has the potential to reach a much lar ger audience than the same book
in Po lish. (It should be clear that anti-NGO does not infer being anti-environment.) For a review of

Europe and Asia Stud ies (fo rth-
coming)

20 For an account of DANCEE’s position, see DANCEE (2001 ) ‘Background to management gu idelines

21 From WWF website, (http://www.panda.org/europe/weboflife_bialoprogramme.cfm), accessed 20th June
2002. I n this statem ent, the WWF is guilty of obfuscation, since it is one of the ma jor NGOs a cting.

22National parks can be acco rded various levels of ‘protection’, ranging from open access and tolerance
of a range of economic activity, to extremely restricted access and bans upon many economic activi-
ties. The WWF-pr oposed extension wou ld rank as an IUCN ca tegory II park, whic h would se verely
restrict access and econom ic activity. It is worth noting that all of Belaru s’ part of the fores t is a
national park, but has an IUCN category V rating, which allows access and economic activi ty to take
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place. In failing to publicise this crucial difference, the WWF have been able to portr ay the hos tility
of the local people to ‘the ir’ plans as being a nti-environment, and to cast the Polish State in a s imilar
light (which is important as Poland attempts to accede to the EU) . This str ategy paid dividends as a
relunctant Cimoszewicz government doubled the size of the national park in 1996. However, as Fran-
klin ( 2001 and 2002) demons trates, the claims ma de by environmentalists do not bear up to close
scrutiny.
23See Wajrak, A . (15/5/2002)

The desire to extend the national park on the grounds of needing to protect
‘nature’ (itse lf a social and ideological construct) and biodiversity fails to rec-
ognise the excellent work taking place in the managed part of the forest . In
short, despite its st renuous public relations campaign to build trust in the local
communities, th e WWF and its Polish allies are likely to return to their pre-
March 2000 scalar strategy to disempower local people. Like Heinrich Goering
in t he 1940s, int ernatio nal environmental NGOs and their Polish allies see

that the WWFwill not hesitate to use its contacts in Brussels to push its agenda,
and that ‘the European parliament’s environmental committee has already asked

23 It is likely that the report
which the WWF submits will continue to mythologise the forest, and rely upon
highly contested claims made by alleged ‘experts’. The European parliament’s
environmental committee is yet to ask for a report on the forest from the local
people, or from the State Forest service which is responsible for t he managed

need to press their persp ective within various European inst itution s, if local
people are to avoid further marginalisation.
Local government also needs to challenge the NGOs’ representatio n of

NGOs, especially the WWF, have substan tial financial resources with which to
sponsor relatively highly paid activists in the local community and to organise
lobbying at various scales (local, region al, national and international), as they
did with considerable success through the 1990s (and are current ly doing).
However, lo cal governmen t offic ials have learned some valuable skills since
2000 , and have created useful networks to challenge the WWF’s hegemonic
conception of the forest.
Furthermore, there is nowgreater awareness of the reality of the forest within

Polish polity, and a willingness amongst a larger public to challenge the rheto-
ric o f environmental crisis. Nevertheless, the matrix o f rhetoric surrounding

are t reated with a lack of understanding, and f requently aggression.
The mechanisms which perpetuate the myth of the primeval forest include

the still photography of Jan Walencik. In his photographs the forest is depopu-
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lated of people, and the carefully selected shots p resent a par tial and prejudi-
cial representatio n of th e forest, which aims to suggest wildness and nat ural
purity. In addition, Telewizja Polska’s (1996) ‘documentary’ ‘Heartbeat’ con-
tinues this mythologising agenda by once again emptying t he forest of people
and dramatically staging sho ts with an array of technical filmatic techn iques.
The forest is somewhat different from the conception held by these storytellers.
Amore balanced view is given by Yorkshire TV’s (1998) documentary ‘Dances
with Wolves’ which does not flirt with mythology and sentimentality, but this
film is generally unknown.2 4

POLITICS OF RURAL DISCOURSE IN PODLASKIE

ity project, is not the only problem which the Belarussians face. The economic
collapse of southern Podlaskie on the one hand encourages out -migration to

to a high acceptance of poverty amongst the Belarussian minority.
The construct of the rural idy ll play s a crucial role in the acceptance of

poverty. In their seminal work on t he rural idyll, Fabes et al (1983)25 out lined
several responses to positions of poverty – all of which have resonance amongst
the rural Belarussian minority in t he Hajnowski powiat. These include:
1. a f atalistic acceptance of a lowly position with in a clearly demarcated

social hierarchy
2. high tolerance of poverty, with peop le ‘scraping by’ for as long as pos-

sible in their current positions
3. a distinct lack of material aspiratio ns, with prio rity being allocated in-

stead to family life, good health, and th e richness of the rural cultural heritage
4. a stigmatic burden of shame and secrecy which then militates against the

seeking of help
However, asCloke (1997)26 points out, ‘these lay discourses confirm rather

than contest countryside cult ures of problem- free idy ll-ised life’. I t is in this
environment that fo reign and domestic NGOs have been able to successfully

forest. Indeed, the Belarussian minority ’s discourse concerning th eir own situ-

24For fu rther deta ils of the role played by photog raphic and filmic repr esentations of in
‘supporting’ the claims o f the environmentalists, see Franklin, S. (2001 / 2002)
25Fabes, R., Worsley, L. and Howard, M. (1983) ‘The Myth o f Rural Idy ll’ Child Poverty A ction
Group, Leicester

26Cloke, P. (1997) Poor Country: Marginalisat ion, pover ty and rurality in Cloke, P. and Litt le, J. ( 1997)
‘Conte sted Country side Cultures: Othe rness, mar ginalisation and rur ality ’
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ation is extremely problematic for the longevity of the minority. Natural wast-
age, and a steady process of out-migration of the youngest and most able, fur-
ther undermine the community. For, as long as th e nature of rural Belarussian
poverty is not discussed, a solution to the problem remains distant.
The in ability to discuss rural povert y on the same plane as urban poverty,

for example, is strongly connected with ideas about the purity, healthiness and
naturalness of rural living. Cloke (1997 :256) argues that, ‘constructs of rural
idyll(s) concomitantly exacerbate and hide poverty in rural geographic space’,
and this is true within Podlaskie. For, although the economic crisis in agricul-
ture is well known , there remain s a lack of urgency to find a solution to the
concomitan t poverty. Indeed, t he idea of the rural idyll militates against a re-
sponse, given that the reality of poverty challenges the notion at its core.
Thus, insteadof confronting the economic crisis in southern Podlaskie with

development strategies which admit industry such as forestry, furniture-making
and a revit alised agriculture, the regional development plan (fo rmulated in

cuses upon tourism as a panacea for th e problems faced by t he inhabitants of
rural Hajnowski.2 7

This is in adequate, but it do es link well with t he WWF’s and its Po lish
allies’ desire to see forest-related industries curbed and, if possible, phased out.
Since tourism alone cannot support th e economy of Hajnowski ( for the evi-
dence, see Podlaskie statistical yearbook 1975-2001 on the number of tourists

part of a longer term strategy to weaken the supportive capacity of southern
Podlaskie. Since the population here is largely f rom the Belarussian minority,
the regional government needs to defend itself against th e charges made by
Belarussian activists over the last few years, that the economic crisis is an
‘attempt to liquidate our ethnic areas’.28 On the evidence, it seems that it would
be very difficult fo r the regional government to refute th e minority’s claims,
and it would be fo rced to rely upon a considerable amount of sophistry.
Thus, one o f the main challenges faced by people liv ing in and around

Hajnówka is to contest the disempowering discourses which fix their ambitions

27Some c ommentators suggest that the maj or problem is the lac k of co-ord ination between the various
gminas’ developmen t strategies. While co-ordination is desirable, this is not the major issue, given that
gmina budgets in rural Podlaskie are extr emely limited, and are focused upon improving bas ic infra-
struc ture. Neve rtheless, co-operat ion and co -ordination should be encoura ged in or der to generate
econom ies of sca le and scope, as well as to prevent unnece ssary funct ion duplic ation.

28Interv iew with Belarussian activist 30/5/2000. Other researchers have notice d similar sentiments . For
example, in the research e dited by Piotr G linski, one respondent commented that, ‘This park is for us

Pogran icze Volume
10, p72. Action Vistula r efers to the forced resettlem ent of Ukr ainians f rom the south-east to the
wester n and northern terri tories of Poland in 1946.
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and lifestyle justifications. If the vigorous protest of March 2000, a reaction to
furt her disenfranchisement of a tradit ional r esource, is t o have any greater
meaning, it is necessary for these same people to demand something more than
mere subsistence offered by the continuation of traditional forest access rights.
And this means break ing with the tacit acceptance of the rhetoric of the rural
idy ll.

CONTOURS OF ANTIPATHY29

The 2001 parliamen tary election, which sawAWS split into disarray and

of Civic Platform, allowed the SLD in alliance with UP to secure a resounding
victory.
In Podlaskie, SLD won 37.91% o f the vote for the Sejm, trailed by a con-

siderable margin by Samoobrona (12.04%) and Liga Polskich Rodzin (11.79%).
Interestingly, the electoral geography of the 2001 electio n mirrors to a large
degree the geography of nation al mino rities in the voivodship. SLD was the
favoured party of the minorities, largely due to its insistence upon formal and,
to a lesser degree, substantive equality between majority and minorities. In the
Hajnowski powiat , for example, SLD attract ed 76.13% of the vo te, and in

Rodzin (LPR) att racted just 2 .46% of the vote in Hajnowski and 5.43% in

The results fo r the Senate elect ions show the con tours of antipathy more
clearly. Seventeen candidates competed for 3 mandates. Two of th e mandates
were won by the SLD-UP candidates Adam Jamroz (31.17%) and – Belarussian
minority member – Sergiusz Plewa (29.97%), and one by Jan Szafraniec of the
Liga P olskich Rodzin (28.18%). The table below illustrates the geography of
electoral support each candidat e received. I also in clude the results of Jan
Syczewski, chairman of the Belarussian Social-Cultural Organisation, and former
SLD MP who was dropped following widespread, but misplaced, cr iticism of
comments he made in Minsk in 2001 to the effect that there ismore than one
form of democracy. Mr Syczewski had tried, during his time in office, to draw
attention to the economic crisis in the Belarussian area around Hajnówka, and
had played an important role on the Sejm’s Commission for National and Eth-
nic Minorities.
In t he Hajnowski powiat , the vote was essentially split between the two

SLD candidates and Jan Syczewsk i, runn ing as an independen t under the

29The data cited in this section is from (website, http://wybory.pkw.gov.pl)
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Table 1: Candida te Results for the 2001 Senate election in Podlaskie (in per centage of vote)

‘Podlasie’ banner. P lewa’s high support, with almost 70% o f the vote, reflects
the double benefit he en joyed in the powiat – as a SLD candidate , and being
part of the Belarussian minority. Adam Jamroz’s main attraction was the fact
that h e was the SLD’s leading candidat e in the vo ivodship. Jan Syczewski, on
the other hand, would have probably receivedan even greater proportion of the
vote had he been on the SLD platform. Never theless, the strong suppor t he
received in the Hajnowski powiat does indicate t he Belarussian mino rity’s co-
hesion around a leftist political programme in which the rights of minorities are
given due respect.
The right wing candidate fared poorly in the powiat, and relied upon sup-

port from Poles in the area. The table belowillustrates the voting pattern in the
Hajnowski powiat.

Table 2: Candidate results for the 2001 Senate elections in the Hajnowski powiat (in percenta ge of
vote)
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As can be seen in table 2, Szafraniec fared better in gminas in which there
is a higher proportion of Poles, such as Hajnówka and Narew, and very poorly
in the Belarussian- dominated areas such as Hajnówka gmina. In contr ast, the
principal Belarussian candidates, whether running on the SLD platform such as
Plewa, or Syczewski runn ing as an independen t, far ed extr emely well in the

The results of the parliamentary election illustrate the saliency of national
minority identity both at the voivodship level and at the powiat level. Support
for SLD-UP is predicated upon the conviction that this party is more likely to
treat national minorities with the respect they are entitled to, both within and
without democratic inst itution s, as well as a firm belief in t he left ist agenda
which the party proclaims. For, although other parties competing in the Podlaskie
voivodship offered support fo r particular class interests (Samoobrona and the
LPR), these parties also made use of ‘national’ rhetoric which alienated poten-
tial c lass allies amongst t he Belarussian population.
The electoral split within the voivodship is not so much a division between

the economic left and right, but rather between the ideological left and right –
between a promise of tolerance and th e threat o f compulsory conformity. In
this r espect, the contours of antipathy within th e voivodsh ip continue along
their histor ic trajectory – between Belarussian – Pole, Orthodox – Catho lic.
The resounding victory of SLD-UP may enable a more inclusive democracy to
take shape in the voivodship. To ensure that it do es, SLD parliamentar ians
must take steps to sustain meaningful dialogue with their constituents. In prac-
tice , this means disrupting the hegemon ic idea of th e rural idyll, which both
hides and exacerbates the problems of t heir rural con stituen ts, including, but
not exclusively, the Belarussian minorit y. In doing so, representatives will re-
main in touch wit h the region as it is actually lived, and will be able to chal-
lenge and contest the claims o f foreign and Polish NGOs, and misanthropic
environmentalists, concerning the ‘primeval’ forest, the purity and simplicity
of rural life.
In additio n, the Voivod has an impor tant role to play in monitoring the

implementat ion of intern ational and national legislation regarding national
minorities. This is a difficult task, given that mechanisms to monitor Poland’s
international obligations in regards to national minorities are ‘not perfect’.30

In the changed po litical situat ion, it is in deed po ssible that th e intransi-
gence o f the Podlask ie Sejmik in regards to minorities may recede, esp ecially
if the SLD and UP increase their representation at the forthcoming local elec-
tions. Nevertheless, immense challenges remain. Power is not exercised exclu-
sively through coercion, but through discursive means. In this respect, the Voivod

30Intervie w with Rzemien iewski (26/6/2002), Head of se ction dealing w ith national minorities
in De partment o f Citizenship, Ministry of In ternal Af fairs and Administra tion.
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needs to be sensitive to the disempowering strategies adopted during the 1990s
by various NGOs, and be able to recognise them for what they are. As Cloke
(1997:260) notes, ‘dominant cultural constructions of rurality can subsume the
potentially problematic and marginalising experiences of rural life into a seem-
ingly hegemon ic ‘takeover’ of what meanings should be attached to that rural
life’. An understanding of the newminority rights regime can help guard against
such ‘takeovers’, and action is warran ted to preven t the marginalisatio n of
Belarussian cultural values at the behest of ‘crisis environmentalism’.

CONCLUSION

The marginalisation of the Belarussian minority in Polandcontinues. In this
paper I h ave out lin ed some of the mechan isms wh ich perpet uat e th is

forest conflict, in which democratic practice has been subverted by unaccount-
able NGOs with subst antial scalar r each, on the basis of an alleged overriding
‘just cause’.
The rheto ric of environment al crisis and the concomitant mytho logy sur-

disempowering of local (Belarussian) people, or legitimate spurious claims made
about threats to biodiversity and the acceptance of discredited ‘scientific’ theo-
ries o f climax ecology.
I argued further that the failure of the central government to place the debate

of the extension of the national park in its broader context of the rights of national
minorities allowed the mythologising tendencies and rhetoric of environmental
crisis to take centre stage, forcing the local people into a subservient position

needs to fulfil its obligation to the Belarussian national minority, as stated in
Article 5 of the Framework Convention for the Protection of NationalMinorities
(1995):
The Parties undertake to promote the conditions necessary for persons be-

longing to national minorities to maintain and develop their culture, and to pre-
serve the essential elements of their identity, namely their religion, language,
traditions and cultural heritage.

understandings have systematically been marginalised, and indeed the specific
claims that national minorities make upon the majority to achieve substantive or,

due to the massive power differentials between a weak national minority and a
powerful, global NGO.
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Article 4.2 of t he Framework Convent ion, in rela tion to the Belarussian
minority, requires the Polish State to adopt special measures that take into account
their specific conditions.
The Parties undertake to adopt, where necessary, adequate measures in order

to promote, in all areas of economic, social, political and cultural life, full and
effective equality between persons belonging to a national minority and those
belonging to the majority. In this respect, they shall take due account of the
specific conditions o f the persons belonging to national mino rities.
As suggested by this paper, the Polish State needs to act in a number of key

areas.

context of national minority obligatio ns. This would achieve a number of ob-
ject ives. I t would enable the voice of local people to be heard within demo-
cratic fora out side of P odlaskie, and at th e same time expose the anti-demo-
crat ic str ategies employed to date by environmen tal NGOs to appropr iate

national p ark actually is, and would reveal that being against the ex tension of
the national park (at IUCN category II) does not equate to beinganti-environ-
ment , as th e internation al NGOs and th eir Polish allies like to suggest. The
DANCEE report (2001:38) makes clear that the ‘costs andbenefits from change
[in the st atus of the fo rest] may (and in some cases will) impact the EBNP

nity in a very dif ferent way. Th is is t o say that th e allocation o f costs and
benefits must be included in deliberation of the form of change selected’. This
is yet to happen.

Giving the Belarussian minority the political space which the Framework
Convention ‘guarantees’ them, would enable t he Belarussians to contest the
disempowering discourse of the rural idyll, and to challenge the negative stere-
otypeswhich portray them as backward, simple and, perhapsmost importantly,
‘misunderstanding’31

Secondly, the Podlaskie Voivod should become more proactive in regards to
the State’s obligations towards national minorities and, perhaps in conjunction
with the Marshall’s off ice, institute robust mechanisms to monitor th at these
obligations are fulfilled.
In o rder t o achieve these goals or, if put more bluntly, in order to avoid

further marginalisation and ultimate disappearance, the parliamentary representa-
tives of th e Belarussian s need to act. In th e Sejm Eugeniusz Czykwin and in
the Senate Sergiusz Plewa have a key role to play in contesting the contempo-

31The V ice-Marsha ll of Pod laskie, Da riusz Czy szak, also believes that the extension will not cause
unemployment, suggesting that the Belarussia ns’ posit ion ‘is no t an argum ent, rather some kind of
misunderstanding ’ (interview with Da riusz Czyszak, , 12/7/2000)
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made by NGOs, and to reconfigure the entire debate so that the issue of na-
tional minorities is at the forefront o f discussion.

Pietroczuk – Starosta of the Hajnowski Powiat, need to copy the NGOs’ scalar
strategy and communicate their concerns to the relevant European institutions
– the European Parliament’s Committee for the Environment, the Council of
Europe’s Minority Unit, the European Union’s Social and Employment Direc-
torate and the European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance, for ex-
ample. In doing so, the relevance of local democracy is sustained and local
underst andings are given voice, challenging the hegemony of environmental
organisations and their allies.
In short, the main problem which the Belarussians face is a lack of voice in

the decisions that affect them. This lack of voice is perpetuated by internal and
external exclusion in / from democrat ic fora, and the hegemonic discourse
operating concerning their lifeworld – be it a ‘rural idyll’ or the ‘last primeval
forest in Europe’. Their exclusion from democratic fora is a result of the ma-
jority’s antip athy towards their ‘Belarussianness’, which is generally linked to
religious confession (Orthodoxy). The Framework Convention for the Protec-
tion of Nat ional Minorit ies provides a solution. However, to ensure that its
guarantees are implemented requires voice. The challenge for the Belarussians
is to break out of this vicious cycle o f exclusion.3 2

32As Czykwin (2000) has shown, this is made especial ly difficult by the condescending Polish discourse
on Be larussians , which works to leg itimate exclusion, a nd undermines Belaru ssians’ gr oup and indivi-
dual confidence as ne gative stereotypes are internalised. See Czykwin, E. (2000)
narodowa jako grupa sygmatyzowana
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SUMMARY
The emergence of a new minority rights regime in the post-communist period has

failed to ensure that the voices of the Belarussian minority in Poland are given due
respect. I outline some of the mechanisms which perpetuate the marginalisation of the

conflict, in which democratic practice has been subverted by unaccountable NGOs with
substantial scalar reach, on the basis of an alleged overriding ‘just cause’. I argue that
the result of the recent parliamentary elections reflect longstanding contours of antipathy
between the majority and minorities, and suggest that the installation of a new Voivod
following the SLD-UP victory may encourage a more inclusive politics in the region. I

keenly affected by any change in its status are from the Belarussian national minority,
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and suggest that the government, through the office of the Voivod, institute more robust
methods to monitor the implementation of its obligations towards national minorities.
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AN IDENTITY OF THE
ORTHODOX-BELARUSIAN
MINORITY IN RELATION
TO THE POLISH-CATHOLIC
MAJORITY IN POLAND

1.
ocial space is crowded with divisions into Us and Them, int o We
and Others. Universality of these divisions indeed forces us to have
a look at the phenomenon. We can foster a thesis without any major
risk of error that the universality of these divisions has its source in

human psyche and touches its very important sphere. „Identity” becomes a handy
term here. Polish terms „to identify” or „identity card” render t he sense of
unrepeatability, of differentiating something or somebody from similar objects
or individuals. „Identity” retains also its uniqueness in time. When I look at my
phot os sin ce the baby cradle t o my kindergarden shows, th e first date, the
university diploma, until the present day, I have a feeling of continuity, I know
that this is still the same person. Personal identity possesses a continuity writ-
ten into an unrepeatable shape of personal autobiography.

S
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We could suppo se that human identities h ave alway s existed and such me-
diev al figures as Abelard or Heloize are an obvious evidence. It seems, how-
ever, t hat identity is a pretty recent discovery. According to Stuar t Hall1, t he
category of identity has gone t hrough three main stages, differen tiated by a
specific approach to the individual-society relationship since the Enlightenment.
Identity of the pre-Enlightenment Man was founded on traditional, mostly

religious, structures. Position in the so ciety, and, subsequently, identity, was a
direct result of a position granted by birth. The birth, in turn, was a manifes-
tation of God’s will. People were not seen as unique individualities but as parts
of the „chain of beings”. An individual was but a link in the fixed hierarchical
order, in which God occupied thee highest position, then down the chain – the
kings, the more important and less importan t people, animals, p lants, and
inanimated objects. Within this hierarchy an individual was determined by the
place he o r she occupied by birth and not by his or her indiv idual attributes.
The so cial order was sanctif ied by God’s will and, because of this, was deemed
unshakeable.
In the period of the Enligh tenment thinking about identity was dominated

by a new concept of man, distinguished by two main features: an individual
subject became to be seen as un ique and indiv isible. An identity of a person
could no t, in this view, be destroyed o r divided into smaller componen ts. Sec-
ond, an iden tity of a person was sovereign in the sense th at a person did not
constitute a bigger unity, e.g. the earlier „chain of beings”; a person started to
be seen as possessing h is/her own, distinct ident ity. Such view of an iden tity
was introduced by a French ph ilosopher of the 17th century, Descartes. His
dualistic concept of man assumed an existence of t wo separate and mutually
independent parts o f a human being: a body and reason.
Each person’s reasoning, according to Descartes, is distinctive and different

from another person’s reasoning, which is an evidence of human being’s unique-
ness. This was categorically exp ressed in the famous „Cogito ergo sum” – „I
think therefore I am”. Hall sums it up in the following way : „The Enlighten-
ment concept of being is rooted in the humanist tradition, treating person as a
fully cent ral, un ique individuality, endowed with the ability to con scious and
active reasoning, whose essence is an internal core of the identit y revealing
itself right after birth and making itself present throughout the individual exist-
ence. The fundamen tal essence o f the Self is constit uted by a per sonal iden-
tity”2.
The 19th century abounded in the amazing development of the concepts of

identity. The reason for such thriving can be found in social changes. With the
progress of industrialization and urbanization, the so-far stable and tightly-knit

1Comp. Hall, S.: The Question of Cultu ral Iden tity. Hall, (eds), 1992.
2Ibidem, p. 54.
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societies began to be mo re and more st ratified. An increasing structural and
organizational complexity of the society began to have a major impact on in-
dividual’s lif e. A per son could no more be seen as a unique and isolated entity
amongother such entities. The relations between an individual and society were
conceptualized as mirroring „group processes and social norms”. For example,
an individual was framed within the categories of class belonging, professional
grouping, connected with a region or nationality etc. We could then think about
a prototype worker , peasant, or an intelligen tsia represent ative, a Pole or a
Russian. Each of these types, e.g. worker, contained a common signifying con-
tent, differentiatin g it from non-workers, and individual examples of the type
were not distinguished from one another in any important manner.
„Symbolic interactionism” is a goodexample of a „new” conceptualization

of an individual identity. Man has a peculiar ability to look at oneself from the
vantage point of other people („what will others think about me?”). In this way
our self-image is to a large degree determin ed by how others see us and not
how we see ourselves.
Charles Cooley, one of the main representatives of this field, described people

as endowed in the „looking-glass self ”, which mean s a self-image mirro ring
others’ reactions to us. Others’ reactio ns to ourselves are here experienced in
the process of an interactive game whose scenario s are unpredict able, and in
which indiv iduals adapt t heir behaviour to th eir par tner’s reactio ns and vice
versa. During the „game” the players elaborate an agreed symbolical meaning
of the meeting (it can be, for example, courting, conflict, t ime-killing andmany
others).
According to symbolical in teractionists, human beings have an indiv idual-

ity, but it is not independent of the society; quite the reverse, it is its reflection.
By obtaining specific group identifications, an individual internalizes adequate
norms and values, which in turn constitute his/her identity. An in ternalization
of th e extern al norms and values guaran tees the predictability of individual’s
behav iour and makes it more typical and regular. Such model o f thinking can
be illustr ated by the concept of social class. Within t he frame of class indi-
vidual identities will manifest t endencies to a given behaviour (e.g. in accord-
ance with the workers’ ethos).
Similarly, a functionalist Talcott Parsons was trying to describe an identity

with the categories of social roles, which situated an individual within the frame
of social struct ures.
In late modernism the h ighly developed societies are ch aracter ized by an

increasing number of fragmented identities. People are no longer able to sus-
tain coherent and unique self-images, but have to possess „several sometimes
conflicting or unresolved identities”. New social movements have a crucial role
in the process of identity fragmentation.
In t he past, social classes had a „pattern identit y” dominating over o ther

identif ications and constituted a foundation fo r political conflicts. In the 60s
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and 70s in the West of Europe and in the USA people began to organize them-
selv es around oth er issues than social class. Hall enumerates th e following
examples: „feminism, Black emancipation, national liberalism, anti-nuclear and
ecological movements”. Peop le were gradually giving up def ining themselves
as belonging to class and started to identify themselves within the categories of
gender, e thnicity, religion, age, nationality, ecological v iews etc.
It seems t hat the process has also begun in Poland. It becomes more and

more manifest, e.g. in the feminist movement, most prominent in sociological
research3 concerning discr imination of women and unraveling how universally
conscious of discrimination in Poland both women and, to a lesser degree, men,
are. The research also shows t hat a remarkable number of people declare a
need to change the status quo.
Feminism shifted the inter est in such areas as housework or domestic vio-

lence from the private to the sphere of political debates. Feminism „unraveled,
as a political and social question, the problem of howwe are shaped as gendered
subjects. Such an approach polit icizes subjectivity, identity, and p rocesses of
identification of people (as men, women, mothers, fathers, sons or daughters)”
– Hall states.
A tendency to include the private sphere to the broader social realm, and, in

this way, to blur the border between the private and the public, can be observed
now as a universal trend in research. Social reality is not a given but is created
during interactions with other people4, in the face-to-face contacts.
Just like feminism, after 1989 many national minorities in Poland became

remarkably activated. Searching for one’s identity as „citizen of the world”, or
a „European”, or, at least, a „Pole” seems to be often to broad. Many problems
have a distinctively local character that is why local identifications are and will
be increasingly importan t. On the oth er hand, however, th e world is indeed
becoming one „global village” and an impression t hat we are all a product of
global processes is not alien to anybody. A slogan „think globally act lo cally”
is an att empt to bridge this identificational dilemma.
The division into the old and young – ageism – is also increasing. This will,

in my opinion, develop in Poland as a rebellion of the young against the „Soli-
darity” generation, which wasted its historical andcivilizational chance to build
a democratic and just 5 state. What is more, the growing inequalities will much
more affect the younger generation than the old one.
With the increase of the number and importance of new social movements

identity becomes a political category. Political identity means individuals’ self-
definition within the category of party belonging, and the tendency to under-

3Fuszara , M.: , Warszawa 2002.
4Ibidem.
5Comp. Raw ls, J. , War szawa 1994.
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line differences between them and find expression for such new identifications.
Such an ambience encourages the majorit y of people to listen to the voices of
others who, so far, would often remain silent. The voices of those stigmatized
and oppressed, as t he handicapped or national minorities, become especially
prominent within the broader society. An aspiration to equality creates another
demand – a convict ion that „undeserved inequalities require reparation”6. „In
justice conceived of as impart iality people agree to share their fate; designing
institutions they undertake an effort to benefit from natural circumstances and
social situation s only when it contributes to t he common good”7 .
An unraveling of the power of discip line and surv eillan ce constitutes an

important contribution to the deeper understanding of identity’s fragmentation.
Especially important here are the work s of Michel Foucault. According to the
author of Discip line and Punish, so cieties have been increasingly marked by
the „power of discipline” and „surveillance”. It means that individual’s behav-
iour is more and more closely observed, monit ored, and, when it is necessary,
punished. Control techn iques developed in p risons and psychiatr ic asy lums
become more and more common in many spheres of social life (in shops, banks,
insurance companies etc.). People are mon itored not as represen tatives of a
group, but as individual person s, which depr ives th em of group support, and
even iso lates them from social interact ion. Such a sit uation makes consolida-
tion of one’s identity in reliance on interaction with other people difficult .
Other frequently mentioned factor contributing to identity fragmentation is

globalizat ion. We can showmany ways in which globalization shapes an iden-
tity of contemporary man in highly developed societies. For example: traveling
has become very easy and, with th is, people’s mobility in the world; likewise,
communicat ion, television, and „the globalized style of the market, the place
and images” all lead to a „global supermarket effect”. Coherent identities peo-
ple know from the place they live are not an attractive option any more; pre-
cisely, they have become an option, on e of many for that matter, and people
can choose now from a wide range of identities on offer. T hey can dress, eat,
speak , and adapt values and lif estyles of groups or people they chose.
On t he other hand, however, global consumer ism facilitates homogen iza-

tion, and people are becoming more and more alike. Products o f many brands
have become known and popular all over the world, which in turn can be seen
as a sign of uniformization. Homogenization of the global consumer makes a
possibility of getting rooted in particular social groups hardly a feasible task.
Multiplicity and variety of identity options makes people belonging to the same
communities or e.g. professional groups starkly different.

6Ibidem, p. 144.
7Ibidem, p. 147.
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In modern societies nationality was an impo rtant source of identification.
Most nation-states stressed the importance of the nation for creating citizen
solidarity etc. In the era of globalizatio n such nation -centr ed politics seems
neit her as easy nor as efficien t as it used to be. People feel affiliat ed also to
other nations which are revived especially in the situation of war and are to a
remarkable degree determined by the power-relations in the world, thus have a
global character. We can point out, after Hall, three main reactions of people to
globalization in the national context:
1)In some regions people are trying to reaffirm national identity as a defense
mechanism against globalization. Some indigenous feat ures are stressed as
differentiating the inhabitants from immigrants or members of another eth-
nic group (in Po land – Podhale).

2)The first react ion of a minority t o racism and exclusion is defensive. I t is
characterized by an exposure of one’s ethnic and cultural identity as „not at
all worse”. Such refreshed identification with mother culture is characteris-
tic for, e.g., the Carribeans or Indians in Great Britain or Ukrainians in Poland.

3)The third way is a con struction of n ew identities. A British example is a
development of the Black cultural identity, consolidating the Black Carribbeans
and the Asiatic. An identity becomes hybrid, made of more than one exist-
ing identit y and creatin g a new qualit y. Is it possible, t hen, t o creat e in
Poland a Polish-Belarusian-Ukrainian minority representative?
First two options of responding to globalization result in a revitalization of

ethn icity as a source of identit y, and frequently th ey occur in oppositio n to
existing nationalisms. In many parts of the world ethnic groups are expressing
demands for their own nation-state (in the former USSR, former Yugoslavia or
in Israel), which may often lead to violence and civil war like in Bosnia, Kosovo,
or Palestine.
Decentring is a demarcation line between the modern and postmodern real-

ity. Individuals can no longer seek a core or a cent re of t heir un iqueness as
founded on class belonging or national identification. Most prominent ly, glo-
balization results in the „pluralizing at tack on identity creating multiplicity of
possibilit ies and new identification positions, making identity more situational,
political, heterogeneous, less complete , less coherent and trans-historical”.
Shaping of identity in today’s world o f widening democratization should, as

we would th ink, lead to an automatic leveling of chances for oppressed indi-
viduals and group s. This is not, however, the case. As Giovanni Sartori writes
in t he Theory of Democracy8: „liberty in it self does no t lead to equality of
chances; we had t o give up this illusion of liberalism. Contempo rary democ-
racy is looking, then, for a set of ‘just equalit ies’, which have not appeared,
automatically with the onset of freedom”.

8Comp. Santori, G. Teoria demokracji, Wa rszawa 1994, p. 421.
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It means that, on the one hand, that creating coherent identities in contem-
porary world is incomparably more diff icult; o n the ot her hand, „undeserved
inequalities require reparation”9, and this cannot be realized automatically without
a st ruggle demanding, in turn, a harmonious consolidation and mobilizat ion,
thus sharing common identifications.
The above dilemma is partly resolved by religious ident ifications, which

seemed, up until recently, to lose significance in this rationalized and material-
ized wo rld. However, this is the fear of collapsing of iden tity, which seems to
found the basis for cultural integration whose unifying force is often religion10.
Hunt ington’s „clash of civilizations” unravels a problem o f a crucial impor-
tance for contemporary world, namely that of at omization of indiv iduals and
their fear of alienation, solitude and lack of understanding. The problem is both
that of content and form. The content aspect is connected with the division into
civilizations and identifications with religion, discussed in Huntington ’s work.
Of interest for us is the formal, or, rather, structural aspect, connected with how
we understand creation of identity.
If, in the traditional understanding of identity, the core of the matter was an

answer to the question „Who (what) do I identify myself with?” – in Hunting-
ton’s work the core issue is an answer to a negative question „Who (what) do
I NOT identify myself with?”.
Such an app roach to the issue of identity has a far-reaching implications.

First, it makes the we/them division an immanent one, impossible to overcome
and psychologically necessary. If cultural differences exist, it follows that there
must be those who differ from us and whom we cannot accept because such an
acceptance of difference would mean questioning the foundational f eatures of
one’s own group. Huntington points at the following factors dividing people11 :
1) feeling of superiority (sometimes inferiority) in relation to people who are
perceived as different;

2) mistrust and fear o f such people;
3) diff iculties in communication, arising from language differences and diver-
gent norms o f behaviour;

4) lack of knowledge of assumptions, mo tivations, social relations and social
practices of other people.
The above is expressed unambiguously by th e quoted aut hor in the follow-

ing statement: „conflict is a common phenomenon. To hate is human. People
need an enemy to define themselves and gain motivation, and this enemy is
business competition, rivals in struggling for achievements, or po litical oppo-
nents”12.

9Ibidem, footn . 6.
10Comp. Huntington,S. Zderzenie cywilizacji,Warszawa 2000.
11Ibidem,p. 181.
12Ibidem, p. 183.
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A similar stance is usually assumed by politic ians13, but the strongest affir-
mation of a thesis that creating Others is closely connected with the ethiology
of shaping/emergence of identity is provided by t he „separateness theo ry de-
veloped on the grounds o f social psychology by W.J. McGuire and C.V.
McGuire14 .
According to their theory, people define themselves on the basis of what in

a given context makes them different from others: „man perceives himself within
a set of categories differentiating him from other people, especially within the
social env ironmen t he normally lives in. A woman-p sychologist in the sur-
rounding o f several women performing other professions thinks about herself
as a psychologist, and in a group of several male psychologist the same woman
will think about herself as a woman.”15. It means, then, that people define their
identity on the basis of what th ey are not.
A discrepancy between Us and Them can be more or less distin ct and sig-

nificant. If th e Others are remarkably different from Us, then it is relat ively
easy to def ine oneself in relation to t he Oth ers as absolut ely alien. Such a
process strengthens identity by underlining the distinction of separateness. This
process is accompanied by excluding th e Others from our sphere of interests
and questioning their right to existence. This is a dehumanizing process allow-
ing to treat Others within the terminology of abuse, e.g. „insects” , „lice”, etc.
Propaganda, especially in the time of wars, tries to deepen differences between
Us and Them and dep rive the Others of human features. T his paradigm works
in such divisions as: We – the honest people , They – the criminals; We – the
Amer icans, T hey – t he Talibans, when the price is settled for enemy’s body,
etc.16

If, however, differences between Us and Them are insignificant and unclear,
or if it is much easier t o find what is shared rather t han what divides, people,
in order to shape their identity, develop a tendency to enlarge the significance
of differen ces and minimalize th e role o f similarities. This is the case of the
identity creation We – the Orthodox and They – Catholics in Poland.
A dichotomous division int o Us and Others has got both a content and an

emot ional aspects. We could even claim th at the emotion al facto r plays the
main role h ere. An ident ification with one’s own group ent ices a protective
attitude towards it , and is parallel to the need to protect oneself. In this way a
process of a partial perception of Us and Others starts, which, in extreme cases,

13Ibidem, p. 184.
14Comp. McGuire, W.J. „Content and Process in the Experience of Se lf” (in) Advanc es in Experimental
Social Psychology, no. 21/88.

15Ibidem, p. 102.
16Greenwood, J.D., ed. The Mark Social. Discovery or Invention, 1997,p. 114 (especially ch.5by J.H. Turner,
„The Nature andDynamics of the ‘Social’among Humans”).
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develops as an idealization o f one’s group with the simultaneous „blackening”
of the Others. Such a situation helps remove all doubts about who I am making
an individual iden tity clear, un ambiguous, endowed with a h igh lev el of self-
resp ect and well motivated to a figh t in defense of the Self. Terror ists h ave,
then, this particular identit y comfort, which is beyond the reach of people of
less in tegrated iden tities.
Psychologically, independently of culture, people experience the same basic

emotions. What lays at the bottom of psychological brotherhoodof humans is
only five foundational emotions which, similarly to seven base colours can be
combined in varying proportions, giving in effect an infinite range of emotions.
Below is a set of th ese basic feelings and their combination of the first range:

These five foundat ional emotions, if we look at them from a hedonistic
perspective, implicate a general conclusion that the amount of pleasant emo-
tion s experienced by a person is much smaller than the amount o f negative
emotions. In interhuman relations these emotions are projected on the screen
made up of other people. Because we reserve a much bigger range of p leasant
emot ions for Us, we can assume that unpleasant emotions will n ot only be
generally more frequent, but also more strongly concentrated on the Ot hers.
The Other will then constitute a screen indispensable for exposing and channeling
unpleasant emotions and, indirectly, a f actor integrating and consolidating the
feelin g of the membership of the Us group.
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The above remarks allow to understand the mechanism of a well-known
phenomenon whose main feature is that the integration of the Us group ismuch
stronger in t he face of an external enemy (Others) than in the case of setting
positive tasks for the group, such as „solidarity with others”, „respect of human
dignity”, „human brotherhood”, or „the common good”.
The aim of this bro ad introduction was to attract Reader ’s attention to the

fact that the category of „identity” makes a productive point of departure for
the analysis of th e Self-Other r elation . The discussed category of „ident ity”
was changing its meaning across centuries in order, as Hall claims, to become
an especially useful cat egory in t oday’s at omized, anomic world. This useful-
ness is evident in a range of af firmation of the thesis that the Self – Other
division is at the core and constitutes a necessary conditio n for the consolida-
tion of identity and enticing motivation for it. The division is not, then, a matter
of volitio n, morality, culture , etc. ; it is, thus, not secondary but primary in
character and, because of this, it is inevitable. In evitable, because the need to
shape identity whose origin is societal and means that identification with the
Self group against the Other is it self in dispensable.
An alternative po tentia l of th e Self-Other division gain s currency by the

overbalance of negative emotions over positive ones that people generate and
directing the negative emotions towards the Other rather than the Self group. In
result, the division into Self-Other con stituting identity can be strengthened.

2. SELFAND OTHER. THEORTHODOX-BELARUSIAN MINORITY.
The inevitability o f the Self-Other division, which has, amongst other rea-

sons and ho lds in psycho logical (self- acceptance) and social (holding so cial
control) factors, a range of other factors, has been thoroughly discussed in my
book17. National and religious (but also professional and other) minorities con-
stitute clear ly distin ct group s in the consciousness of majority members, and
these group s are addition ally st ratified acco rding t o the level of liking and
popularity.
Relations between majority and minority usually have a specific and unique

character. We can notice a range of factors affectin g these relations:
1. The charts of past mutual relations. This memory can be as painful for the
both sides as it is in case of Austra lian Aborigin es or Amerindians in the
U.S.A; or it can be as friendly as an attit ude towards P olish minorit y in
Australia. Frequently, the memory of reciprocal conflicts and grievances has
not been clearly ar ticulated and is a subject of tensions continually waning
or waxing (e.g. t he con flict between the Caucasian republics and Russia).
Sometimes both sides may not have any shared tradition, but they are in the
process of creat ing it, like Russian Jews in Isr ael.

17Czykw in, E.
51.
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2. P opulation quot a. If t he mino rity is scarce in number, it is automatically
perceived as less threatening (like Lithuanians in Poland). Frequently, how-
ever, the minority is large in number (like Russians in Estonia), and thus it
constitutes a major threat, especially that in some regions it can grow into
a majority.

3. Minority concentration. If a minority lives in a diaspora, it becomes less of
a th reat t han when it lives in a given region, esp ecially if the region is
perceiv ed as belonging to the Self group. Fear of separatism becomes then
a source of negative attitude towards the minority, as it is the case in North-
ern Ir eland, Quebec or wit h the Turk ish minority in Bulgaria.

4. T he degree of cultural diver sificat ion. Of an esp ecial importance are the
following categories of diversity: racial (e.g. the Turks in Bulgaria, Afro-
American s in the USA, the White in South Africa et c.), language (Bretons
in France, Hungar ians in Slovak ia etc. ), religious (e.g. Muslims in France,
the conflict between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland etc.).

5. The force of separatist tendencies. Some minority groups show tendencies to
separatism and as such they const itute a difficult problem for the nat ion-
stat e [the majority group] (e.g. Kurds in Turkey, the T urkish minorit y in
Bulgaria , the Francophone people in Quebec and many others).

6. The democratic traditions of the state. In the stateswhere democracy is well
established the conflicts between the majority and minority ethnic groups
are usually less frequent and not so open in character as is the case in weak
democracies (compare, e.g. the conflict between Chechnya and Russia and
relations between the majority and ethnic minorities in Sweden or Germany;
Yugoslavia under Tito and currently).

7. Legal guaran tees of m inority r ights. The ultimate form of minority r ights
guarantee is the constitution making multiculturality the superior/prioritized
doct rine fo r the st ate, in fact its raison d’etre (e.g. Aust ralia or Canada),
whose practising cannot be questioned or undermined. Within this perspec-
tive any breaking of the equality principle is illegal and becomes a criminal
act undermining the principles of democracy. In other countries various forms
of discrim ination again st mino rities can be tolerated by the law. In Ger-
many, for example, telling abusive jokes about Poles is t olerated, but the
jokes about Jews are not accep table. In t he USA Ku-Klux-Klan, an openly
racist organization, not only exists, but increases in number. In Poland the
authors of the openly anti-Semitic graffiti remain safely beyond the reach of
the law.

8. Wealth and state organization level.A high level of wealth and state organi-
zation remarkably lowers the number and intensity of real conflicts among
the citizens. These con flicts in the situation of structural unemployment,
homelessness, anarchy, bad perspectives and lack of trust for the govern-
ment lay a foundation for th e irrational looking for scapegoats (compare
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anti-Semitic phobias in Germany during the Nazi period or in Poland in
1968).
We could point at other variables mediating in relations between majority

and minorit y. But the ones already men tioned show an extremely complex
character of t hese relations. If we consider the fact that intensit y of the vari-
ables also has its own range, th en it is practically impossible to build up a
comprehensive model of the state of affairs.
It gets even more complicated because the mutual likings and dislik ings do

not have to be commonly shared; even more, one person can and usually does
experience ambivalent feelings towards representat ives of the Ot her group.
Feelings addressed towards oth er groups strongly depend on context and can
be evoked intentionally or automatically. Moreover, these relations have their
own dynamic and, especially in the coun tries under transformation, are under-
going rap id and important changes.
Considering the above, I would lik e to represent the sta te of r elations be-

tween the Orthodox-Belarusian minority and the Catholic-Polish majority so as
to expose their unique character after 1989.
The research on ethnic and national minorities stresses an interactive char-

acter of relations with t he majorit y. The self-group is conceptualized, in this
particular perspective, through the reference to another counter-group, here the
dominant one. J. Obr
Self-image is only a reflection of these contrasts, on the basis of which one

ethnic group defines separateness and difference of other groups. Everything which
this group perceives as its own, differing from another ethnic group, functions in
this relation as an antithesis of those features which constitute separateness of the
alien group. In this sense the self-image of the own ethnic group is dependent and
derivative (…). The imaginary reality of an ethnic group is thus determined not
so much by some genuine self-image as its perception of neighbouring ethnic
groups as well as how it is perceived by them.18

The above can be applied to research on the Orthodox-Belarusian national
minority, which is always considered in relation to the Catholic-Polish major-
ity. T he research so far has accentuated the Belarusian, national character of
this group, and, subsequently, it s demographic decrease and assimilatio n. Such
an approach, no matter how conveyed, arises some anxiet y for many o ther
researcher s. We can come across the following stat ements: „On t he Polish-
Belarusian border we do not deal with a homogeneous ethnic category, there-
fore using in research the term ‘Belarusian minority’ seems to be a significant

18C
Socjologiczny, vol. IV, 1936, p . 187.
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oversimplification. In practice, the internally diversified minority community
shows a diversified attitude towards Poles and t he Polish culture”19 .
This remark seems to be well-grounded. The term we use now – the Ortho-

dox-Belarusian minority – is undoubtedly more adequate. I t implies that in
self -conceptualization of the group the st ress is put on the religious and not
national component. Not only does the above-mentioned research exposing the
importance of the religious component speak for such a category, but also re-
search of other authors foregrounding the fact that self-identification within the
„Orthodox-Pole” category is the most popular20. „Inhabitants of the Orthodox
denomination in the Bialystok region identifying themselves as Belarusians
amount to 30 %”, state the quoted authors, while „The estimated number of the
Orthodox inhabitants of the Bialystok region identifying themselves as Poles
amounts to 60 %”21. The cited numbers provide evidence for the validity of the
term we propo se, namely the „Orthodox -Belarusian minority”, instead of the
commonly used „Belarusian nation al minorit y”. This reservasion is not only
formally significan t but it also highlights the current process of change.
Such terminology has also practical consequences. In result of the changes

the two centres creating identity of the discussed minority are developing. The
first, accentuating the religious factor, consolidates within the Orthodox Church
and „Przegl
is united by the Belarusian Social and Cultural Associatio n, the Belarusian
Association, and the Niva and Czasopis jo urnals.
Activity of both centres serves preservation of religious and national iden-

tity of minorities living in Poland, and, which is understandable, the Belarusian
organizations are limited to Belarusians while the Orthodox can include as well
the Ukrainians, Lemko and Orthodox Poles.
The Orthodox centre , according to the word of New Testament, is likely to

accentuate the Orthodox faith as superior to national identity. Noticing the need
of spiritual revival in Belarus, the writ ers and activists of t he „Przegl

inte llectuals from Minsk, edits a quarterly in th e Belarusian language, tit led
„Prawaslauie” . The centre detaches itse lf from attempts of Polish Belarusians
to intervene in, and change, the political situation in Belarus. Maintaining close
rela tions with Belarus, t he cent re also maint ains fr iendly relatio ns with the
Orthodox Church in Greece, Finland, France, the USA and in other countries.
The group takes the stance of non-intervention of Poland into the internal af-

19Comp. Sadowski, A., Tefelski, M., Mironowicz, E., „Polacy i kultura polska z perspe ktywy mnie jszo-
, Wa rszawa 1999,

p. 59.
20Ibidem, p. 60.
21Ibidem,p. 60.
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fairs of the Belarusian state , founding this principle on the fact of the sover-
eignty of Belarus, especially t hat the alleged friendliness and disinterestedness
of the Polish right-winggovernment [before the onset of the left-winggovern-
ment in 2001] declaring will to help Belarus causes much scepticism and mis-
trust.
The national centre strives to underline the role and importance of national

self-awareness amongBelarusians (on the other side of the river Bug) and their
cult ural and political independence f rom Russia. T he problem of the sover-
eignty of the Belarusian state is central here, hence the unequivocal and unify-
ing resentment against the President of Belarus. The centre identifies with the
independence and democrat ic et hos or iginated in America, which was
foundational for changes in Poland in 1989.
Both centres after the groundbreaking 1989 have tried to appo int an inde-

pendent representation in the Polish Parliament. In the 1991 elections the list of
the Orthodox Elections Committee won an MP, obtaining almost three times
more votes th an the candidates of the Belarusian Elections Committee. The
1997 elections resulted in an even larger dif ference to th e advan tage of the
Orthodox candidates, while the Belarusian Association wen t together with the
Unia Pracy (Labour Union), settingup lists together. Parliamentary elections in
2001 brought about an undeniable success for Eugen iusz Czykwin, the editor
of the „Przegl
racy), who became an MP.
Because the identification of the representatives of the discussed minority in

Poland with the state of Belarus is indeed none, and in terms of citizenship the
members of the minority declare they are Polish, the social legitimation of the
national centre seems to growweaker while the Orthodox centre seems to grow
in importance. This trend remains within the more general direction discussed
by Huntington who maintains, as I already mentioned, that contemporary col-
lect ive iden tity is constructed around religion and in opposition to other de-
nominations.
The above remark should lead to an intensification of research on self-aware-

ness of this group determined by ident ificatio n with t he Orthodox Church in
comparison to the identif ication with t he Belarusian state. It may of a v ital
importance, as the nation-biased research studying the same but so heterogene-
ous a group, can result in starkly differen t conclusions.
We could venture a hypothesis that the Orthodox denomination in Poland is

an example o f a mo re general process defined by Ronald Do re as an
„indigenization in second generation”. The phenomenon is characterized by a
tendency of second-generation minority members, educated city-dwellers suc-
cessfully pursuing careers in free professions and progressive in terms of world-
views are eagerly seeking religious but also cult ural identif ication s stemming
from the local tradition. Religion becomes here „not an opium for the poor but
a vitamin for the weak” (R. Debray).
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Authors of research on the discussed minority put stress on the phenomenon
of assimilation and the adaptational/accommodational specifics of behaviour of
the representatives of minority. Because of the complexity of the problem why
people of Belarusian -Orthodox roots show the above tendencies, it is also dif-
ficult to clearly define the range and the essence of the phenomenon. The rea-
sons, acco rding t o specialist s in th e area, should be sought in the collective
consciousness and in teractive styles of the minority representatives and in no
way in style of living or p ressures from the minority:
„Polish culture is an object of aspiration and craving of the large majority

of t he Belarusian minority in P oland, thus we can observe a specific so cial
approval of assimilationist processes towards Polishness”22 .
An answer to the question why, in result of democratic changes in P oland,

the dynamics of this, and only t his, autocht onous minorit y group has not in-
creased23 is indeed very difficult and complex . In my opinion, there are two
main reason s of the state of af fairs, each complex in itself:

1. Weak national ethos of the discussed group.

2. In the best case an indifferent attitude of Polish-Catholic majority towards
the Orthodox-Belarusian minority.

In comparison to the Ukrainians, the national ethos of Belarusians in Poland
turn s out weak indeed. Nat ional awareness among Ukrainians is strongly jus-
tified by history and rooted in national tradition. For Belarusians, on the con-
trary, the possibility to rely on the past ethos is much more problematic24 .
Characteristic weakness of nat ional ethos of the Orthodox-Belarusian mi-

nority is either giv en, and thus it is impervious t o manipulation, or it can be
strengthened mostly by efforts of minority representatives themselves. A pos-
sibility of support on the Polish side seems to be limit ed to occasional dona-
tions or to creating a friendly atmosphere for action initiated andundertaken by
the minority itself.
The second factor, in turn, is an object of worry for us, not only because of

the condition of the discussed minority, but also because of the Polish-Catholic
majority. Returning to the diagnose of mutual r elations between minority and
majority, it is important to notice what either side considers its own and unique
and what simultaneously makes them different in a specific way. In other words,
what features allow to perceive some as Us and some as Oth ers.

22Ibidem, p. 89.
23

Ludz ie i
, Lublin, 1995.

24Comp. Pawluczuk, W., „Ruskie drogi”, (in) Polityka, no 48/96.
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3. THE SELF AND OTHER GRO UPS.
It seems t hat we can point out some mental features of th e Orthodox

Belarusians as opposed to the dominant features of the Polish Catholic major-
ity:
1. Pr ide, haughtiness, conceit edness vs. humility and submissiveness.
The source of Polish pride is adheren ce to Sarmatian values p rominent for

conceitedness and conviction of one’s own noble freedom and personal immu-
nity, as well as 19th c. conviction of Poles about their nation as the chosen one
(Messianism), and Poland as th e „Winkelrid o f nations”, as a country which
especially loved freedom and became the primary pattern of fighting for it for
Europe25.
The myths of Poland’s primacy in Europe found their affirmation in a con-

vict ion that Catho licism is the only true faith and in the belief in Poland’s
special role as the „bulwark of Christianity”. Pole’s consciousness is also nur-
tured by th e legend of „Lech, Czech, and Rus”, in which Lech’s positio n in
relat ion to t he other brothers (nations) is superior. T he myth o f Poland as a
tolerant country is also strongly rooted and reaches back to the times of Ref-
ormat ion in Po land26. The vict ory of independence ideals symbolized by the
social movement of „Solidarity”, the election of Cardinal Karol Wojty
Pope of th e Catho lic Church, as well as Poland’s joining the NATO and the
close perspective o f joining the European Community – all of these reinforce
a conv iction of P oland’s regaining of t he once lo st but by all means deserved
place among the nations of t he world.
The pride and feeling of exceptionality is strengthened by a conviction of

female Poles’ remarkable beauty. This pride can, in Adam Podgórecki’s under-
standing27, constitute an element of more generally conceived standings and styles
of life, to which belongs „basing social life on legends and myths” and on „self-
referential groups”, treating themselves as a genuine value independent of the
outer world, functioning by the „façade consciousness” which is produced as a
result of mythologization of one’s life. Functioning of the „façade consciousness”
is not, then, connected only with the presentation of mythologized, façade images
of the own group to the other groups, but also with taking them completely se-
riously28.
The Belarusian-Orthodox group does not feel particularly proud of its own

state for obvious reasons: it does not identify with the Belarusian state and the

25C
polskiej, Lublin 1990, p. 23.

26 ,
Warszawa, 1990, pp.154 – 158.

27Podgóre cki, A., , Rzeszów 1995.
28Ibidem,pp. 110– 126.
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feeling of one’s statehood or longing for it is alien to it . Culture is perceived as
an Eastern-Slavic conglomerate, the language treated as local. The significance of
the religious element thus increases, as it is capable of including the group dis-
cussed in the stream of „high” culture, through the cultural and spiritual values of
the Orthodox Church. The Orthodox Church also stresses the importance of hu-
mility as the highest value contradictory to haughtiness, which, in turn, is consid-
ered the utmost sin. A popular proverb „tiszej jediesz dalsze budiesz” (in literal
translation: „the more silent you ride the farther you get”), whose Polish equiva-
lent could be „a humble calf is suckledby two mothers”, seems to be much more

maju, gnus no do pary” („I am a peasant and I have my honour, I bend down but
I won’t break”) sound a bit like a boasting and a bit like a calling to change the
dominant humble behaviour. Self-labeling like „we – hreczkosieje, or „we – po-
tatoes” is first and foremost a recall of peasant roots but also an expression of
exaggerated humbleness. Stereotypical references to „pieczka”, „hyt”, „lapcie”,
„szytki”, „horse” – are evocative of an idyll, domesticity, and agreement with
one’s lot.

(2) RITUAL VS. SACRED TYPE OF RELIGIOSITY.
The Nobles’ Republic periodbrought, alongwith the category of unrestrained

freedom, a specific understanding of Catholicism to the Polish culture29 and, con-
nectedwith it , the stereotype of „a Pole equals a Catholic”. Catholicism consti-
tutes an important characteristic of Polishness, commonly stressed for that matter.
What is pointed out as unique, however, is the ritual character of Polish Catholi-
cism („eagerly practiced and of litt le faith)30. The ritual character of Polish Ca-
tholicism is manifested not only in devotion to grand Church holidays, but also
in celebrating values and norms for their sacred character and symbolic mean-
ing31. What is connected with the motherland, independence andmartyrdom, unlike
everyday systematic work, becomes sacralized. We can observe that secular sym-
bols undergo a displacement, including those political ones, to the order of the
religious (compare, for example, the people-symbols in themselves: John Paul II

„Being Orthodox” in the understanding of the respondents is connectedwith
a stronger accentuation of the sacred element against the profane one, which means
the mystic and transcendental element of the faith. The everyday ritual of work
on the field as connected with the divine plan of nature’s transformation is of
major importance here. Orthodox faith is a way of existing in the world, the life
itself. Strongmonastic traditions of the Orthodox Church stress the significance

29Co , op. cit.
30Comp. Ibidem, p . 99.
31Comp. Podgórecki, op. cit.
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of fasts, contemplation, continuous prayer, humility and modesty, the past and
tradition. What is underlined is the value and meaning of the Orthodox faith as
the „endangered good” which survived miraculously despite persecutions on the
part of Occidental [Roman] powers and which protects the world against the
catastrophe prepared for it by the Occidental culture. Such an understanding di-
rects the attention of the Orthodox people towards preservation of „purity and
sanctity of the faith”. In this sense the presence of all the signals of the profane
sphere: politics in the Church, postulates of female priests etc. are treated with
much caution and disapproval. The religious experience and feelings have to a
large degree a collective character. Spiritual unity, the unity of the faithful expe-
rienced in a common prayer at the time of long services, provides the basis of
social life bringing together the whole of life in one mystery of transforming the
nature and people – those who live and those who already passed away.

(3) LACKOF REALISM VS. REALISM OF PERCEPTION.
The above mentioned sacralization of the profane sphere and building up of

the „façade consciousness” and „basing social life on legends”, imply lack of
realism in the way Polish majority thinks. This lack is also a result of placing a
remarkable significance on the symbolical values over the material ones, and, as
a consequence, myths and legends become factors of a strategic importance.
Pogórecki theorizes this tendency as one of the most important (the fifth) meta-
stance characteristic for Poles, calling it the „palubiczna stance” – meaning the
inability to find means adequate for purposes one wants to achieve32.
The above considerations of sociologists are absent from the way minority

conceptualizes the majority. The majority is perceivedhere as a group difficult to
understand, unforseeable and easily manipulated by the mythologized centres of

for the President of the Polish Republic, introduction of religion to schools, stressing
of the superiority of the Latin civilization over the Bizantine-Russian, a virtual
closing of the trade border with Belarus, proclamation and carrying out of veri-
fication* , reprivatization projects, celebration of John Pope II visits, getting ridof
PGR enterprises (state-owned farms), etc.
The Orthodox Belarusians rooted in the countryside tradition have got a deeply

planted ethos of hard, mundane, physical work andpeasant thriftiness. Their prag-
matic way of thinkingmakes them see the Poles as devoid of a capability, humil-
ity and determination indispensable for carrying out tedious everyday work thus
more fit for office, trade and management professions.

32Ibidem , pp. 87 – 105.

*A procedureverifying whethera governmentmember, MPor otherimportant official did not cooperate withthe communist
sekutiry structures,
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(4) NOBILITY VS. PEASANTRY FEATURES.
The features enumerated above are associatedwith a widely spread stereotype

of the landowner and nobleman, well serving the nation of nobles and its terri-
tory, contemptuous towards peasants33. Similarly, „lordliness” as a national fea-
ture related to respect for honour andattention to grand issues, was an important
feature of a pre-Partit ion Pole34. Also Sarmatian features of Poles added to the
picture of the Pole as a nobleman: „Eat in the Polish way and only Polish meals,
get drunk in the Polish way, which means with honour, not to work too much,
because in the Polish way, get untidy and messy in the Polish way . . .”35.
According to the opinion pole by the OBOP carriedout on Polish respondents,

such features associated with Polish national character as „valiancy”, „urge for
knowledge”, „altruism”, were respectively on the first , second and fourth place
among the positive features of the Poles, while such negative features as „lack of
self-discipline”, „extravagance”, „lack of perseverance”, „self-praising” were found
respectively on the first to the fourth position as the most frequently pointedout
by the respondents to the poll. These results showthe Sarmatian roots and self-
portrait based on the image of „lordliness” which is the heritage and part of the
self-stereotypingby the contemporary Pole.
Boasting about one’s antecedents (even if the heritage is a pure invention), of

one’s material status, cherishing national emblems, savoring the specialties of the
Polish cuisine, horse-riding, hunting, generous hospitality, showing disrespect for
people of lower social standingand, at the same time, deep respect for of higher
class, despotism and courteousness towards women known for their modesty,
lookingdown on people in general – these are elements of a behaviour character-
izing a person of a better birth.
This is also how such a type is perceived by the researched minority. At the

same time, the unequal status of the „lord” and the „peasant” is reworked here in
a three-fold way: (1) aspiring to the life of a „Polish nobleman”, which is often
connected with hiding the stigma of belonging to the Orthodox-Belarusian minor-
ity; (2) using the mechanism of negative identity, which means takingover from
the dominant side a conviction of one’s own lower status, which results some-
times in servile devotion for the dominant culture and this, in turn, breeds con-
tempt for peasantry andphysical work; (3) self-separation and creation of cultural
enclaves making comparisons with the majority difficult , and thus deepening the
differences. This strategy of survival means in practice self-marginalization.

33 . London &
Warszawa, Aneks i Most , 1989, p . 15.
34

nistyc znych epoki romantyzmu (po roku 1831)” ( in) , op . cit. p . 44; Moraw-
ska, E., , op. cit. p. 72; Sko limowski , H.,

, op. cit. pp. 138 – 148 .
35
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(5) CITY-LIFE VS. COUNTRY LIFE.
The Polish tradition is partly based on perceiving the city and life in a city as

more respectful, valuable and desirable. The city is associated with a broader
access to culture and education, easier work, broader margin of free time, with
white-collar jobs, larger anonymity of the inhabitants, and, thanks to this, a greater
freedom, including freedom connected with the choice of one’s life partner, pro-
fession, place of work, entertainment and so on. Today the metropolitan lifestyle
is an object of desire and aspiration for a remarkable number of young people and
the phenomenon is universal in character.
The Orthodox-Belarusian minority has got peasant roots. The relationship with

the land, hardwork in the fields, dependence of one’s already inferior position on
one’s own industriousness but also on nature’s whims, loyalty to and close rela-
tionship with one’s family, acceptance for family hierarchy, sharp distinction of
male and female roles – all of these constitute an important set of characteristics
of the researchedminority. In contact with the urban ethos they become devalued
and require reworking.
The city is here associated with Polishness, social move upwards, status of

intelligentsia, and civilizational superiority. The rejection, or at least hiding of
one’s own countryside provenance become a nudgingneed. Together with assimi-
lation in the city and rejection of the baggage of countryside origins the national
tradition, culture, language and religion are get rid of in effect. The price paid for
in the process of assimilation, especially for the first generation, is the feeling of
alienation and solitude resulting from feeling of uprootedness and being stripped
off one’s cultural identity.

(6) RIGHT-WING VS. LEFT-WING POLITICAL ADHERENCE.
The representatives of the Orthodox-Belarusian national minority feeling fear

and anxiety stemming from the stigma of persecution of the Orthodox Church
and national minorities of the inter-war period, aswell as the post-war persecutions
by the right-wing powers hostile to the USSR, were naturally left-wing oriented.
The governments of Polish People’s Republic treated the discussed minority on
equal terms with other Polish citizens and were a warranty of equality. Broad
possibilit ies of education and settlement in the city for young people from
Belarusian villages, material progress, social security packages (e.g. pensions and
disability allowances) became a basis for perceiving that period as valuable. Also
advantageous were comparisons between the status of living during the Polish
People’sRepublic with the level of life in the countryside in the inter-war period,
but also with the well-known status of village inhabitants in the post-Soviet coun-
tries.
The values represented by the Polish right-wing orientations, related to the

national ethos and Catholicism, could not be attractive for this group. On the
contrary, they evoked the feeling of being second-class citizens, being tied down
to the nobleman’s land, persecutions of the Orthodox Church and the negative
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attitude towards the USSR and socialism. No wonder then that left-wing adher-
ence meant for the minority discussed a guarantee of equality and an important
support. In the last presidential elections the representative of the Social Demo-

Belarusian minority a score securing for him the Presidency in the first stage and
the highest scores of support in comparison to other local communities in Poland.
A similarly high score for the SDRP (Social Democrats) was noted during the
parliamentary elections in 2002 in the villages inhabited remarkably by the Or-
thodox-Belarusian minority. In this light the Orthodox-Belarusian minority is
sharply distinguished from the right-wing and Church-oriented inhabitants of the
north-eastern part of the voivodship.
The division into Catholic right-wingand the left seems to be gradually blurred

in Poland today. An evidence of that is the landslide victory of Aleksander

Episcopate and the leftist government) preparations for the Pope’s visit inAugust
2002. The division of Poles into the Catholic-right and left seems to get blurred
also in the context of Poland’s joining of the European Community and in the
face of social challenges such as unemployment, social stratification, impoverish-
ment of vast group of the society etc. The left-wing orientation of the present
government seems to be such only by its name, which also results in further
blurringof the traditional divisions. The leftist tendencies do not constitute, aswe
might think, a passing fashion on the political scene, but seem to have become a
lasting element of Polish consciousness.

(7) ANTI-RUSSIANNESS VS. PRO-RUSSIANNESS.
For majority of Poles’ knowledge about the culture of their eastern neighbours

is limited to a handful of prejudice and stereotypes. The Partitions, the Polish-
Soviet war of 1920, the Ribbentrop-Molotov truce, the Stalinist period andcom-
munism – all of these had to imprint a negative mark on Polish perception of
Russia and the Russians, producing more stereotypes and prejudice. In opinion
polls examining Poles’ attitudes towards other nations, Belarus, Russia and Ukraine
are on the list of nations disliked in Poland. The dislike is the slightest towards
the Belarusians, more prominent towardsRussians and the largest towardsUkrain-
ians. The liking of the three nations is generalized, thus similar for each and
relatively stable. The stereotype of a Russian and a Ukrainian ismuch more dis-
tinctive than that of a Belarusian36.
Polish identity resembles a birthday cake, which is made both of a layer con-

nected with the Bizantine-Slavic tradition as well as of the west-oriented layer.
The first is the result of belonging to the family of Slavic languages and coun-

36C , no 1 /95.
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tries, whose shared basis is the Old-Church Slavonic as a conveyer of culture. On
the other hand, though, belonging to the tradition of the Western Christianity
situates Poland within the horizon of the western culture. The problem is, how-
ever, that Poles have a tendency to underline their western provenance and
minimalize their contacts with the east.
The Orthodox-Belarusian minority communicates with Russians, Belarusians

and Ukrainians in a relatively easy manner, often having direct contacts with
people living in these countries. The style of feasting and the language is very
similar. Considering disproportions in the level of life, the chief motive of many
such contacts, apart from visiting the immediate family, was to do business, like
smugglingon a minor scale. This type of contacts not only facilitated getting the
nations across the border together, but also shaped a different than that held by
the Poles, picture of Russia as a vast, differentiated land full of undiscovered
possibilities. The representation of Russia in the consciousness of minority was
mythologized as a picture of the world in which the burden of everyday life
(taking into consideration the revolution, wars, Stalinist period, poverty, cynicism
of authorities) is so overwhelming that it eventually reveals a whole range of
deeply humanist values such as friendship, sacrifice, love, religiosity etc. A con-
viction that it is in the most extreme and unfavourable conditions that true hu-
manity emerges, and that the fate plays with the human being (sudba igrajet
czelowiekom) who in these extreme situations can reveal either his magnificence
or his mediocrity. These are the deepest human values which can also be found
on the pages of classics of literature (the Romantic literature particularly), all
those Russian fables, proverbs, jokes and sayings, which are for readers from the
Orthodox-Belarusian minority a source of strong emotional engagements ground-
ing the feeling of cultural identification on the side of the Eastern-Slavic rather
than Western-Slavic culture37.
The representation of Russia andRussians is thus intimate, close, individuated,

concerning the everyday and simple life, leisure and hearty but sympathetic laugh
at human imperfections. It is not malicious, political, intellectual, pretentious,
allusive, philosophical or directed against anyone38.

(8) UNIVERSALUNDERSTANDING OF FREEDOM VS. LOCAL UN-
DERSTANDING OF FREEDOM.
The love of freedom is in the Polish ethos the most basic value. It results from

the apology of Sarmatism, including the „golden freedom” of nobility39. J. Mucha,

37Maste rpieces of Polish l iterature which have eastern roots and are perme ated with the „Ruthenian
spirit”, such as Mickiewicz’s Ballady i romanse (Ballads), or I waszkiewic z’s Brzez ina (Birchwood),
seem to be close r and more dear to a reader fr om a minor ity than, e.g. Fredr o’s Zemsta (Reve nge),
or Sienkiewic z’s Trylogy.

38Comp. Czykwin, E., Stosunek Polaków do…,op. cit.
39Klimowicz, M., Cudzoziemszczyzna ..., op. cit., p. 169.
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referring to a variety of authors, states: „Poland was to be for Europe a pattern
of the love for freedom and struggle for that freedom. Freedom, as one of the
main declared values of Polish national culture, is stressed by many historians.
They show, at the same time, how easily and ‘painlessly’ a remarkable number of
nobility would give up self-freedom and freedom of their state”40.
High evaluation of freedom is thus specifically Polish in character connected

with the façade consciousness and with mythologization of reality, as I mentioned
before. It has, likewise, connected with seeing the world in the „grand” catego-
ries41. Affectionality and the role of honour accompanying the ideal of freedom
are similarly characteristic and specifically Polish.
We also need to note that in the Polish understanding of freedom it is the

freedom of nation and motherland which is prominent, not that of an individual.
The more so, because this concept of freedom is cosmopolitical in nature and
expresses solidarity with all groups in the world fighting for a similar cause. The
cherished idea of this fight for „Freedom ours and yours” accentuates the univer-
sal and social character of understanding the ideal of freedom42.
The Orthodox-Belarusian national minority, incomparably more pragmatic and

rational, peasant and rural, for whom Polish national myths and Romantic litera-
ture constitute but a margin of knowledge, and who is concentrated on minute
matters of the everyday, simply on survival, perceives the value of freedom as a
freedom from the threat of life and ill health, and a freedom to carry on one’s
quiet, hard but honestly rewarded work, as well as freedom of being on equal
terms with the Polish majority. Such a minimalist outlook is concentrated on the
family and chances of biological survival of children, as well as a chance of
preservation of a minimum of one’s difference understood first and foremost as
the protection of the Orthodox faith. The principle „let it be no worse” („kobnie

together a specific credo limiting tendency to complain andmanifest demands. A
characteristic humble agreement to what the fate brings and the agreement with
the world regardless of how it is perceived, reveals the group’s conservatism,
passivity, andbinding to the worldof the past rather than the future as well as the
exterior location of the controlling power. Protest, aggression, demands, espe-
cially in the name of higher, abstract values: freedom, independence, international
solidarity etc. – do not really gain much a social response here.
These features, unfavourable for the spirit of freedom in the western under-

standing, make the individuals – representatives of the researched minority –

40Comp. Mucha, J., …, op . cit., p. 231.
41„worry ing about grand things” is a vital element of Pole’s self-image (comp. Skolimowski, op. cit, pp.
138 – 148).
42

Stere otypy i uprzedze nia (Uwarunkowania psychologiczne i kulturowe), War-
szawa 2001.
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particularly prone to assimilation and to takingon the role of a victim. Similarly
as features represented by the Polish-Catholic majority make this group some-
what determined for the role of the perpetrator.

4. NEGATIVE IDENTITY.
The representatives of the Orthodox-Belarusian minority do not make a mi-

nority evokingmuch appreciation of the majority group. The research shows that
in the post-war period the liking of the minority group in question never domi-
nated over disliking. The Belarusian minority was and is on the negative score of
the category of being liked among the Poles, just the same as Russians andUkrain-
ians, the two nationalities makingup a scarcely differentiated group passing un-
der one label – the „Russians”. Research on the content of the stereotype of
Belarusian reveals that it is close to the category of the „Russian”. Lack of posi-
tive attitude towards this minority group is one problem but I think that the en-
igmatic content and lack of distinctiveness create yet another problem. In this
sense the less liked Ukrainians and Russians seem to be for the majority a more
determined group with a clearly defined image.
In the situation of a weak ethos of one’s group, the above-described features,

a strong Polish-Catholic pressure on the values which I mentioned above – the
escape from negative marking by the majority - forces the minority member to
hide his or her provenance (and thus hide the stigma). Being a „worse other” (see
a popular saying: „Polandwill either enter the EEC or become a secondBelarus”)
impinges on the individual self-evaluation and leads to shaping of the so-called
negative identity, which means an identity referring to the content of the stere-
otypical perception of Belarusianness, and which evokes negative emotions such
as fear, feeling of being endangered, or a humiliating feeling of being the other
or worse.
So, calling somebody a Belarusian can create in this person an identification

related to this name which carries with it a stereotypical content and unfriendly
emotions (see the above discussion of negative emotions). The imposed identifi-
cation can evoke in some a feeling of regret or bitterness; yet in some others an
objection to the fact that one is defined by the surroundings and negatively for
that matter. It reminds of Gombrowicz’s „fitting oneself a face”.
The emotions connected with negative identification, with Belarusiannes – the

feeling of stigmatization and the accompanying feeling of fear or being threat-
ened – are not stable elements present in the consciousness of the researched
group on the everyday basis. They rather exist as a memory of past experience
and as a possibility, which always has to be taken under consideration:
With the Poles and their priests one never knows, or, rather, one knows that

they will never treat the ones as we, the „kacaps”, as equal to themselves. We will
always be for them a sub-human species of a kind and this is the best possibility
anyway . . .
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Negative identification is created in result of classifying a person as a Belarusian
(with the whole stereotypical loading of its content) by others. Such an identifi-
cation is constituted through the feelingof stigmatization and fear. These feelings
are connected with that of „marginality”, which in practice means participation in
situations in which these persons belonging to the sphere of Polishness is ne-
gated, which, in turn, leads to the fear of exclusion. Such situations can have a
real or anticipated character. This is the case in the situations, e.g., of passing an
entry exam to the university or a high school when the fear of revealing one’s
„ill-fated” origin arises, when one has to knowPolish carols at school, which one
obviously does not know, or, when one has to confess one’s „shameful” origin to
the future in-laws.
Lack of sharing the social identity of a Pole, despite of the fact that one usu-

ally and not quite successfully aspires to it , is the very essence of the feeling of
„marginality”43. The experience is based on the feeling of lack of one’s own place
and sense of belonging, rather than a sense of belonging to a defined category or
group (Poles, teachers, academics). It can be accompanied by a sense of aliena-
tion: it is not my University which employs me, it is not my Poland, not my
national traditions, not my opinions, even those of the SDRP, not to mention
other political parties – thus – „what should be mine is not mine in the least”.

5. DEFENSE AGAINST STIGMATIZATION: HIDING THE STIGMA.
We can point out twofold reaction of the Belarusian national minority to the

stigma: hiding one’s own belonging to a religious-national belonging or creating
self-support groups. In my already lengthy article I would like to concentrate
only on the first one.
As Elliot Aronson states, we are slaves of our eyes because we have been

sentenced to the pictorial civilization. In the time preceding the invasion of televi-
sion, illustrated magazines, comics and computers, before the onset of visual
wireless telephones, a statistical person had a possibility of a direct contact with
a limited number of people. Let’s assume it was approximately a hundred a year.
Among those persons encountered there were a small number of those who one
could describe as beautiful. Today, thanks to the television screen, commercials,
billboards, covers of glossy magazines, product wrappings, we can more beauties
during one evening than during the whole life in the past. Such an amassing of
data about appearance sentences people of the „average” attractiveness to a nega-
tive comparison of oneself. The unfavourable comparisons increase the signifi-
cance of external outlook for an individual’s success on many socially appreci-
ated levels and, on the other hand, they result in making one’s appearance an
important variable in the representation of oneself, essential for the level of self-
evaluation.

43Ibidem , pp. 268 – 289.
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I
Representatives of the Orthodox-Belarusian minority are in this context in a

pretty favourable situation, as their difference from the Polish-Catholic majority
is of a relatively litt le prominence. Stigmatization touches much more people of
a different facial features from those characteristic for Poles.
We can observe that the tendency to hide the stigma is the most widely practiced

way to manage one’s negative labeling. We could enumerate a range of examples
of hiding the stigma: ex-convicts change their address and hide their criminal
past; people of weak hearingpretend that they can hear; homosexuals sometimes
get married and tell jokes about their likes; short men wear shoes on coturns;
there are umbrellas which in fact are used as walking sticks; appliances for hair
straightening forAfro-Americans; you can have a plastic surgery which will lighten
the black skin; there is the whole industry designing clothes which hide obesity;
dying grey hair to look younger, manufacturing of artificial eyes, dentures, legs
or hands, or wigs for that matter – these are only several items on the long list of
the ways a stigma can be hidden.
Hiding of a stigma by the Orthodox-Belarusian minority takes on the form of

covering those features, which make the members of this minority different from
the Polish-Catholic majority. The last names reveal the most, and thus the names
finishing with –uk, or first names not mentioned in Polish calendars are the first
to be get rid of. While it is pretty difficult to change one’s last name because of
bureaucratic obstacles, such as charges and the necessity to justify the change
(which is often quite difficult to put in the official language), an informal change
of given names is widely practiced. And thus Viera becomes Wanda, Zinaida –
Zosia, Alosza – Aleksy and Bazyli – Bogdan.
The tendency of hiding the stigma becomesmore visible in the anticipation of

danger. Parents, afraid that their children will be treated as „worse others”, so
anticipating fear, give their children nameswhich not only are Polish, but often
names which, in their conviction, are a certificate of belonging not only to
Polishness but to the West in general. The process can be traced in the post-war
period, when the number of Eastern-Slavic names fell down rapidly and the number
of Western-Slavic names increased44.
Apart from given and last names, the Polish Belarusian can be revealed by his/

her place of birth. There are villages and towns where the minority makes a
majority; the places on the map which have their own unique history, tradition,
and custom. These places might be a potential site of identification, however,
hidingof the stigma cannot be reconciled with supporting such identification. Is

44Zabrodzka, L., (unpublished Master
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this why representatives of the minority start their conversation with the almost
ritual „Skul wy?” – where are you from? – in order to locate the interlocutor as
originating from a given cultural tradition? The place of origin allows for a rela-
tively easy determination of the interlocutor’s provenance, that is why the place
of birth is a sensitive subject if somebody is asking about it , especially if this is
a significant other from the majority.
Belatedness in celebrating Christmas and Easter and the New Year’s Eve by

the Orthodox people recognizing the Julian calendar creates another possibility of
unraveling. In order to conceal this „impropriety”, one seeks various excuseswhy
one needs a leave from work in this period. And the true reason is not always
revealed, invented excuses are sought for. There is, however, some progress to be
noted in the matter, as the holidays can be made up for at work on other days,
according to the new regulation. Such legal warranties create an atmosphere of
equality between the Catholic and Orthodox holidays.
A Belarusian can be additionally distinguished from a Pole by a melodious

accent andusage of words from the Eastern-Slavonic repertoire, not ever used by
any Pole. A radical rejection of the language of minority in Bialystok, the city in
which there are no schools with the Belarusian language, probably stems from a
desperate attempt to cover up the traces of difference. Also a majority of Poles in
Bialystok has a specific melodious accent that is why it is not too difficult to
assimilate to the majority and any differentiations made on the basis of the lan-
guage and pronunciation become practically impossible in the third generation.
The minority idiom is revealed the most distinctly in situations such as feast-

ing at the table – singing of songs, making toasts, narrating the past of the
Belarusian villages, in which the figure of „batiushka” (a priest) is frequently
featured, celebration of Orthodox holidays, details connected with preparation of
meals, and a range of accessories creating a unique ambience of the countryside
life starkly different from that of the Polish villagers. But, what is important at
this feasting is not only what one talks about, what variety of Belarusian one uses
(or Ukrainian), but also what is not being said and done. They do not sing such

„complains” about them not being perfect enough, thus leaving some space for
the guest to express his approval.
Feasting can reveal the hidden roots by a specific sense of humour, self-irony,

but, most of all, by the tendency to sing the „ancient” songs. No wonder, then,
that feasting takes place in small enclaves of one’s own group. Social life and
leisure styles of Polish Catholics and the Orthodox Belarusians usually go their
separate ways.
Representatives of the minority were also negatively recognized by their left-

ist political sympathies, especially during the emergence and triumph of the Soli-
darity movement and at the time of visits of the Polish Pope. Today, when the
many Poles turned to the left in their political outlooks, and the August 2002 visit
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of the Pope has been actively celebrated also by the leftist government, these
divisions have lost much of their distinctiveness.

Cimoszewicz winning an enormous popularity among the Belarusian minority.
Apart from a range of undoubted advantages allowing to treat him as a genuine
politician of the highest rank, the liking that he won stems also from one particu-
lar issue: he is considered to be the „one of us”, [„swoj chlopec”], who could
outsmart the Polish majority cleverly hiding his Belarusian provenance. At al-
most every meeting in Belarusian villages and towns the politician is questioned
about his origins. The fact that this issue is left unclarified seems to be of some
significance, as it increases the positive attitude towards himself as to the one
who managed to hide it so efficiently and join the Polish establishment. As a
Belarusian, according to many of my respondents, he would not have been able
to reach the top ranks of public life.
Hiding of a stigma is necessitated by the anticipated fears of social ostracizing

and exclusion. Is this fear realist or illusory? I will answer with another question:
why all the national minorities in Poland at the onset of the census are afraid that
their representatives will hide their non-Polish nationality?45. The questionnaires
are anonymous and serve only statistical purposes. What, then, and who are the
minorities afraid of, hiding their nationally different origin?
The activists of the Belarusian-Orthodox minority issuedan appeal to their

representatives not to hide their Belarusian origins and the language from the
census officers about to knock on their doors in May 2002.A Pole-expatriate will
never conceal his national and religious identification; quite the reverse, he will
willingly, even enthusiastically, acknowledge his belonging to Polishness and
Catholicism.
Concealing one’s origins makes obviously only a surface of a much deeper

andcomplex problematics of identity. The category of „stigma hiding” seems to
me, however, to be the key concept for resolving the problem.

II
It does not mean, however, that an efficient hidingof a stigmamakes an ideal

solution. Quite the contrary, the process has got a range of negative consequences
for the individual involved. These are:
(1) An acceptance of the fact that, if the common conviction is that Belarusians
are worse than Poles, then this must be true (internalization of the stigma).
Such a conviction can be a more or less obvious central feature of one’s self.
It means pleading guilty for an „unmeant” belonging and, as a consequence,
lowering one’s self-acceptance and self-evaluation. A prolonged period of liv-

45Com Polityka, no 15/02.
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ing with the stigma of Belarusianness in the Polish surrounding inevitably
leads to the feeling of guilt and of being a victim of an unfavourable social
configuration.

(2) Creating of a negative identity anda sense of „marginality” discussed above.
(3) Concealing the stigma is dangerous because it can always be suddenly re-
vealed, which in turn can be perceivedby the surroundingas compromising so
much more if the stigma was concealed with much determination, engagement
and thoroughness. The fear of revealing the stigma is deepened by the fact that
it can be revealed in an uncontrolled way by sheer coincidence.

(4) Hiding the stigma sentences the person involved to constant vigilance, con-
centration on potential warning signals, and thismust naturally bring about the
state of tension, rigidity of one’s reactions to the world, insecurity and overall
control.

(5) Revealingof the stigma is always better received if the partners of interaction
with the potentially stigmatizedperson get to know the truth from the person
involved rather than the truth is revealed by a third party. In the latter case
hidingof the stigma is often perceivedas an evidence of lack of trust for the
partner of interaction, which additionally entangles the fine network of human
relations. Revealing of the stigma by a third party can also be read as an
invalidation of the so-far principle of sincerity and trust.

(6) Concealing of a stigma connected with social origins, religion or nationality
can in fact mean building of a barrier against the realization of an important
element of social identity. It leads to assimilatio n and th e feelin g of
uprootedness. It makes development of the sense of belonging and dignity in
reliance on one’s own tradition and group impossible. It therefore results in
decrease of the significance of belonging to one’s own group.

(7) Hiding of the stigma makes any rational and efficient working against its
results difficult if not entirely impossible.

(8) Hiding of the stigma also has broader social implications, as it prevents an
honest and thorough information about the minority discussed from reaching
Polish majority. That iswhy (among all other things) knowledge about it among
Polish groups is indeed rather scarce. It invites, then, referring to myths and
stereotypes, irrational images of a usually negative underpinning.

(9) Hiding the stigma brings about a danger for the person involved to be ridi-
culed or blackmailed by somebody knowing the „secret”.

(10) People hiding the stigma have a tendency to be hypocritical. In order to hide
their Belarusian roots they mistreat their own people or look down on them,
in order not to be charged with privileging their own folks. Sometimes they
are too keen on stressing their devotion for the Pope John Paul II, or Polish
tradition and rituals.

People start to be increasingly aware of the negative results of hiding the stigma,
at least in some social groups. That iswhy we can witness howfrequently people
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reveal their past addictions, the experience of sexual molesting in childhood,
suffering from schizophrenia, epilepsy, homosexuality, etc., even by people from
newspaper headlines. Hiding one’s own Belarusian origin seems to be, in this
context, of a relatively little danger. However, the legend of one’s group as per-
ennially harmed encourages an exaggerated precaution, in accordance with the
proverb „trust but not too much” („dovieraj no i provieraj”).

III
Hiding of the stigma, despite all the shortcomings mentioned above, is incom-

parably less destructive for the Self, as the agent can perform a defensive appro-
priation of the stigma by the following rationalization of the problem:
a) I am a completely normal or even better person within the categories of inter-
personal evaluations carriedout outside the stigma. I am, for example, a better
farmer, I take my army conscription obligation seriously, I work decently and
this constitutes the basis for my social-citizen stance, and not the criterion of
national or religious belonging.

b) Negative labeling is a by-product of social evaluation, which can be ques-
tioned as such. E.g. it does not have to be taken as true that Poles are such a
cultural nation with a remarkable recognition in the world. Eastern-Slavonic
nations, including Belarus, have a richer and more significant contribution to
the world culture and science, and the world sees them as a much more impor-
tant political partner. Apart from that the rational urge to collapse the commu-
nist system and the blind adherence to western values resulted in Poland in the
impoverishment of large social groups. Poles became leftist , while Belarusians
had always been such.

c) Belonging to a minority makes an experience not known to the majority. What
is at stake here is the experience of the participation in the minority culture
and tradition within the following frame: people who never took part in the
all-night vigilance, or who never joined the friendly singing bout (pjanka)
where Bielarusian songs are being sung, who never exchanged Easter greet-
ings („povoskresowali”), never tried holubce, podpiwek, home-made sausage
or vodka (krzakówka”), never experienced various difficulties of the rural life
– simply do not knowmuch. But it also concerns all the aches connected with
stigmatization: sense of marginalization, exclusion, being laughed at and ridi-
culed, slid over or simply ignored. All of these examples of social ostracizing
end up in a trauma, which can be differently coped with in particular situa-
tions – it can be sometimes a source of personal power and, sometimes, a
reason of one’s failure.

d) Each person has got something to hide from others, that iswhy we can recog-
nize the state of partial openness as normal. Not everybody can be trusted with
our love for the Orthodox Church music, love for the land and rural work, for
singing of „our” songs, etc.
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e) Revealingof the stigma brings about an instant andvisible relief, although the
decision itself requires time and preparation. Often this act results in an in-
crease of one’s popularity as a proof of courage and directness, honesty, strong
character, need of really open relations with others and of trust. This is the
case of an outstanding painter Leon Tarasewicz, who treats his Belarusian
cultural belonging as a source of artistic inspiration.
Revealing the truth can sometimes have paradoxical results, showing that fear

of revealing the stigma is often overestimated. Once a vicar of a Protestant parish
in the Netherlands decided to announce to his congregation his conversion to the
Orthodox Church. Upon making his decision public, his parishioners gave him an
icon and the repeating question was: „Why would you linger with this for such
a long time?”.
Still, the issue „whether, to whom, and when” make one’s stigma visible re-

mains a great personal challenge.
Trans.

A CZYKWIN – Professor University in Bialystok, Po land.

A CZYKWIN – prof. dr ha
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Ryszard Radzik

POLISH-BELARUSSIAN
INTERCULTURAL RELATIONS

he following considerations have been founded on the accounts of
several dozen Belarussian s and Poles visiting each other’s country
with a cer tain fr equency, as well as the author’s exper ience from
numerous visit s in Belarus for th e period of over t en years. They

are meant as an introduction into the P olish-Belarussian intercultural commu-
nication, and should be treated as a set of hypotheses rather than ultimate judg-
ments. Intercultural communication is to be understood here as the branch of
knowledge dealing in the description and analysis of the causes o f different
behaviour (attitudes) and perceptions of social reality by individuals remaining
in an ‘alien’ cult ural surrounding (in relation to the people representing this
surrounding), as well as the very phenomenon described by this branch of
knowledge. Research on intercultural communication has a differ ent object of
analysis than research on national (ethnic) stereotypes. I would like in my study
to answer the following questions: in what situations do Poles and Belarussians
behave in a different manner? How are these diff erences expressed and what
causes them?
We can assume that a remarkable part of the differences observed should be

explained by reference to two essent ial so cial facts. T he fir st is a different

T
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shape of the social structure in both countries. The second, the dependence of
each so ciety on a different cult ural domain. The differen ces of the economic
situation of each country should also be considered here, as they have a visible
influence on human behaviour. This factor , though , may be of a transitional
character.
Bringing the differences in the social structure of the Polish and Belarussian

societies in their h istorical development to the fore, I mean the fact of decid-
edly different in fluence of elitist cult ure on the respective formation o f both
communities. Simplifying, we could say that the Belarussian society develops
hierarchies to a larger degree than the Polish in relation to the authority, while
the Polish society more than the Belarussian in relation to culture. The under-
lying cause of this differen ce lies in the h istory o f both societies. Poles were
developing their subject ivity in the t ime of partit ions as a modern national
formation in opposition to the existing structures of power. Intelligentsia took
over the leadership of the society as its nation- and culture-creating class. It
was a group united within an ethos, believing that they hold in their hands the
lot of the country, fighting for the nation with the colonial authorities and spread-
ing the spirit of social activism. In contrast, the peasants in this part of Europe
were strongly influenced by th e feudal heritage of serfdom. It was dif ficult for
them to get rid of features developed within several centuries o f virtual half-
slavery. To the post-gentry inclination of intelligentsia to divide along cultural
borders and promot e elitist activism, t he peasants p referred class divivsions
and daily passivity, the avoidance of actions which could lead to the realization
of goals exceeding their particular individual (or, no more than village) inter-
ests. They assumed an object-position of submission to the authorities (rebel-
lions had a periodical and collective charater), and of recipient pretence. The
modern Belarussian society was established only at the time of the USSR. The
former elit es had either left Belarus or had been murdered by the Soviet au-
thorities, or, if any had been left – degraded in their social rank. The new elites
came almost solely from the countryside, transferring to the cities their peasant
ways and attitudes. The world from before t he revo lution weas dimmed, and
formed a negative referen ce for the socialist reality. Not only did the values
promoted by the ‘Polish landlords’ become alien, but also those of the tsarist
authorities, promot ed by t he Russian landed gentry. The continuity of urban
social layers in t he very scant ly urbanized Belarus was eventually broken by
the outbreak of the World War II and the ensuing decades of accelerated indus-
trialization of the country. A possibility of taking over the culture of the former
elit es did not occur, bot h because of t he lack of a physical contact with the
elites, and the politically conditio ned caution in relat ion to their legacy (e.g.
literature). The Kremlin government associated Belarussianness with the peas-
ant culture , and their Minsk deputies accept ed it without major opposit ion,
destroying th e country ’s tradition which did no t fit th e ethnographic and re-
gional dimension.
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In result , the Belarussians perceive the Po lish so ciety as a communit y of
distinct cultural hierarchies – and with this, distances – and the accompanying
weakness of the authorities. Poles comment on Belarussian passivity. Belarussians,
in t urn, ar e surpr ised in Poland by the custom of adgereing to the titles (as
markers of one’s social status) remaining in the loose relation to the structures
of authority. In pharmacies – as they observe – Poles address the chemists as
‘Pani magister’ (an equivalen t of the Master of Sciences), an abbrev iation de-
noting the same title – „mgr” – can be seen on the doors of even minor clerks
and sometimes it seems it is as important (or not much less so) than the title of
‘manager’ or ‘executive’ . What is more, they observed that a per son who is
well-dressed and having manners of that from intelligentsia has got a better
chance of being well-treated in an office, in contrast to a low-class person with
all symptoms of general backwardness. They underlined at the same time that
in Belarus you could expect precisely the reverse: a man standing out from the
background in his appearance or manners is often perceived as not quite one of
us, belonging to the vaguely elitist world of ‘them’. It stems from the tradition
of associatingBelrusianness with the folk, the world of ordinary, simple people
staying far ap art from the elit es, alien to them in class terms (especially dis-
tanced f rom elitism which is limited t o looking down on the people) . Moreo-
ver, them: the ‘masters/landowners’, and ‘authority’ were once Poles and Rus-
sians, and thus nationally alien. Another cause was that o f the Soviet caution
of not st anding out from t he crowd.
Belarussians remaining in Poland for some period of time and knowing the

Polish language well point out the fact that Poles more often than it is custom-
ary in Belarus use the literary (standardized) forms of the language, and use the
polite addresses more o ften, which sometimes has even hilarious effects for a
Belarussian observer. Even dur ing a row – as one o f the Belarussian women
says – a Polish woman can say: „Dear lady, you are, if you excuse my French,
a whore’. In such situat ions in Belarus the two parties immediat ely change
from ‘thou’ forms into the ‘you’ directness. Another Belarussian person com-
ments that even an unaggressive drunkard passing you by at night in the street
begins from „excuse me, would you please sir/madame…”, which is no t to
mean that more direct encounters of this type do not occur in Poland, but, when
they do, the case is treated as an encroachment of a received social principle of
politeness (however, one must say that the speaking habits of the young peo-
ple of the last decade commonly ignore the canons of good behaviour under the
influence of the American pop culture). In turn, the Poleswell acquainted with
the Belarussian reality and the Russian language underlined the lack of refine-
ment of the spoken Belarussian , and its scarce forms of polite addresses used
on the daily basis. The Belarussians living in Po land for a longer sp an of time
confirmed this.
These differences didnot exist 150 years ago. The elites in Poland andBelarus

had many more common features than t hey have today. Similarly, a peasant

Polish-Belarusian int ercultural relations
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from under Minsk did not differ to a considerable degree from that form under
Warsaw. But the fates of both societies ran in a completely different way in the
20 century. T he Russians imposed their culture on the Belarussians and inca-
pacita ted the development of the Belarussian national elites (and, along with
this, the development of nation al consciousness of t he Belarussian society).
Poles, in turn, created their nation-state, populariz ing among the people the
elitist posture andvalues. That is why in today’s Poland not only a peasant, but
also a tramp adresses another person through ‘pan’ or ‘pani’ (‘mister’, or ‘lady’),
which was not so commonly spread in 19 c. not only in Belarus but also in the
Congress Kingdom of Poland. Belarus retained the once peasant, and later Russian
‘thou’, and P oles observe that a passer -by calls after another ‘eh – mu?czina’
(eh, man’), and formerly ‘eh, towariszcz’ (‘eh, comrade’ - as in the whole area
of the Russian-speaking area of the former USSR). At the same time Poles note
that polite forms such as please, pardon me, thank you are not frequently used
in Belarus. Belarussians in turn comment that these are used in Poland some-
times too often.
Poles perceive Belarussians as passive and non-activist people, not so much

in their private and social life, but, most of all, in the sphere of public activity:
in politics and business. Belarussians’ avo idance o f activ e opposition against
authoritarian power and their weak engagement in private enterprise – the fea-
ture Poles observe in Belarussians – is a bit off-putting. Poles see Belarussians
as p eople unwillin g to rebel against social injustice and omnipot ence of the
stat e admin istration – clerks, policemen and customs officers on the border.
Belarussians’ submissiveness to the latter is affirmed by representatives of both
societies f requent ly cro ssing t he border. One of the Belarussian respondents
often visiting Po land notices that ‘ a man in a tie is t reated better by Po lish
policemen’, andadds ‘the farther we move to the west of Poland, the better the
attitude t owards Belarussians’ . It gets bet ter also if a Belarussian person has
got cash. As the same Belarussian man in his thirt ies observes – they tr eat us
as ‘Russians’ in the east particularly. Even an Orthodox Polish customs officer
says: ‘you – Russian’. He also notices regional differences in Poland, stressing
that ‘a guy will not offend me when he sees my weakness; he is more
tolerant (although he won’t help me financially). It gets worse in the
region’.
A Belarussian intellectual of t he roo ting (a Polish cit izen well-

acquaintedwith the Belarussian reality) states that ‘the Belarussian temperance
is conditioned by the inferiority complex. We think that we are worth less than
other nations – P oles and Russians. We are inclined to submissiv enes in our
utterances and judgments. It results sometimes in insincerity. We listen in order
to adjust to what is others say and be their equals. However, opposite stances
can also be observed: wanting to prove that we are very important we demon-
strate it in cases when it does not have to be absolutely necessary. In the mixed
Polish-Belarussian marriages it leads to the advanced submissiveness and com-
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promise, or even to a demonstration of one’s difference, if not superiority, al-
though it does not have to stem from an absolute conviction as to the truth of
the latter. We deal here, in fact , with insincerity in relatio n to ot hers and to
oneself ’. Undoubtedly, the difficult sit uation Belarussians had to endure inhib-
ited their developingmore subjective positions, and self-assertiveness in realtion
to other s. Hence the fear of authority (often alien, imposed, and even cruel),
but also an avoidance – as Poles notice – of making simple choices of everyday
life (of the ‘what do you prefer’ type), if encouraged by a foreigner (the fre-
quent answer is ‘whatev er’).
Belarussians not ice in Poles too strong marks of individualism and even

anarchism in relatio n to power. They are vexed by the character of debates in
the Polish Parliament (they perceived their own parliament in the same way in
the first half of the 90s and most of them accepted the limitation of its demo-
cratic formula). One of the respondent s witnessed in amazement the wrestling
of a crowd of street demonstrators with the much less numerous police forces.
Aggression towards services of law and order evokes in such situations a feel-
ing of objection, and even willingness to take the side of the authority. A Pole,
in turn, will take side of the demonstra tors. In Belarus in analogous situations
numerous milit ia forces would fight with t he much less numerous demonstra-
tors.
Poles notice in Belarussians a contrast between their openness and straight-

forwardness in private contacts, including t he familial ones, and the coldness
and distance in the official, institutionalized contacts; also between spontaneity
and directeness in their readin ess to help and cooperation , and the ensuing
dissappoin tment r esulting from – as t hey th ink – not keeping promises. We
could think that the contrast between cold formality and private openness de-
rives from, first , the influence of the Russian culture, and, second, - to a lesser
degree – from the tradition of strangeness of the local elites. Difficulties with
getting anything on the official level are incomparably larger than in the West,
or Poland. In Belarus (as it is also the case in Belarus), on e succeeds by resort-
ing to private conncetions (taking advantage of the post at work). The phenom-
enon is also known in P oland, alt hough on a minor scale.
Poles consider Belarussians to be very hospitable (sometimes more than they

are), pleasant, but only on a social ground, and the reverse can be observed not
only in offices. Street crowd is perceiv ed as less colourful than in Poland, and
people more tired with the strain of ev eryday life . In Belarus standoffishness
and anonymity is associated with authority or strangeness, it creates distance
and animosity. The form is a v alue in itself for t he French (just as, for
Belarussian s, it is directeness which the fo rm limits). I t is valued as a sign of
the richness of their culture (even civilization). It determines principles of be-
haviour also in relation to strangers. Belarussians are more authentic, they act
and pretend less. They are more direct – in the view of Poles also in compari-
son to themselves – in expressing their feelings, bo th positive and negat ive.
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They are less concerned about what is suitable. Poles rather like this directness
(the form inherited after the gentry-int elligentsia elites seems tiresome some-
times), although, in their opinion, it is a sign of Belarussians’ folk rooting. The
latter perceive Poles as more friendly inclined in formal situations and anony-
mous encounters in the street, in shops, and public transport. They think quite
often, though, that behind this propriety there is no authentic closeness. Hence,
they think that Poles can be somewhat artificial and even false, and at the same
time less spontaneous. This conviction stems from a misunderstanding that behind
the commonly accepted gestures of politeness showing one’s good breeding do
not have to prove, automatically, an authentic friendship and readiness for sac-
rifice for the person to whom the gestures are addressed.
Poles are often perceived by Belarussians as less hospitable than themselves

(the Polish proverbial hosp itality which forces you to tak e loans in order to
host your guests suits Belarussians mo re than Poles). They are also seen as
more deeply immersed in the world of consumerism and material values, hav-
ing less t ime for their friends and being more superficial in interper sonal con-
tact s. In t his respect t he Belarussian percep tion of Poles resembles the one
Poles have held of the western European countries (and more those of the north
than the south), especially in the socialist period. The market economy changes
socieites (and makes them resemble one another in many respects), imposes
certain stances and ways of behav iour. Belarussians praise the service style of
the Polish shops, but this is to a large degree the result o f introducing market
economy and, with it , competition and the consumer market (not the producer
mark et which was once th e case in Poland and still h as not quite subsided in
Belarus).
There is a lack of identity symmetry between P oles and Belarussians, both

in its content and in the power of both identities. Poles are usually astonished
at t he generally unformed (or barely formed) Belarussian national ident ity.
Belarussians, in turn, associate Polish strong national references with, on the
one hand, patriotism, and, on the other hand, with nationalism. Frequently, only
after a longer stay in Poland, they adopt – in confrontation with Polishness –
the Belarussian national identity. Poles – having fought against the Russian
imperialism for centuries, thus not free from anti-Russian ressentiment, notice
with surprise that Belarussians prefer the alien Russian language to their native
Belarussian , especially in the urban areas. T hey do not care about their own
status of an independent state, they stick to Russia voluntarily surrendering to
the Big Brother, they seek his mercy and help. Poles do not understand the
Belarussian mentality which they see as more regional than national; they do
not understand the fact of belonging of the Belarussian society to t he Russian
cultural domain (hence Belarussians’ disapproval of t he NATO and, partly, of
the West in general, which so annoys the Poles and often causes fervent politi-
cal debates among the representat ives of both nation s). P oles consider
Belarussians irra tional in th eir cultural, political and economic choices (be-
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cause they adhere to Russia, and with this to the lack of democracy, and, in
consequence – poverty), especially that thinking within the categories of na-
tional interest is alien to them, in contrast to Poles. Such cultural divergences,
which result from belonging to different cultural domains, are overlaid at present
by polit ical and economic ones.
AMinsk inhabitant liv ing in Warsaw o ften stressed t hat the inhabitants of

the capital city of Poland have less time than the inhabit ants of Minsk. They
are always in a hurry – simult aneously, a group of women visitin g a Po lish
provincial town wondered how calm and quiet it was, and its inhabitants open
and friendly. The sameMinsk inhabitant made an observation that a Belarussian
– in contrast to a Pole – does not get offended when he is pushed inadvertently
in the street, and does not demand immediate apologies. He is also more liable
to evade the truth – both in relation t o others and in pardoning others an im-
polite treatment of himself. Others stated that it is more difficult in Poland to
gain friends and strike acquain tances (‘perhaps because I am a Belarussian’,
one of the Belarussian women wondered, when commenting on the Polish ‘se-
cretiveness’). It is not approapria te to phone a Pole late, and a visit must be
preceded b a phonecall. Women talk in staircases mo re often t han in Belarus
(which can be exp lained by the fact t hat in viting somebody in may be more
obliging than in Belarus). You can always pop in at your neighbours’ in Belarus
– as the same young Belarussian female living in P oland said – but no t in
Poland. Poles observe, in turn, that in Belarus it is customary to receive indi-
vidual guests or small groups of them in the kitchen, which is not considered
appropriate in Poland. Focusing on differences between the Polish andBelarussian
nameday-birthday customs, Belarussians pointed out that they always serve the
whole cake (so as to show to the guests it has not been eated before), and never
cut it in pieces before serving. A bottle of alcohol should also be open just at
the table. The glasses are filled at the beginning of the dinner and the bottle has
to be emptied. At a birthday party for the first two or three hours the guests
talk mainly about the host, and raise long, elaborate, beautiful toasts. Appar-
ently, they did not come across similar customs in Poland, although the Polish
feast culture did require observing at least a part of these customs. In P oland,
as one of t he Belarussian s says, it is much more dif ficult to notice that the
part y is given, for example, t o celebrate one’s n ameday and who the main
celebrity is. Additionally, as th e Bia3ystok Belarussian and a Minsk inhabitant
both stated, the Polish wives, in contrast to the Belarussian ones, are less will-
ing to take part in parties without their husbands.
According to Poles, Belarussians are not only careless about p lanning their

time; they also have a different sense o f the binding power of words. Similarly
as in t he Russian language, the word for them expresses the mood of the mo-
ment, an emotion and its straighforwardness (or the lack of such). It is uttered
in o rder to please the ot her per son, or in order to create a distance bet ween
oneself and the interlocutor. It is, though, ethereal and does not oblige to keep
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a promise as much as it does in Poland. In the Lat in Europe the pledge of
honour stems from the knightly ethos, and the pledge of an entrepreneur from
the bourgeois ethos (and from the Protestant solidity ). In Russia these social
layers did not in fact exist. Hence, as one of the respondents often negotiating
with Belarussians says: ‘In our talk s cert ain decisions are easily reached (at
first). There is agreement and willingness for cooperation . During a second
meetingwe complain about not sticking to the agreement line by the Belarussians,
and the Belarussian side is surprised, indignant and objecting. At the t hird
meeting, when our common agreement is still not carried out, th e Polish pro-
tests meet open animosit y of the Belarussians’.
Amateurs of the Belarussian literature stress its manifestation of the strong

man and nature symbiosis (which is seen, for examp le, in the mot ive of the
philosophizing Candide-type peasant). The peasant philosophical considerations
on nature h ave not been silenced by th e intelligentsia and urban elites, but
founded the culture of the newelites. The Belarussian literature is rooted in the
count ryside reality to a much larger degree t han in the urban reality.
The Polish culture is – in comparison to t he Belarussian – more inclined

towards activism and int ernal expansion (the Poles are, in comparison with
Belarussians, but certainly not with the Germans and the French, more matter-
of-fact, rational, capable of cool analysis; Belarussians are much less trained in
thinking according to th e categories o f reason). The Belarussian culture , in
turn, is focused on the survival of the society as a set of individuals and groups,
and not the large national formation. Usually, when a clash of the two cultures
occurs, we rarely deal with a clearly delineated conflict. The differences divid-
ing bot h societies h ave been here occasionally exaggerated, in order to better
understand their n ature and background. Most often we do no t deal with
oppositional features each society exposes, but with a different degree of their
intensity.

Trans.

RYSZARD RADZIK – a sociologist, a Profesor at the University in Lub lin.
The text we pub lish is an excerpt o f a larger article. Author book „K i”.

„K i”, ,
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Arsen’ Lis

LITERATURE OF WESTERN
BELARUS (abridged)

Both commencement of lit erature of Western Belarus as well as
creation of the „Zakhodniaya Belarus” (Western Belarus) independent
political term go back to the late 1910s through early 1920s.
The dramatic for both warring sides events of the fall of 1920 be-

ing over, the Polish and the Soviet front had finally stabilized. The same year
on October 8th the preliminary peace treat y had been signed that h alf a year
later resulted in signing another peace treaty in Riga.
In compliance wit h the Riga tr eaty, the Po lish and the Belarusian bo rder

divided ethnic Belarusian lands into t he two relativ ely equal in size parts.
Population of the western Belarusian lands, incorporated into Poland, comprised
4.6 million citizens1. The presence o f a st ate border as well as the different
political systems of the two countries, within the frame of which the separated
Belarusian people had t o live, affected th e histo rical fate and spir it of both
western and eastern Belarusians in a different way. Belarusian literature, which
arouse west of the Polish-Soviet border, tended to have developed within twenty

T

1Khaura tovich I. Zakhodniay a Belarus (Western Belarus) // Entsiklapediya historiy i Bela rusi. T. 3 . Mn.,
1996. S. 421.
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years in its own specific way. Therefore, it represents a sp ecial chapter within
the context of the nation-wide artistic heritage.
On analogy with Minsk in the East, Vilnia (Vilnius), wit h its former rich

national cultural and histor ic traditions, became t he spiritually consolidating
Belarusian center in the West. It was not by chance that the significant Belarusian
intellectual elite, in cluding t he literary one, concentrated there . Some o f the
Belarusian writers, i.e. Anton Lutskevich, a literary critic, publicist and public
figure, Frantsishak Aliakhnov ich, a playwr ight, Anton Liavitski, Franuk
Umiastouski, prose-writers, had resided there on a permanent basis even before
the Wor ld War I. Some other inte llectuals, like Uladzimir Samoila, a philoso-
pher and a literary critic, Maksim Haretski, LeapoldRodzevich, Ihnat Kancheuski,
a ph ilosopher and a poet , were driven to Viln ia by t he gyre of war and revo-
lution.
The Belarusian periodical press, which arouse there as the legendary Phoe-

nix, rather eloquently speaks in favor of active development of the public thought
as well as its eminence that was current within the western Belarusian territo-
ries prior to par tit ion of Belarus. In 1919, prio r to seizure of Vilnia by the
Pilsudski legions, Tamash Hryb had already established the „Hramadzianin” (A
Citizen) newspaper of th e left cave of the Belarusian Socialist Hramada. In
spring of the same year F. Aliakhnovich began publishing the „Belaruskaie
zhytstsio” (Belarusian life) social-and-political as well as the literary newspa-
per. The „Belaruskaia dumka” (Belarusian t hought) n ewspaper, establish ed in
summer of 1919 by the so cialist revolutionaries in Vilnia, was known for its
independent social and political orientation. In 1920 it had been banned by the
Polish administr ation and was reestablished again as the „Nasha dumka” (Our
thought) and was edited by M. Haretski. In summer of 1920 the „Nezalezhnaia
dumka” (Independent thought) was published and edited by H. Bahdanov ich.
On analogy with numerous other Belarusian periodicals of that time, the news-
paper also comprised literary works. The same year the group of intellectuals,
headed by A. Lutsk evich, made an attempt to rev ive the „Nasha Niva” (Our
land) and they succeeded to have published ten issues. The fall of 1919 brought
the „Nezalezhnaia Belarus” (Independent Belarus) newspaper that was pub-
lished three times a week and was edited by K. Miadziolka. From 1910s through
1920 s Hrodna (ancient Horadzen ’) was known to be a significant Belarusian
political and literary environment of that time. In 1919 they published there the
„Bat skaushchyna” (Motherland) weekly as well as the „Belaruski narod „
(Belarusian people) and the „Belarus” newspapers. In 1920 they have been
replaced by the „Belaruskaye slova” (Belarusian word), edited by Vat slau
Adamovich. That newspaper was banned by the Polish authorities only in early
1921. All the above mentioned periodicals were unitedby the national Belarusian
idea, idea of sovereignty, and reconstruction of nationhoodof this country. Besides
edge-cuttin g polit ical materials, the absolut e major ity of those publicat ions
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contained small prose genres, poems and some of them even novels and drama
works.
The „Belaruskiya vedamast si” (Belarusian news) newspaper, edited by M.

Haretski, was known for its vivid literary and artistic profile. Editors succeeded
to have united around t hem significant creative forces. The „Belaruski zvon”
(Belarusian bell) became a sim ilar literary and public environment. Edit ed by
F. Aliakhnovich, it became a kind of a club, after authorities of the Middle
Lit wa (Lithuan ia) banned t he newspaper of M. Haretski.A. Smolich, B.
Tarashkevich, A. Lutskevich, F. Umiast ouski and its editor-in-chief, most of
them being social democrats, became the active contributors to the „Belaruski
zvon”. The „Nasha buduchinia” (Our fut ure) newspaper served as an unofficial
body of the Belarusian revolutionary organization (it had the left socialist revo-
lutionary o rientat ion). L. Rodzevich was the leading autho r of th e mater ials
published in it . I. Kancheuski also con tributed more to that newspaper rather
than to the other ones. Uladzimir Samoila, a literary guardian of Yanka Kupala,
used pages of the „Belaruski zvon” and the „Nasha buduchinya” newspapers to
publish his vast materials, including the philosophical ones, dealin g with the
issues of movement for independence and other edge-cutting mat ters. Closure
of t he „Nasha buduchinya” (Our future) by th e Polish administrat ion fo rced
edit orial st uff, headed by Ya. Lahonovich, a public figure and publicist , to is-
sue the „Volny s’ tsiah” (A free banner) newspaper. Because of th e constant
persecutions on the part of the authorities the newspaper was renamed several
times.
The period of time from 1919 through 1921 hadbeen clearly markedby the

phantom of par tit ion of Belarus by the powerful neighbors but its destiny still
kept balancing on the scales of history. That waswhy the Belarusian publicistic
word by Yanka Kupala, Yazep Liosik andAles’ Harun in Minsk as well as the
one byAnton Lutskevich , Branislau Tarashkevich, Arkadz’ Smolich, Maksim
Haretski and Leapold Radzevich in Vilnia sounded with specific p enetra tion
and value. The idea of sovereign and inseparable Belarus o ccupied the central
place in publicistic mat erials by A. Smolich (the ones of his Hrodna period of
life), Symon Rak-Mikhailouski, Kuz’ma Tsiareshchanka and Yanka Natusevich,
the youngand prematurely deceased publicist , that were published in the Hrodna-
issued „Belaruskaie slov a” (Belarusian word) newspaper (1920-1921).
Publications of B. Tarashkevich, A. Lutskevich, A. Smolich and other pub-

licist s contributed to the deep analysis and artistic br illiance o f the whole so-
ciopolit ical journalism in Western Belarus2. Fundamental nature of the issues,

2Taraszkiewicz B. Bialoruskie postulaty polityczne // Przy mierze. 1920. # 3, 5; Also, his Ryzhski traktat
I Bela ruskaye py tannie (Riga Tractate and Bela rusian Issue) // Belaruski zakon. 1921. # 3; Lutskevich
A. Polskaya akupatsiya Belarusi (Polish occupa tion of Be larus). Vilnia, 1920 ; Also, his Ab dziar zhau-
nym budaunitstv ie (On government structure)// Belaruski narod. 1919. # 2; L. B. (Smolich A.). Neza-
leznas’ts’ (Independence) // Belaruski zvon. 1921 . # 2.
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touchedupon in public speeches of the above politicians and writers, their drawing
attention to the cardinal issues of everyday life of the people and their nation
as well as high intellectual, and in some authors – artistic level of publications,
favored securing of their steady position within the moral heritage of Belarus
and return to them on the par t of the new generations due to actualization of
the idea to rebuild Belarusian nationhood.
Along with the political journalism, essays of I. Kancheuski, U. Samoila as

well asAliaksandr Tsvikevich contributed much to creation of the reliable ideo-
logical foundation of both literature andculture of Western Belarus.A. Tsvikevich,
alth ough being a resident of Kouna (present-day Kaunas, Lithuania – BIR) ,
had direct contacts with political and literary elite of Western Belarus and also
published h is works in Vilnia.
In his „Advechnym shliakham” (Along the eternal road) literary and philo-

soph ical essay I. Kancheuski comprehended social, historical and ethical as-
pects of Belarusian idea, specific features of wo rld-outlook of Belarusian peo-
ple that were believed by the author to have been primarily determined by the
residential area of the ethnos, i.e. on the border between East and West 3. Being
a ph ilosopher and a writer , he was of the opinion that „free developmen t of
spir itualit y of th e Belarusian people can not be secured either by western or
eastern culture as they functioning in the forms of forcible andviolent Messianism
and their contractile chains seem to be equal for our spirit”4. Kancheuski men-
tion s about hesitations of Belarusians bet ween the two types of cultures and,
acco rding to him, they can reach their ideal, common to all mankind, only
„through development of their own and national spirit”5. And then he goes on
saying that „to secure our people fr ee creative work in all f ields o f life one
needs to create adequate, his own, Belarusian forms of life”6. Kancheuski con-
siders deliverance „from foreign constraint and winning of sovereignty”7 to be
the precondition, capable to ensure public creative work of Belarusians. Great
sign ificance was attributed by Kancheuski to cooperation, i.e. fr ee union of
consumers andproducers, on their way to development of creative human per-
sonality and th e future of the society8. We have sp ecified only several so cial
aspects included into the „Advechnym shliakham” essay. In principle, the writer
is known to be more original, clear-sighted and interesting in his philosophical
generalizations and evaluations of civilizations as well as in experience of so-

3Abdziralovich I. Advechnym shliakham: Dasledziny belaruskaha sve tapohliadu (Along the eternal road:
evaluation of Belarusian world-outlook – BIR). Vilnia, 1921. S. 4 -23.

4Same. S. 22.
5Same. S. 11.
6Same. S. 22.
7Same. S. 53.
8Same. S. 12-65.
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cial revolutions and political p arties. Some of his conclusions are known for
his sagacit y as well.
Uladzimir Samoila (1878-1941) began his carrier as an experienced journal-

ist and literary worker as well as an activist, deeply involv ed in politics in
Vilnia o f late 1919s – early 1920s, i.e. between the two revolutions in Russia.
That was already in his initial publications in Vilnia periodicals in which Samoila
revealed his deep concern about destin y and future o f the Belarusian people.
He envisaged partition of Belarus and called the politicians upon organization
of people for them to become masters in their own country instead of reliance
upon the international conferences and tractates9.
Democratic press of Western Belarus revealed per sonalit y of U. Samo ila,

who was highly experienced in cultural and political issues as well as act ive in
his creativ e work, to be irreplaceable laborholic and generator of new ideas.
According to L. A. Voitsik, who also worked for the Vilnia periodicals in 1920s,
Samoila and A. Lutskevich carried out the key amount work for the newspa-
pers of independent orientation, i.e. the „Holas belarusa” (Voice of a Belarusian),
the „Syn belarusa” (Belarusian’s son), the „Belaruskaya dolia” (Fate of Belarus)
and some o ther public contempo raries. They would write editoria ls and get
ready with the bulk of t he material to be published. Creat ive spectrum o f U.
Samo ila is rather unusually wide.
Samoila uses his „Hetym peramozhash!” (You will win doing this!) expanded

philosophical tractate, written in the form of an emotional essay, to give theo-
retical substantiation of the Belarusian national idea. He draws attention to the
practical aspect of its realization and conveys deep faith in creative force of his
nation. Similar to I. Kancheuski, the author of the „essays of optimism” (that
was the subtitle o f essays by U. Samoila) stands for the evolutionary way of
development of national movement. U. Samolia wrote: „Everything that the
current masters of the situation, relying upon their actual power and „Turkish”
perception of their unlimited sovereignt y, will not provide the Belarusian citi-
zens with today, can be „won” using peaceful and civilized methods of our
unconquerable spir itual activity tomorrow”10. In spite of all the government
functionaries of the occupied Western Belarus being oriented to denationaliza-
tion of the Belarusian ethnos and at the background of Prime-minister’s state-
ments that „in 50 years not a single Belarusian will be found even in the candle
ligh t” (Skulski), the writer and philosopher f irmly believed in Belarusian na-
tional revival. Spiritual originality of the language, folk poetry as well as such
the presence of such external factors as disappearance of „post-war barbarization
of the European community that was strong in Poland” as well as democratiza-
tion of th e world, gave Samoila motiv es to believe in humane fut ure of the

9Civis . Ne chaka itse miru (Do not wa it for pea ce to come ) // Nezalezhnaya dumka. 1920. July
10Sulima . Hetym pe ramozhash! (You will win doing this!)…// Zakhodniaya Belarus. S. 68.
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Belarusian people11. Philosophical generalizations of U. Samoila and resting of
the Belarusian thinker upon the „philosophy of freedom” by Fichte in his analysis
of t he idea of Belarusian rev ival also involved p ractical resumes , the la tter
sounding as fo llows: „The Belarusian people, through mediatio n of their new
national intelligentsia, should adopt that eternal truth, meaning that there is no
such evil that would be stronger than good and, the stronger and fearful the evil
is as well as the more difficult the external life conditions happen to be, – the
stronger force, capable to conquer that evil, and spiritual l activity we will have
to develop in ourselves and will have t o stronger and tight er weld into a na-
tional organism that could win both internal and external evil”12. T he aut hor
finishedhis essay of optimism with an open appeal, supported by the quotation
from the Holy Bible, i.e. „Stick to your native roots, Belarusian people!” –”For
our Lordwill construct his Church upon this stone and the gates to hell will not
overcome it”.
Aliaksandr Tsvikevich (1888-1937) concentrated his political journalism on

the current issues of Belarusian reviv al and Belarusian nationhood. His „On
arguments coming from mind and heart” essay deals with th e role of a poet in
awaken ing national consciousn ess of the people13. The „Grand simplification
or grand perfection” essay by A. Tsvikevich covers moral and ethic as well as
psychological aspects of pertinence of intelligentsia to the Belarusian liberation
movement 14.
Artistic political journalism and essays tended to have rather actively influ-

encedupon the formation of the world-outlook of the younggeneration of western
Belarusian s in general, and th eir representatives who were on their way to lit-
erary world, in particular.
Maksim Haretski was recognized t o be one of t he literary wo rkers whose

contribution to the development of national spirituality in Western Belarus of
early 1920s was especially significant. That contribution comprised both theo-
retical and practical aspects. More than four years of life and creative work of
M. Haretski were closely connected with Western Belarus and Vilnia. The Vilnia
period o f creative activ ities of the aut hor is considered to be one of the most
fruitful and corner-stone ones in his life. Mainly here M. Haretski disclosed his
talent in its full multiplicity and lucidity. Residing in Vilnia, the o ld cult ural
center of the Belarusian-and Lithuanian region, and having a chance t o work
with the r ich collectio ns of books, including the one th at belonged t o I.
Lutskevich, M. Haretski wrote h is first conceptual h istory of the Belarusian

11Same. S. 66-69.
12Same . S. 68, 70.
13Halyne ts A. Ab ar humentakh ad rozumu I a rhumentakh ad sertsa ( On arguments coming from mind
and he art) // Studentskaya dumka. Viln ia, 1925. # 1, 2.

14Halynets A. Via likaye ap rashchennie tsi via likaye uda skanalenn ie? (Grand simplification or grand
perfection?) Ryga, 1926
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fine writing, covering the cradle of it , and ending up with the current period15 .
Perception of the process of development of the Belarusian artistic word within
the context of the making of the national idea, significantly increased the role
of that book and turned it into an idea-educative factor under the conditions of
extreme opposition of the Polish regime to formation of national self-conscious-
ness of western Belarusians.
The author went by the realities of t he conditions in Western Belarus, and

in a bro ader sense, stra tegic aims of th e Belarusian revival, when he published
in Vilnia the monuments of old and newBelarusian literature and sorted out the
Belarusian corpus specified in dictionaries as well as published a reciter16. T hat
was one of several fields of his act ivities. M. Haretski, a writer , also rev ealed
himself to be a public figure who most actively aggregated to the political life
of western Belarus at the turning point of its hist orical destiny, i.e. within the
times of occupation of Vilnia by the Pilsudski legions and in fall of 1920 in so-
called Middle Litwa, a temporary stat e formation of General L iutsiyan
Zhahilouski. Initially he worked as the actual editor-in-chief of the „Belaruskaya
dumka” (Belarusian thought) n ewspaper, issued in spring of 1919, and follow-
ing its closure by the P olish authorities he edited the „Nasha dumka” (Our
thought) newspaper. Finally, he became the editor-in-chief and publisher of the
„Belaruskiya vedamastsi” (Belarusian news) newspaper. Besides publishing
numerous publicistic articles that formulated and resolved current tasks of the
Belarusian movement and its current political moment, Haretski also contrib-
utedmuch to organization and education of the most active authors who worked
for the newspaper. Periodicals, edited by M. Haret ski, and especially the
„Belaruskiya vedamastsi”, would constantly publish works of the authors from
West ern Belarus, young wr iters, as well as ly rics of folk songs, materials on
hist ory of Belarus, including th e Belarusian historical calendar, compiled by
the writer himself. Publications of the leading writers who worked for the above
newspaper (i.e. M. Haretski, an editor-in-chief, A. Lutskevich, A. Smolich, L.
Rodzevich, T. Urubleuski (whose pseudonym wasT. Varonich), along with letters
from the p rovincial areas, comprised a vast spectrum of current issues of
Belarusian life, Belarusian spirituality and dest iny of Belarus. Haretski as a
writer was most directly involved in the literary process in Western Belarus in
the capacit y of a creator of art istic v alues. He was basically the pioneer of
fiction traditions in literature of Western Belarus.

15Haretski M. Historiya bela ruskaye li taratury (H istory of Belarusian literatur e). Vilnia , 1920
16Haretski M. Hre stamatiya belaruska ye litaratury. XI ve k – 1905 hod. (Reader of Bela rusian literary
works. 11th century - 1905) . Vilnia, 1923; Braty M. I H. H aretski. Belaruska-ma skouski slounik.
(Bela rusian-Moscow dictionary ) 2-y e vydannie. Vilnia, 1920; Ha retski M. I H. Maskouska-bela ruski
slounik (Mscow-Belarusian Dictionary ). Vilnia, 1921; Haretski M. Dekliamatar (A reciter). Vilnia, 1923.
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The years f rom 1919 through 1923 for M. Haretski, in spite o f being ar-
rested, imprisoned and deported by the authorities of Middle Litwa, turned out
to be the most productive ones in his literary carrier. Within that very period of
time he publishedhis novel „Dzvie dushy” (Two souls) both in the „Belaruskaya
dumka” and as a separat e book; h e began wr iting the „Za shto ?” (What for?)
novel that was published under the title of „Tsikhaya plyn” (Still waters) ; he
created couple of dozens of stories, seven plays, some ten articles on literary
crit icism and prepared numerous po litical speeches dealing with edge-cut ting
issues of life in Belarus.
The initial pages of poetry of Western Belarus are known to have primarily

associated with the names of Leapol’dRodzevich, Uladzimir Zhylka and Ihnat
Kancheuski. Their creative work turned out to be the most active one and found
its vivid reflection in the periodical press of early 1920s in the form of publi-
cation of personal books of verse. Although the poetry of that time enjoyed the
presence of poets o f the Nasha Niva era (i. e. Haliyash Leuchyk (1880-1944,
Kazimir Svaiak (1890-1926, Stary Ulas (1865-1939), t hat was mainly L.
Rodzevich with his „Belarus”, a poem-legend, written in a specific synth etic
genre, and U. Zhylka with his „Uyaulennie” (Imagination ) poem , who suc-
ceeded to have revealed in a more straight way that very soulful tone and that
exact mood which the creative intelligentsia experienced as the result of parti-
tion of their Motherlandand disruption of rebuilding of their nationhood. „You
have been downtrodden and thrown into th e swamp with your fresh bleeding
wounds open…” – is the dramatic note that opens the poem by L. Rodzevich17.
This dramatic mot ive calls to another one expressed in chapter XII of the
„Uyaulennie” (Imagination) poem by Zhylka:
At night, a h at night
Someone is whispering!
The vo ice of a prophet…
„Shame, oh shame upon us,
And reproach made friends with our sons.
Our wounds are aching,
And our eyes full of tears are covered with m ist.
No holly truth and no freedom left a t all.
Invaders, misfortunes, sufferings to hides.
And a b leeding border of a knife- cut
Has been stretch ed across you white body”1 8

The image of a bleeding border does not serv e only as a poet ic metaphor.
Abyssal essence of it has been demonstrated through the fate of thousands of
sons of Belarus. In spite of the overall dramatic nature of h istorical ev ents

17Rodze vich L. Be larus. Vilnia, 1922 . S.5
18Zhy lka U. „Uyau lennie” ( Imagination), 1923. S.19
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dealing with partit ion of the Belarusian lands and congruence of poetic inter-
pret ation with th e histo rical f ate of Belarus, work s by L. Rodzevich and U.
Zhylka sound in an optimistic way with the major key as the predominant one.
Applying the rhythm of the poem, varying from chapter to chapter, ranging

from a bit slower and momen tous one t o the dash ing and always excited one,
Zhylka resumes the direction of the Belarusian movement in a poetically-gen-
eralized way. He dep icts revival of the nation at the background of the global
misfortunes, civil and P olish-soviet wars. T he poet claims the fact that „a
Belarusian has already stepped upon th e map of Europe”.
U. Zylka’s dedication of his „Uyaulennie” (Imagination) poem to L. Rodzevich

serves as another proof of their ideological affinity and mutual involvement in
the liberat ion movement. Within the course o f his stay in the rural area of
Western Belarus, the poet spent longer time with his mother’s relatives residing
in the suburbs of Baranavichy. Acting as a messenger between the local branch
of BRA (Belarusian Revolutionary Organization) and the central office in Vilnia,
i.e. p rior to his to his studies in Prague, Zhylka created th e number of poems
that were later on published with assistance and help of A. Lutskevich, a liter-
ary critic and researcher19. U. A. Kalesn ik, a researcher of creative work of U.
Zhylka, noted that lyrics of the poet is distinguished by capability to convey
the public ideas in a deep personal way as if they become the intimat e move-
ments of soul of a lyrical character”20 .
Poems by I. Kancheuski, a prematurely deceasedpoet, that were signed with

the „Hanna Halubianka” pseudonym, were full of roman tic esthetics and high
range of culture of feelings21 .
T ragedy of the World War I wit h endless number of it vic tims, vast

devastatio ns, dramatic f lood o f refugees fell upon Europe. Western Belarus
suffered from it to the maximal extent as the one that experienced severity of
a three-year presence on its territory of the positional Russian-German front.
Flash of hope to rebuild Belarusian nationhood, evoked by the war and revo-
lution, resulted in rapid activation of creative thought in Western Belarus. The
new sowers appeared in the fie ld of Belarusian literature of that time. Makar
Krautsou (1890-1941) and Stanislau Shymanouski (1893-1920) from Western
Belarus and Mikas’Charot (1896-1938), Uladzimir Dubouka (1900-1976), Yazep
Pushcha (1902-1964) and Ales’ Dudar (1904-1937) from its eastern part joined
the literature at the turningpoint of two epochs. Literature of Western Belarus
of first half of 1920s was represented by most active literary activities of Kastus’
Stepovich, a clerical poet, who had alr eady begun publishing his works in the

19Zhy lka U. Na r ostani (A t the cross-roads). Vilnia, 1924.
20Zhy lka U. Pozhni (Stubble) . Mn. 1986 . S.9.
21Kancheuski I. Verasniova ye pano (A Septe mber panel) // N asha buduchyna. 1923. # 4; Kancheuski I.
My razam (We are together)// Zahodniay a Belarus. – S.8.
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„Belarus” newspaper in 1913. Muse of Kazimir Svayak, that was usually re-
gret ful because o f the poet’s personal tragedy, i. e. his illness that caused his
premature death, a lso begins to sound in a br ighter way:
Here com e the brighter times,
An light of apparition lightens our way.
Motherland-mother-Belarus,
You are alive!2 2

The poet believes in awoken force of the people and their capability to cre-
ate deserving future and to command to the cominggenerations the idea of free
Motherland:
A spark will defin itely turn into the fire,
That will make th e stars in th e sky hide th eir fa ces away from it,
And the spirit of people will bra vely arise,
That will even th e valleys and the hills.
It will build on the ruins o f Motherland
By its powerful hand with Prometheus fire in it,
And when it dies itself, it will relay the testament to the son
For the idea of Motherland not to vanish…2 3

Makar Krautsou, a participant of WorldWar I andan activist of the Belarusian
national movement of 1917-1920 , wrote not only his famous „My viydzem
shchylnymi radami” (We will go out in dense rows” poem-anth em that was
influenced by the Slutsk rebellion. He also composed a „Bratom” (To brothers)
poem that combines meditation on the tragic fate of Belarusian land and pow-
erful belief in national freedom of its p eople:
The bane of Belarusian people is in the air,
The ones who expanded from the Nioman to the Dniapro.
Each centu ry they loose their belongings
In the fire of wars and misfortunes
…………………………………………………
But we are the people who are alive, not slaves but masters o f our life
And we deserve the equal destiny with other peoples
We will cover our way to freedom with our bodies
And let at least the 100th of us but see its face 24 .
Natallia Arsen’yeva (1903-1997) stood apart from the rest of the writers of

Western Belarus who were soaked with the national idea or idea of social free-
dom of working people and were often o rganizationally bound with the libera-
tion movement . From early 1920s her poems began to be publish ed in almost

22Svayak K. Maya lira (My cither). Vilnia, 1924. S. 21
23Same. S. 25.
24Krautsou M. „Br atom” (To brothers)/ / Nasha dumka. Viln ia, 1921. # 24.
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all periodicals. Having been blessed for her literary carrier by M. Haretsk i at
the times of her studies at the Vilnia Belarusian gymnasium , Arsen’yeva con-
cent rated her lyrics on the subjective beginn ing and exper iences of intimate
nature. Space and nature became the major source for her poetic inspiration. In
spite o f her indifference in treatment of social problems, her apparent talent
was highly appreciated and valued by th e representat ives of literary society.
Following publication of her „Pad sinim nebam” (Under the blue sky) co llec-
tion of wo rks (1927), creative work of N. Arsen ’yeva had been highly valued
by th e leading literary critics, i.e. U. Samoila (Chemer) and A. Lutsevich25 .
Early 1920s were marked by publications of Ales’ Smalenets (1893-1966),

a poet and a writer whose true name was Ruzhan tsou amd who worked for the
„Belaruski zvon” and the „Belaruskiya vedamastsi” newspapers. At that time
he was known to be a former participant in World War I and Civil War as well
as the Commander of the Belarusian battalion in Lithuania that was formed by
the emigration government of Vatslau Lastouski. He also edited the „Belarus-
vaiskovy” (A military Belarusian) magazine. Poems of A. Smalenetswere satu-
rated with military themes. Figurative realit ies of war were depicted in the
imaginable way. M. Haretski considered them to be ”strong in t hought and
pretty original in form”. Some time lat er A. Smalenets continued his literary
carrier as a translator of Belarusian poetry into Lithuanian and the Lithuanian
one into Belarusian26 .
The initial publications o f Ales’ Salahub (1906 -1934), a poet, go back to

1923 . Being a student of the Belarusian gymnasium in Vilnia, he h as cast his
lot with the communist underground movement and made friends with Arsen’
Kancheuski, a member o f the Central Committee of t he Communist p arty of
west ern Belarus, as well as p articip ated in organ izatio n of t he circ les of the
Belarusian Hramada of Peasant s and Workers in the area of his nat ive
Smarhonshchyna. A. Salahub had been twice arrest ed by t he defenziva and
spent t wo years at t he so-called western Belarusian Bastille in Lukishk i. That
was the prison, in casemates of which there spent much time not the only gen-
eration of revolutionaries of Western Belarus. Ales’ Salahub enjoyed the role
of a pioneer of the western Belarusian literat ure in discovering the prison-re-
lated themes and creation of images of political prisoners. Later on those themes
had been developed by M. Tank and V. Taulai up to the lev el broad artistic
generalizations. A lyrical hero of A. Salahub (an alter ego of t he author ) was
of a purposeful and integral nature. His con sciousn ess organically combined

25Chemer M. Vernay a dachka sontsa I shc hy rai ziam el’ki (A loyal daughter of the Sun and ge nerous
land)/ / Rodniya honi. Viln ia, 1927. # 5-6; Lutskevich A. Adbitaye zhy tstsio: Lekciy i I statstsi z bela-
ruska ye adradze nskaye litaratury (A win back life: Lectures and a rticles fr om the Belarusian re vival
liter ature). V ilnia, 1929. S. 108 -114.
26Ruzha ntsou A. Belaruskiya pis’menniki: Bibliy ahrafichny slounik. (Belarusian writers : Bibliogr aphic
dictionary ). T. 5. Mn., 1995. S. 168.
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both social and national ideals. He is closely connected to the idea of liberation
of the mankind on a planetary level („We are glad, very glad that are changing
the course of history”), simultaneously continues his struggle, suffers in prison
and dreams to witness „his Belarus to be a free country”. Intention s and emo-
tions of the lyrical hero of the poet get stronger due to their emotional tieswith
the rural area. He flatters himself that he will leave in it „the fire of rebellion”.
Being a revolutionary anda maximalist , A. Salahub depicts the ideal of a western
Belarusian village as a rebellious one:
… I like you when you a re full of rage:
Instead of sickles you beat the swo rds,
Instead of cutting ears of rye
You wake the Belavezha up at night27 .
Fate of A. Salahub turned out to be the tragic one. Having escaped from the

Polish prison he illegally crossed the border, graduated f rom the Minsk state
univ ersity, published th e collection o f his poems, frequen tly published his
materials in periodicals, took the course of post-graduate studies at the Belarusian
Academy of Sciences. Having been involved in the second wave of repressions
in th e Soviet Byelorussia, he died in 193428 .
Successful development of dramaturgy in litera ture of Western Belarus was

favored by several c ircumstances. First of all, that was World War I, followed
by t he maelstrom of civil breakups, r esulted in numerous deaths and fo rced
flights, v arious other misfor tunes and grief that fell upon Belarus in general
and its western areas in particular, which provided the playwrigh ts with the
unique material. Fate of a nat ion, fat e of a man under extreme conditio ns of
war as well as tragedy of partit ion of the ethnos by borders of foreign countries
comprised the realities of Belarusian being. Those were the topics that „begged
themselves” to be included into the drama works of the Belarusian playwrights.
Second of all, sev eral deep, original and talented p laywrights simultaneously
happened to exist and create their works in the field of litera ture of Western
Belarus. Besides M. Haretski, who had lived in Viln ia for several years and
created number of excellen t plays, dramat urgy of western Belarus was repre-
sentedby plays of Frantsishak Aliakhnovich (1900-1944) and Leapold Rodzevich
(1895-1938 ) who happened to be the playwrights by their natural call. The
third reason of successful development of theatrical works in literature of Western
Belarus was evoked by social demand. Having been awoken by revolution and
changes in civil life from lethargic sleep, th e people reached after education
and were in the process of looking for the way to conscious life. Alert condi-
tion stimulated self-activity in all its forms, including the artistic one. Theatri-

27Salahub A. Lukishki. Mn ., 1929. S. 37
28Tokare v N. V. Vozvrashchyonniye imena (Returned names). Mn ., 1992. S. 102.
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cal kinds of art, theatrical genreswith their direct influence upon the conscious-
ness of mass spectato rs and listeners tended t o have adequately responded to
the needs and demands of time. To expand Belarusian th eatrical culture they
have set up the Belarusian drama workshop in Vilnia in 1922. According to M.
Haretski, L . Rodzevich displayed himself in h is creative work to be the fol-
lower of modernism and expressionism. Creativ e pract ical experience of
Fran ciszak Aliakhnovich did no t miss the experien ce of Przybyszewski and
Ibsen.
The „Do vitk i” (The Dawn) theatr ical drama plays by L. Rodzevich, ini-

tially published in the „Belaruski zvon” and later on as a separate book, served
as an example of philosophical and esth etic realization of edge-cutting issues
as well as the problems of high humanistic sense in forms of dramaturgic art 29 .
Based on the events, dramatic for the fate of the whole nation, the author cre-
ates a symbolic picture: he demonstrates how the fire of war and breakup waken
the national consciousness, as the result of it , the people start searching for the
way to go within the context of time and society. The only character of the play
is called by his actual name – Yarmila. The rest of them acquired the collective
social image and were named by the playwrigh t in a generalized way, i. e. a
host , a peasant, a teach er, a young woman, a lady. Such names as „A feeble
man”, „An awoken person”, „A sick man” carry symbolic meaning and sense.
The author also uses the „voice from the crowd” in a very perfect way.
The basis of ano ther wo rk by L. Rodzevich deals with th e topic that was

considered to be extremely important for all Belarusians at the turning point of
1910s and 1920s, i.e. protection of one’s home, ego, dignity and motherland.
That n ame of this work is a P. S. Kh. (Pil’nui sv ayu khatu) abbreviatio n that
stands for the Watch your Home one30. Through the comic of the situation, i.e.
when the quarrel between the hostess and the host is susp ended by a rather
picturesque scene of a short stay of a Red Army soldier and a Chinese in their
house, the author reaches the statement of an important idea.
Brilliant theatrical language and distinctive figurative coloring are charac-

teristic for the „Na Kaliady” (On Christmas Eve) one-act play by L. Rodzevich31.
Its genre was specified by the playwr ight as an ex travaganza. The „Kavali”
(Blacksmiths) by L. Rodzevich, a theat rical piece, has been totally composed
in a romantic way with the use of revo lutionary symbols. The main character
of t he play, a young blacksmith , start s using in his speech the ready-co ined
slogans: „To work until liberation and kingdom of labor comes…To work for

29Rodzevic h L. Do vitki (The Dawn). Vilnia, 1922. The newspaper version of the pub lications ha s been
signed by the Liavon Zhy tsen’ pseudonym. At that time some of the a uthor’s works have been signed
by one mor e pseudonym, i.e. „Suchasny”.
30Suchasny. P. S. Kh. Vilnia, 1923.
31Rodzev ich. Na Ka liady” (On Christmas Eve)// Na sha buduchyna. 1922. # 3.
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the happiness of the humankind, for the beauty of life!”32 The fact is that start-
ing with fall of 1923 L. Radzev ich was forced by circumstances and specific
nature o f his character to gest involved in activities of the communist under-
ground movement of Western Belarus. Out of the BRA leader h e became the
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Western Belarus
(KPZB) as well as t he editor-in -chief of the „Chyrvony S’tsiah” (A Red Ban-
ner”, newspaper, the main printed organ of the party. Unfortunately, L. Rodzevich
hadnever come back to the playwright activities anymore, in spite of him being
a very gift ed playwright . In mid 1930s the p ioneer of literature of Western
Belarus died in a tr agic way, hav ing gotten int o the flyer o f Stalin repressions
in Minsk of that time.
Chronological frames o f literature of Western Belarus, to be more precise,

the f irst half of the 1920s, co incide with the most fruit ful period of creative
activities of F. Aliakhnovich, one of the greatest Belarusian playwrights of that
time. From 1921 through 1926 (the year of departure of F. Aliakhnovich to the
USSR) he wrote the „Ptushka shchas’tsia” (A bird of luck) and the „Zaruchyny
Paulinki” (Engagement of Paulinka) plays as well as the „Shchaslivy muzh” (A
happy husband) and the „Pan Ministar” (Mr. Minister) comedies and the „Dryhva”
(The Swamp) and the „Niaskonchanaya drama” (An unfinished drama) drama
works. In 1921 Aliakhnovich created one of his best ideologically andesthetically
oriented play called the „Niaskonchanaya drama” (An unfinished drama)33. In
an artistic way the author typed all hardships that the Belarusian intelligentsia
had to go through during theWorld War I and revolution. He restores the events
connectedwith the attempt of the democratic intellectuals to lay the foundation
of the Belarusian nationhood. Vasil’, the main character of the „Niaskonchanaya
drama” , carries some autobiographic traits of th e author. The playwright dis-
played the most powerful aspects of his talen t, specified by the nowadays lit-
erary critics that analyze his heritage, i.e. A. Sabaleuski and S. Laushuk. These
aspects comprise dynamism of actions, picturesque nature of characters and
expression of theatrical language.
Giving thorough consideration to the literary process in Western Belarus of

1920s enables to conclude that in spite of lack of the country’s own nationhood
and being almost a colonial state, the said process tended to develop in a pretty
normal way. It also reflected creative potential of the nation that woke up to
live ahead. There existed all the genres of literature including literary criticism
and lit erary science. Adequate at tention was also paid by t he writers to trans-
latio n of the world classical literary works int o Belarusian.
Creation of national culture was naturally to comprise such a component as

translations of fiction works as well as materials of general educational nature.

32Rodze vich L. Ka vali (Bla cksmiths)/ / Zahodniaya Belar us. 1924. S. 95
33Aliakhnovich F. „Niaskoncha naya drama” (An unfin ished drama ). Vilnia, 1922.
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It was clearly under stood by the architects o f Western Belarus. Definite work
on translations was conducted at the two leading institutions of Western Belarus,
i.e. the Belarusian Scientific Society in Vilnia and th e Belarusian Publishing
Society where they concentrated the significant creative force34. That was the
environment in which Belarusian terminology andconcepts of translations had
been worked out.
Init ial tr anslations made by literary workers of Western Belarus spoke in

favo r of t heir or ientat ion towards h igh classical values and levels. It was al-
ready in March 0f 1922 when B. Tarashkevich had published his translation of
Chapter I of the „Iliad” by Homer35. Some time later, N. Arsenyeva translated
the second chapter of the „Dziady” poem by A. Mitsk evich. M. Krautsou be-
gan his tr anslations of the Russian classical works wit h the books by U.
Korolenko, A. Kupryin, M. Lermontov36.

2.
The next stage in development of artistic creative work in Western Belarus

is associated with the rapid increase o f national and liberation movement, the
latter becoming more and massive in its nature. Within the second half of the
1920s the legal branch of the Belarusian national movement reached its highest
point… The Belarusian Hramada of Peasants and Workers (BSRH) developed
from the parliamentary fraction with the group of radical deputies into the mass
organization that within one and half year influenced upon the whole of West-
ern Belarus. Its membership comprised more th an one thousand members.
Awakening social andpolitical activities of the population, the Hramada move-
ment gave a strong impulse p rimarily to all spiritual sphere o f Belarusian life
under the Polish rule. The Hramada contributed to mass character of Belarusian
periodical publications. Thank to its efforts cultural and educational activities
of the TBSh (Society of Belarusian Schoo l) circles reached the real flourishing
point. Rather deep flow of publications in the „Zhytst sio Belarusa” (Life of a
Belarusian ), the „Belaruskaya niva”, the „Belarusk aya sp rava” (Belarusian
matt ers) and the „Narodnaya sprava” (P eople’s issues) gave birth to special
poems and names of poets whose creative work highligh ted furt her develop-
ment of literature in Western Belarus. Those were primarily the names of Mikhas’
Mashara, Mikhas’ Vasilio k, Valiantsin Taulai and Khvedar I lliash evich. Fol-
lowing crushing defeat of the BSRH on the part of administration of Pilsudski-

34Belar uski kalia ndar na 1922 hod. ( Belarusian calendar for 1922) . Vilnia, 1921. S. 80-81.
35Homer . Iliyada. Peraklad Br. Tarashkevicha (I liad. Translatted by Br. Tarashkevich)//Belaruski zvon.
1922. # 7, 9.
36Kupryn A. Alesia. (Alesia is a proper name of the girl). Vilnia, 1923; Lermantau M. Mtsy ri, paema
(Mtsiry poem). Perakl. z raseisk. Krautsou Makar. Vy d. haz. „Zmahannie” . Vilnia, 1924.
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Meishtovich, numerous participants of the movement had been imprisoned by
the polish authorities.
Representatives of the generation who joined literary life in the middle and

the second half of 1920s failed to have gain ed similar political experien ce as
their forebears did, the la tter hav ing part icipated in Wor ld War I , revolution
and struggle for Belarusian nationhood. In some cases, like M. Vasiliok, they
were the k ids at that time and happened to have spent some time in Russia as
refugees. As for the main adaptation to life, it happened at the background of
realities of Western Belarus, i.e. under specific conditions of Polish occupation.
Life and social experien ce were gained in their own specif ic way at the con-
stantly changing political background of life of both the country and its people.
The new generatio n of literary workers of Western Belarus has still been

recruited predominantly from the local peasantry. However, in spite of all the
obstacles created by the Polish authorities on the way to education, the major-
ity of them gained their knowledge and experience not only in prisons but also
at the universities. Khvedar Illiashevich, Auhen Bartul, St. Stankevich gradu-
ated from t he Vilnia university while Franuk Hryshkevich and Vik tar Val’tar
took the course o f studies at t he Prague university in Czechoslovakia. Both
universities were known at that time to have had rather active cultural Belarusian
environmen ts that formed the public opinion and were involved in publishing
activ ities. In Prague th ey publish ed the „P eraviasla” (A sheaf -belt) magazine
which was followed by the „P ramen’ ” (A beam). Belarusian student s with the
Viln ia univ ersity initia lly published the „Nash shliakh” (Our way) magazine
and, start ing wit h late 1924, the „St udentsk aya dumka” (Students’ thought)
appeared. Liter ary works comprised the bulk of all published materials in the
said magazines. Many authors from Western Belarus published their first works
in them. The Vilnia magazines and the rest of the periodicals in general, thank
to their national idea, tended to have also unitedon their pages those Belarusian
authors who resided and worked outside Western Belarus, i.e. primarily in Latvia
and Lithuan ia, in spite of the fact th at Belarusian minorities had their own
periodicals and published books there as well. In 1920s th ey failed to have
organized publishing of a specialized literary magazine notwithstanding the fact
that the issue itself had been debated on by L. Rodzevich and other writers. In
1927 F. Umiastouski founded th e „Belaruskaya kultura” (Belarusian cult ure)
literary-and-social monthly magazine that favored publications of original and
translated fiction works. Unfortunately, its life was very short. The „Rodniya
honi” (Nat ive fields) „monthly magazine on literature and culture of Western
Belarus” (t hat was its def inition ) shared the same fat e, i.e. it has been closed
down having published only six issues on the wave of public activities in the
country. Poetry, literary criticism and political journalism in the said magazine
were represented by U. Samoila, A. Lutskevich, R. Ziamkevich (R. Sunitsa), I.
Dvarchanin, N. Arsen’n’ev a, M. Vasilio k, V. Valtar, F. Hryshkevich , M.
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Illyash evich. Zviastun (Pilip Pestrak) used the „Rodniya honi” pages to have
published h is first liter ary works as well.
The „Malanka” (Lightning) (1926-1928) magazine turned out to be the edi-

tion that stimulated humoristic and satirical potential in literat ure of Western
Belarus. The „Malanka” magazine was known to have been actively supported
by M. Krautsou (who published his wo rks as „Zvonchyk”), M. Vasiliok, Ya.
Marazovich (Yanka Malanka) as well as F. Aliakhnovich, H. Leuchyk , U.
Pauliukouski (Uladnitski) and Ya. Pachopka (Ya. Bashkir).
At the background of mass poetry, that was published in the Hramada maga-

zines, the poetic voices of Al. Salahub (whose pseudonym was „Liavon
Chachotka”) , Khvedar Illiashevich (who se pseudonyms were „Malady” and
„Dal’ny”), M. Vasiliok, F. Hryshkevich and M. Mashara sounded in a more and
more pronounced and clear way.
Khvedar Illiashevich (1910-1948) accompanied his first collections of works

with some sort of ideological and poetic declaration . „My thoughts are based
on images” – he wrote. „Therefore, my poems contain much unsaid. Their main
tone deals with t he anx iety of modern epoch… I am still searching for the
proper poetic form. I do not like my p reviously created works. The predomi-
nant mo tives and ideals in Belarusian poetry (and it is quit e clear) are sad and
unclear. The new generation that grew up in the soil of Belarusian revival, is
carrying along with them expression and lustiness. The newest Belarusian po-
etry sounds like a sunny march and it is high time for the new poets to create
the „NewApocryph”37.
Struggle for the reform in agriculture and for the access of peasantry to the

land served as the key elements in tactics of the leaders of the national libera-
tion movement in Western Belarus. The struggle for land t hat had been initi-
ated and continued by th e Belarusian deputies in Seim as well as support ed by
the Ukrainian and a small representation of the Polish left fraction from 1924
through 1925, resulted in active liberat ion efforts of the Belarusian people. It
also contributed to movement increase and benefited its organizational forms.
Social issues of struggle tended to go hand in hand with the nat ional ones

dealing wit h culture and education in general and st ruggle for the Belarusian
school, in particular. The movement was get ting st ronger and st ronger and
acquired the radical nature.
Following crushing defeat of the BSRH on the part of administratio n of

Pilsudski-Meishtovich, the key vector of the Belarusian liberation movement
was oriented towards the cultural and educational activities. The main Belarusian
creative forces got concentrated at the cultural front.

37Illiashevich Khv. Vesnape ni (Spring songs). Vilnia, 1929. S. 3.
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Literary movement of the second half of the 1920s also made some attempts
to acquire some organizatio nal forms. In May of 1927 the young writers and
artists from Viln ia founded th e „Vesnakhod” (ADebacle) organization that
resembled the literary unions of the Soviet Byelorussia. In 1928 its members
published t he „Run’ Vesnakhodu) (Spring fields), a small a lmanac, that com-
prised poems by N. Arsennieva, A. Salahub, Khv. I lliash evich, P. Pestrak
(Zvestun) and other poets. However, the Charter of the organization had not
been approvedby the Polish authorities and some time later the society had to
terminate its activities.
In spite of prior publications of M. Vasiliok (1905-1960) in numerous peri-

odicals that was mainly in the „Malanka”, a popular humoristic and satir ical
magazine, where h e demonstrated his one of the most organic verges of his
talent, i.e. the humoristic one. Precise poetic verbiage, formulated in the spirit
of folk humor , was used by the author to mock at the Polish landowners, rep-
resentat ives of Polish administration, politicians as well as some of t he draw-
backs current among the native environment of peasants (poems „Yak ya trapiu
u kamunisty” (How I happened to have joined the Communist party) , „Perad
vybarami” (On the eve of elections), „Harelka” (Vodka)).The poet knew how to
skillfully outplay the „Dzed I s’merts’ ” (An old man and death) folk parable,
i.e. to use the t raditio nal folk motive and to fill it in with t he current so cial
essence („Ekh, kab hroshy” (If I had so money). As for the civic lyrics of M.
Vasiliok of 1920s, it comprises motives and intonation that was typical for the
rest of poetry of Western Belarus of that time. M. Vasiliok also proved himself
to be very organic in creation of reflections dealing with description of labor,
the latter being not symbolized but depicted in its n atural essence and form.
Literature of Western Belarus of the middle and the second half of the 1920s

proved the regularity, according to which the epochs of civil turmoils t urned
out to primarily be the times of most productive development of poetic genres.
Epics with its demand of deeper analysis and more stable so cial basis fa iled to
have developed further under the conditions of Western Belarus of th at time.
Achievemen ts of western Belarusian literature in the field of small epics (for-
get about the novels and romances) seemed very simple as compared to the
successes o f prose of th e Soviet Belarus of late 1920s and early 1930s, the
latter being associated with the names of Yakub Kolas, Kuz’ma Chorny, Maksim
Zaretski and A. Mriya. Belarusian nat ionhood in th e form of the BSSR, al-
though limited in form, served as a support for the development of science and
artistic culture. T he absence of n ationhood notion in Western Belarus, t o be
more precise, the presence of the foreign nationhood p layed negative effect
upon th e status of sp iritual life, artistic culture. The Belarusian ethnos had to
wast e monumental energy to overcome t he obst acles of political, social and
economic nature.
In spite of the objective difficulties of internal and external nature, termina-

tion of the Hramada activities and the decay of the united ideological and tac-
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t ical plat form along with the moral atmosphere, ar ising out it , artist ic culture
kept gradually developing in that area. Prosaic genres also contributed to the
general developmen t of literature. Sto ries of new authors tended to sporadi-
cally appear in the post-Hramada press as well as periodicals of the „Zmahan’nie”
(Struggle) Belarusian Club of Workers and Peasan ts. The said periodicals went
through constant arrests, changes of their names andnewrevivals. Ya. Marazovich
(1885-1938), an editor-in-chief of the „Malanka” magazine advanced from the
satirical articles, some of them being sometimes pretty smart and sharp, to writing
stories that would deal with current edge-cutting issues. To put circumspection
of censors to a stop , Ya. Marazovich applied literary mystif ication, i.e. trans-
ferr ed aren a of his work s to th e colon ial and dependent countries as well as
used the Liao Dze pseudonym ( e.g. „U dalin e Hanha” (In the valley of the
Gang river ), „ Na berah akh Yan Tszy” (On th e banks of th e Yangt ze riv er),
„Chyrvoniya ruzhy” (Red roses) stories). Through that exotic external entou-
rage of sto ries by Ya. Marazovich one could recognize the Polish realit y of
Western Belarus with its vexed problems. The stories actually disclosed Polish
colonialism applied to the „Kresy Wsochodnie” (that was the official name for
the lands of Western Belarus in the pre-war Po land).
V. Hryvich, the author of the „Mstsiviya niaboshchyk i” (Revengeful De-

ceased), „Zhyvoye dreva” (A liv e tree) stories, mast ered t he art of epic and
artistic reflex of life38. (It was impossible to have f inally identified personality
of V. Hryvich. According to L. F. Voit sik, that was the pseudonym which was
used by Uladzislau Hrynevich). That was already in his fir st work s, published
in the „St udentskaya dumka” (Students’ thought ) magazine, in which he dem-
onstrat ed good esthetic feeling o f nature and ability to convey its life in gen-
eralized plastic images. Also, t he young author proved to be a good expert of
style of life of o rdinary peasants and their psychology. One could effect of
ideas of M. Haretski on the mind of the young author. One specific detail should
be drawn attention to, i.e. V. Hryvich was the only writer in literature of West-
ern Belarus of that time who secured his copy (author’s) right. He would specify
Viln ia as the place where he wrote his wo rks.
At the height of the liberation movement V. Hryvich wrote some stories in

which he depicted the rise of public consciousness among th e represent atives
of t he west ern Belarusian peasan try as well as true realization of t heir so cial
national rights („I nas razbudzili”(We have finally been waken up as well))39 .
Historical issues were also in the center of Hryvich’s attention. In one of his

stor ies he depict ed the events curren t within the times o f Kreuskaya Uniya

38Hryvich V. Studentskaya dumka. 1925. # 1, 3-5.
39Hryvich V. I. I nas ra zbudzili (We have finally be en waken up as well)// Nasha sprava. 1926. 15, 18,
24 sne zhnia.
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(Kreu Union), the latter having predetermined the historical destiny of Lithua-
nia-Belarus for many centuries to come40 .
Palachanka, one of the authors, who created her works in the secondhalf of

the 1920s, was known for her deep comp rehension of philosophy of human
entity. She hid her actual name behind the literary nickname, the latter bearing
an associative and historical sense rather than simply the regional geographic
one. Life of local inhabitants, presumably the intellectuals, i.e. the people ca-
pable of reflection and deep penetration into the eternal issues of human exist-
ence and being on earth. Creative works by Palachanka vividly displayed the
author’s feeling of gusto , artistic standards and responsibility fo r each uttered
word. Artistic level of her stories turned out to be rather high41 .
Stanislau Hrynkevich (1902-1945), a graduate of th e Poznan university, a

doctor by diploma and calling, an extraordinary philosopher, a public and po-
litical figure as well as a literary worker, he won a pretty remarkable place and
reputation wit hin the whole process of spiritual revival and creat ive search of
the generation of 1920s-1930s in Western Belarus. St. Hrynkevich was one of
the leaders (vice-chairman) of the Belarusian Christian Democratic party that
occupied it s own p lace within in public , political and cult ural life of poly-
confessional Western Belarus. With in the cultural circles of Western Belarus
St. Hrynkevich was known to be an activ e fighter for public education as well
as the propagandist of the ideas of Belarusian public university and the author
of t he „Narod” (P eople) , the „Ab teat ry” (About th eater) and th e „Asveta”
(Education) novels. The „Asveta” novel caused rage on the part of the Polish
authorities and he became the victim of it . St. Hrynkevich published numerous
articles on th e current issues of public ethics, psychology and cultural science.
In close cooperat ion wit h his wife (who was a doct or) he publish ed several
popular books. The second half of the 1920s meant for St. Hrynkevich active
attempts to try his t alent in literary creative work. He aspired to shape all his
meditations, theoretical evaluation of problems of national mentality and effect
of various religious confessions on the consciousness of p eople into some ar-
tist ic forms. His most brilliant work, the „Tsarkva. Pomsta. Viaznitsa” (The
Orthodox Church Revenge. Prison) novel clearly speaks in favor of the above
idea42. The plot of the novel, being full of dramatic events, the author retraces
the spiritual ascent of the rural guy who was the symbol of a virgin land for the
spread of Belarusian idea.

40Hryvich. Na par oze 1386 hodu (On the eve of 1386)// Rodniya honi . Kn. 1. S. 2-7
41Palac hanka. Ne vy lechy la (Failed to have cu red)//Rodn iya honi. 1927. Kn. 2. S. 6- 10; Palachanka.
Kazka parvala s’ (The fairy -tale failed )// Rodniya honi. 1927. Kn . 4. S. 4-7; Palachanka. Khvaravity (A
bit s ick person)// Rodniya honi. Kn. 5. S. 5-6.

42Hrynke vic St. Ca rkwa. Pomsta. Wiaznic a. Wilnia, 1928.
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The book also deals with such aspects of western Belarusian reality as re-
turn of refugees back to their settlement, which the events take place in, as well
as the aggressive attack of the representatives of the Catholic clergy, local Polish
administration and the teacher who forced the ideas of Polonization of the area
on the rights of other confessions (to be more precise, the curacy of the Uniat
church) and destructive moral affect o f their deeds (like destruction of the
Orthodox church building) upon t he local Belarusian population.
The time from 1927 th rough 1930,which was marked by rapid increase of

national liberation movement in Western Belarus and repressions against it ,
gave birth to not only poems, novels, stories but also numerous expanded sketches
and impression that were published in periodical press. Some o f their authors
(lik e A. Matseichyk, Ya. Palyn et al.) could have developed into the mature
literary workers. However, destiny of numerous youngwriters of Western Belarus
is still unknown. Adverse conditions, which they had to live under, did not
favor the development of their talent and sometimes even the essential things
like preservation of their liv es. Polish imprisonment or forced illegal emigra-
tion to the USSR (where the majority of western Belarusian intellectuals faced
the Stalin repressions) served as the alternative for the existence of the whole
generation of the Belarusian poets and writers.
In contrast to poetry and prose of Western Belarus o f 1920s, which had

progressed to at least some ext ent, th e drama creative work suffered in late
1920s and 1930s complete stagnation? And that happenedat the background of
the fact that the mass theatrical activities reached their height at that time.
Literary science and literary criticism of Western Belarus of 1920s-1930s,

in spite of being in charge of applied and educational function (that was very
important for the makingof national consciousness), failed to have reached the
adequate theoretical height in its development. The range of problems, it dealt
with , was very broad.
Literary activities of Ihnat Dvarchanin (1895-1937 ) looked very peculiar

and rather perspective one in literary life of western Belarus of 1920s. Having
graduated f rom the Prague university in 1926 as well as having defended his
doctor dissertation dealing with activities of Frantsisk Skaryna, he returnedback
to Vilnia and actively participated in cultural and social life of the city. In 1927
he published several articles, in cluding t he one on poetic t alen t of M.
Bahdanovich. He also took part in public discussion on what the actual year of
birth of Skaryna was43 .
The „Hrestamat iya novai belarusk ai litar atury” (Reader in newBelarusian

literature) , compiled by Dvarchanin, served as the result o f his literary and
educational activities. As he included into the reader the samples of Belarusian

43Dvarchanin I. Ma ksim Bahda novich// Rodniya honi . 1927. Kn . 5. S. 9-18; Dvarcha nin I. Ab hodzie
naradzhennia F. Skariny (On the yea r of birth of F. Skaryna)// Rodniya hon i. 1927. Kn. 1. S. 20-22.
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44Dvarchanin I. Hr estamatiya novai Bela ruskai lita ratury (ad 1905 hodu ) (Reader in new Bela rusian
liter ature; from 1905 on) . Vilnia, 1927.

45Sulima . „Nowy i najnowszy” kurs polity ki polskiej w sprawie bialoruskiej („New and newest c ourse”
of Polish policy concerning the Belar usian issue). Wilno, 1932.

artistic word of the first quarter of the 20th century, it p layed an outstanding
and ethnos-preserving ro le in Western Belarus. Based on social and psycho-
logical criterion, the young literary worker came up with a pretty original clas-
sification of Belarusian literature of the new epoch as well as gave informative
definitions of creative works o f some of its representatives44 .
At t he dawn of the literary epoch of Western Belarus Uladzimir Samoila

published h is prophetic work in which he had given bright analysis of evolu-
tion of the Polish administration policy of the end of 1920s and the beginning
of 1930s regarding Belarusians. The author first proved in an authoritative way
correlation of the so-called newest course of that policy with the new national
policy of the Soviets, i.e. the one aimedat the total annihilation of intelligent-
sia of the outskir ts. The publication o f a well-known Belarusian in tellect ual,
issued in Vilnia, was actually aimed at making the European community aware
of the tragedy of the Belarusian people and their intelligentsia who were left at
mercy of the antidemocratic regimes of Poland and Soviet Russia. Analytics of
Samo ila has been processed in an excellent literary form and is known t o be
one of the organic assets of literature and public thought and opinion of West-
ern Belarus45 .

Translated by Ivan Ryhoravich BURLYKA, Ph.D.

SUMMARY
The article deals with thorough analysis of the processes that were current within the

course of development of literature in Western Belarus under the Polish regime. The
author specifies the names ofmost active writers and poets as well as literary critics who
contributed to the development of the national literature and revival of the national
Belarusian idea. The material contains unique information on all the periodicals current
at that time in Belarus. He analyzes the impact of partition of Belarus on the minds of
artistic creative intelligentsia. Besides, Arsen’ Lis compares various literary trends and
works of their representatives and makes conclusions on what outcome of their activities
was. The article presents a pioneer analysis of that scale and can serve as the basis for
further fundamental research in literary criticism of Belarus.

ARSEN’ SIARHEYAVICH LIS was born on Fe bruary 4, 1934 in the settle ment of Viotkhava o f the
Smarhonski distr ict, the Hrodzenskaya province, in the fam ily of peasants.

In 1956 he graduated from the Schoo l of Lingu istics at the Belarusian U. I . Lenin state university.
He taught Belarusian and Belarusian literature at the Sharkaushchyna secondary school of the Vitsebskaya
prov ince. Simultaneously he was employed as the head of the pe dagogical de partmen t with the
Shark aushchyna district department for public education. From 1957 through 1959 he had work ed as
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an ed itor of the State Publishing House of the BSSR. H e took the course of post-graduate studies at
the I nstitute for Art, Ethnography and Folklo re with the Academy of Science s of the BSSR. In 1962 he
was appointed to the posi tion of a s a research worker of the same Institu te. He is a Candida te of
Scienc es (Linguistics) and since 1967 – the member of Union of Writers of the USSR.

He be gan publishing articles on the issues of Belarus ian cultu re in 1955 . He published the books
named „Branislau Tarashke vich (1966), „Mikola Shchakatsikhin” (1968), „Piotra Serhiyevich” (1970),
„Kupa l’skiya pe s’ni” (Kupala songs) (1974), „Piakuchai malanki s’ led” (The trace of a hot lightning)
(1981) , „Vechny vandrounik (Eternal wonderer) ( 1984), „Pe sniu – u spadchynu” (A song –to your
heritage) (1989) , „Valachobniya pesni” (Easter songs) (1989). He is known to be a researc her of
national folklore and the author of one of the authors o f the guide-book for students of higher educa-
tional institutions named „Belaruskaya narodna -paetychnaya tvorchas’ts’ „” ( Belarusian folk and poetic
creative work” ( 1979).

He compiled the following collections of national folk songs, i .e. „Belaruskiya narodniya pe s’ni”
(National Belarusian songs” (1970) , „Zhniun iya pes’ni” (Harves ting songs) (1974), „Vosen’sk iya I
talochn iya pes’ni” (Fall and team songs) (1981), „Kupalsk iya I Piatrouskiya pes’ni” (Kupala and Piatro
songs) (1985). Arsen’ Lis and Ya. Salamevich also wrote the book „Maksim Haretski: Uspaminy, artykuly,
dakume nty” (Maks im Haretsky : Recollect ions, articles and documents) ( 1984).

He is also known to be the author of scripts of several docume ntary film s named „Pes’nia na usio
zhyts’ts’io” (A song for the rest of your life) (the film was finished in 1984 ) and „Pry sady zhits ’ts’a”
(the f ilm was finished in 1985).

Arsen’ Lis is the prizewinner of the State Award of the BSSR in 1986 for his contribut ion to
preparation and publication of the academic c ollection of Belarusian folk creative works.
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Arnold McMillin

A BRILLIANT SHADE OF BLACK:
THE POETRY OF NADZIEJA
AR

elarusian literature has flourished in eastern Poland since the middle
of the 20th century, with poetry predominant, just as it has been in

sity of forms and styles.1 Thiswriting, unitedby ethnicity andgeog-
raphy, is very inconsistent in standard, ranging from the experimental to the deeply
traditional, from the profound to the superficial andunsophisticated. It has been
extremely well documented, in Polish by Teresa Zaniewska,2 and in English by
Shirin Akiner.3 Particularly thorough has been the keeping of records of activities
of the ‘Bie

B

1Very heartening is the ex istence since at lea st 1996 of a competi tion for y oung Belar usian poets and
to a far lesser extent prose writers in Poland (many of them still at school) a nd the publication of their
work in attract ively produced litt le collect ions.
2 Teresa Zaniewska, Podr Bia Stra

Bia
3Shirin Akiner, ‘Contemporary Byelorussian Literature in Poland’, Modern Language Review, 1983, 78, 1, pp.
113-129.
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4 and the recent anthol-
ogy of Belarusian writing in Poland compiledby 5

With such a wealth of documentation,6 no further background information is needed
here.
Three Belarusian poets in eastern Poland stand out: in undisputed first place,

Jan
7

Darkness is not, of course, exclusive to Artymovi
poets in Poland, although, to an outsider at least, life as part of a national minor-
ity in Poland may seem in many ways easier than that of the intellectual minority
in Belarus itself.8 Be that as it may, there is a good deal of existential enquiry and
even angst. going far beyond concern over loss of the countryside or the ageing
process, in the work of several of these poets, be it Micha Šachovi

9 or 10 to give but two
examples, not to mention ecological despair, as in Juryj Bajena’s striking poem
‘Chto i pra esvaje les...’,11 or, indeed, the widespreaddismay at events in Belarus.
Nadzieja Artymovi

and content. Despite being far from the youngest, she is the only poet of the
diaspora to whom the term postmodernist could be credibly applied. Prosodically,
her blank verses, like those of Jaša Burš, are free, with a minimum of punctua-
tion. Her work, though often abstract,12 speaks from the heart, frequently in a
very minor key. Indeed, in sheer pessimism Artymovi lyric poems
would stand out in any poetic context. Rather than the texts’ formal distinctive-
ness, it is the black despair of hopelessness and loneliness, and the force with
which it is expressed, her use of startling imagery and word combinations, that
make this poet’swork so memorable.

4 tok, 1998.
5M. Skob Bie Miensk, 2000 (hereafter
Skob

6There are many other sources of general information, as wellas monographs on leading writers like Jan

7The innovative poetic career of Jaša Burš was cut short in the mid-1970s when he decided to devote himself
entirely to painting and the plastic arts. In any case, the present writer is well aware in singling certain poets
out that poetry is not an aesthetic football league, and that his judgement is no less subjective than anyone
else’s.

8It is particularly inappropriate for a foreigner to speculate on whether national consciousness belongs to a
minority or majority in a country where its open expression is, to put it mildly, not encouraged.

9From ‘ Pad suzor´jami, Bia
10From ‘Kryk na Kruhavaja Bia
11Jury j Bajena, Vie Bia
12‘In ‘i heta nie para...’, she declares, ‘a dumka / lubi Z niespakojnych
daroh,Miensk, 1993 (hereafter Artymovi
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Nadzieja Artymovi
near Bielsk, and spent her childhood in Bielsk Podlaski, a town for which she has
retained great affection. During the years 1965-67 she studied Russian philology

and literature (1968-72). For a few years she worked as a translator in Warsaw,
but is now in retirement, living in Bielsk Podlaski. Since 1986 she has been a
member of the Polish writers’ union.

Niva in
1970, and since then she has published a number of small but remarkable verse
collections: Rozdumy (1981), Sezon u bie (1990), Z niespakojnych
daroh (1993), and (with Ale Razanau) D viery (1994). Two books of her poetry
have appeared in Polish translation: We nie w bólu (1979) and agodny
czas (1998).
Artymovi

way of laying out the words in very short lines without punctuation, apart from
the three points at the end of the last two lines:

13

13 Rozdumy p. 31.
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Another early poem, ‘Moj rodny horadmale ki...’ (1975) associates this town,
her native Bielsk, with wind and rain: it is compared to a splashed rain drop, and
the air provides a source of refreshment for young and old alike:

Artymovi
thusiastically in four unusually positive and optimistic poems, ‘P’ju prahna...’
(1978), ‘u rukach našych...’ (1978), ‘uBielsku staraja muzyka...’ and ‘ikona...’
(1990) where Bielsk is characterized as ‘
2000, p. 469). In ‘ viet ukinuty u bielskuju bajku...’ (the world is cast into the
fairytale of Bielsk...) she describes the town as her protective cradle:

‘P’ju prahna...’ begins thus:

Air and the wind play a more prosaic role in a powerful work, ‘kalarovyja
vopratki razryvaju pavietra...’ (1984), where Artymovi
standardization of behaviour and meaningless fashions she observes in many
dwellers of the ‘wonderful city’, noting ironically that only deaths are different:
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14

At a different level, the poet feels herself also to be in danger of inauthenticity.
In ‘krou ra livaecca va uspaminach...’, for instance, only history seems to be
genuine, whilst in the present:

Lack of self-confidence is undoubtedly a topos of Artymovi
none the less pathetic for that. In the following untitled poem (the great majority
of her works have no titles), she seems to feel lost as a writer in the modern
world. The constant heavy focus on herself through repeated personal pronouns
at the beginning of many lines, and the gaps between the lines serve to reinforce
the feeling of imminent crisis:

Another less extreme poem in a minor key concerns what makes poets die, in
other words, what makes bad poetry, as opposed to ‘the living word’. It isworth
quoting in full:

14There is a partic ular irony in the poem ’s last wor ds, insofar that death is commonly regarded as the
great leveller.
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(Artymovi 1993, p. 100)

In ‘uciakaju ad vostraj ci dnia...’ Artymovi
inauthenticity which is driving her to silence:

(Artymovi 1993, p. 56)

Later in the poem, after stating in a highlighted separate verse that ‘mankind
is a stone’, she goes on to compare her (painfully good- natured) audience with
the public in a theatre (described with a venom worthy of Lev Tolstoi in Voina i
mir) who receive her important first words as just the shadow of symbols and
with huge alienation:

Nothing could be further from the complacency, routine and self-satisfied cli-
che implied in these poems than Artymovi
ings. Her intense interest in the poet’s calling and the nature of art may be seen
in her frequent references to ‘the word’ and ‘words’. In one of her more elliptical
andabstract poems, ‘my pojdziem dalej...’, she pictures her word (poetic inspira-
tion) running away if she abandons its natural context:
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In a mysterious dream poem, ‘nierealnaja jak u ...’ (1984),
Artymovi

her own work, just as she does in the already quoted ‘u svaich karotkich vieršach

reinforces the striking image of the first line with the epithet ‘bronze’ for the
clouds overhead (a reference to the contents of antique shops?). These bronze
clouds become a wall, as the poet goes on to some of her most powerful expres-
sions of loneliness and depression. Here is the opening of the poem:

Amongst the most pathetic andmemorable of Nadzieja Artymovi
are those of bereavement, separation and loss. Some of them would seem to be
applicable to either death or to bitter disappointment in love, although it is some-
times hard to be sure which; this does not, however, lessen the force of extreme
emotion. At times the poet’s life seems maximally bleak, as in an almost emblem-

viet zamknuuasia...’ (1982), where grim picture follows grim picture,
leading into a central despairing incantation before the final image of hopeless-
ness:

A brilliant shade of black: the poetry of Nadzieja Artymovi
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The references to ‘you’, here and elsewhere, imply missing a loved one, al-
though where the blame lies for the painful separation remains ambiguous. In
‘Raspaluka cior...’ (1980), for instance, the poet must throwoff her armour plat-
ing before, memorably, going in search of the echo of his silence:

(Artymovi

Love itself is described in a deliberately alienating way as fornicating shadows
in a (blood?) red bed:

(Artymovi

Shadows recur in a short poem of desperate stagnation which is, however,
unusual in Artymovi
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Loneliness is compared to a refrain in ‘na niebaschile rassypany piejzažy...’
(landscapes are scattered on the horizont...):

Friendship appears to be as illusory as everything else in Artymovi
and is of no help to the poet, judgingby the verse ‘i z vybielenaj fihury...’ (1982)
in which the question of whether or not parallel lines can ever intersect is deemed
irrelevant, for they are as unreliable and illusory as ‘the look of your friends’
(Artymovi

palcach...’, she instead paints a bleak picture of late summer, describingherself as
limping along, seeing her days as sewn together only by a question mark:

The same image begins another poem, ‘ kožnaha dnia pytalnikau...’(1980),
which goes on to confirm that all truth is illusion andvice versa; it ends with one
of Artymovi

15

15Perha ps only a reader fa miliar with English folk songs would a ssociate a little ( brown) jug with
alcohol.
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It seems, indeed, that the whole world is against the poet, there is no hope. In
a quintessentially gloomy poem, a stranger has given her a calendar 16 from which
the months of hope (spring) have been cut out:

Nadzieja Artymovi
ating original and touching images should be evident from the above examples of
her work. The lack of punctuation in most of her poems may increase the feeling
of nervous desperation, and sometimes ambiguity. In her most lacerating as well
as in the relatively happy poems, she is an intensely musical and imaginative poet
whose work undoubtedly enriches modern Belarusian literature, although at the
present time some of her readers in metropolitan Belarus may feel that they have
more objective reasons for depression and self-pity than a citizen of modern Poland.

gloom where even white dreams have a black root 17 seems to be inborn, and an

inalienable part of her finely wrought and deeply movingpoetry.

ARNOLD McMILLIN – professor, Universi ty of London.

16This m ay, perhaps, be the same one that figures in ‘
17See ‘vara a

Arnold McMillin
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(Arnold McMillin)

1

2 3

4

1

2Teresa Zaniewska, Podr Bia Stra
Bia

3 Shirin Akiner, ‘Contemporary Byelorussian Literature in Poland’, Modern Language Review, 1983, 78, 1, pp.
113-129.
4
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(1998).
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( M I G U E L de S A A V E D R A C E R V A N T E S )

El igenioso hidalgo DonQuijote de la Mancha, Instituto cubano del libro,La Habana,1972
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Vicente Blasco Ibanez. La Condenada. Valencia, 1919.
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Alberto Moravia. Racconti Romani. Milano, 1969.
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András Zoltán

A RÉGI
MAGYAR–FEHÉROROSZ
NYELVI ÉS KULTURÁLIS
ÉRINTKEZÉSEK ÖRTÉNETÉB L

0.
magyar és a fehérorosz nép kapcsolatai a középkortól mutathatók ki,
noha a magyar történetírásban sokszor nem is tudatosítják, hogy az
általában a lengyel, illetve a litván kapcsolatok között tárgyalt érint-
kezések mögött a fehérorosz kapcsolatok is meghúzódnak. Ennek oka

az, hogy a középkorban a magyar és a lengyel állam kapcsolatai kivételesen szo-
rosak voltak, s a litvánokkal – köztük a Litván Nagyfejedelemség fehérorosz la-
kóival is – a magyarok a lengyeleken keresztül ismerkedtek meg.

1. Nagy Kázmér lengyel király szövetségeseként Nagy Lajos magyar király
többhadjáratot is vezetett a litvánok ellen. 1351-ben foglyul ejtette Kiejstut na-

se) – a magyar krónikás latin átírásában – fennmaradt Kiejstut pogány esküje
annak latin fordításával együtt: „Rogachina roznenachy gospanany: quod inter-

A
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pretatur: Deus ad nos et animas, cornutum respice, iuramentum per nos promis-
sum hodie persolutum”,1 vagyis: „Isten, légy tekintettel ránk és lelkünkre, a sza-
rvasmarhára, az általunk ma elfogadott, teljesített esküre”.2 A többszörös nyelvi

hérorosz nyelven hangzott el,3 amit a szlávul nem tudó magyar krónikás számára
nyilván lengyelek közvetítettek és értelmeztek latinul.4 Ismereteink szerint ez a
legrégebbi fehérorosz szövegtöredék, amelyet magyar forrásban fennmaradt.

2.
lemséga Jagelló-dinasztia idején került szorosabb kapcsolatba a magyarsággal. I.

ugyan nem voltak egyben litván nagyfejedelmek, de uralkodásuk idején természe-
tesen igen élénk volt a kapcsolat Magyarország, valamint a dinasztia más tagjai
által kormányzott Lengyelország és Litvánia között. És végül volt egy rövidpe-
riódus (1576–1586), amikor a magyar Báthory István volt a lengyel király és a
litván nagyfejedelem. Igaz, ekkorra már a török hódítás következtében a magyar
királyság három részre szakadt, s Báthory csak a korábbi Magyarország keleti
harmadának, Erdélynek és néhány szomszédos területnek volt az uralkodója, mégis

részének Báthory személyében közös uralkodója volt.
Báthory uralkodása a magyar–fehérorosz kapcsolatok szempontjából azért is

fejedelemség fehéroroszok lakta területein, másrészt udvarában és hadseregében
tömegesen fordultak megmagyarok.5 Báthory az orosz háborúk lezárulása után is

2. 1.
lékezet szólások, közmondások, legendák formájában. Ezek közül a legismertebb
a „ özmondás, amelyet többnyire ’Báthory – kutyater-

1 ChroniconDubnicense. Recensuitet praefatus estM. FLORIANUS.Quinque-Ecclesiis 1884 (= Historiae Hungari-
cae fontesdomestici. Parsprima. Scriptores.Volumen III), p. 161 [f. 79b]).

2

jegyzeteket írta Kristó Gyula.Budapest 2000,p. 58.
3Vö. ezzelkapcsolatban Aleksander Brückner epésmegjegyzését: „Dla dzisiejszych litwomanówbardzo bolesna

,

4

5

Pologne, prince de Transy lvanie.Cracovie 1935,pp. 105–132.

András Zoltán
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mészet’-nek szoktak értelmezni a szakirodalomban.6 Amint azonban azt Andrej
Kotljarcsuk nemrégbebizonyította, a szó ebben a mondásban lehet köznév

megítélése a fehérorosz folklórban alapjában véve pozitív.7

2. 2. A XVI. századi intenzív magyar–lengyel–fehérorosz érintkezések mara-
dandó nyomot hagytak a fehérorosz szókincsben is. Az ófehérorosz nyelv magyar
jövevényszavai esetében általában lengyel közvetítést szoktak feltételezni, azon-
ban ez nem mindigbizonyítható. Mint láttuk, különösen Báthory korában a közve-
tlen magyar–fehérorosz érintkezések feltételei is megvoltak.

(1568 < len-
gyel hajduk < magyar hajdú[k]), (1565 < lengyel husarz < magyar hu-
szár), (1434 < lengyel kord < kard), ’apród’ (1567
< lengyel giermek < magyar gyermek), ’kocsi’ (1565
< lengyel kotczy < magyar kocsi), ~ (1565 < lengyel szyszak
< magyar sisak).
Báthory korában bukkannak fel az ófehérorosz nyelvemlékekben az alábbi

magyar jövevényszavak:
’egyfajta hordó’ (1583 < magyar antalag; a lengyel szó

csak a XVIII. századtól adatolható);
( 1579 < bagazyja 1574 < magyar bagázia <

(1578 < magyar kapca); a lengyel kapcie 1586-tól kezdve
dokumentálható;

(1582 < magyar. pallos), a lengyel szó csak a XVII. századóta
ismeretes;

(1582 < lengyel czekan 1595 ~ czakan 1564<magyar csákány);
< czucha ~ czuha 1568 < magyar csuha).

Afenti szavak közül az és a biztosan közvetlen átvételnek

meg a forrásokban, mint az ófehérorosz adat, de legalábbis párhuzamos átvétel-
szavak is.

Nem jövevényszó ugyan, de magyar vonatkozású a ’egy-
fajta sapka’ (1577 < magyar
és/vagy a fehéroroszban keletkezett (vö. lengyelmagierka 1585); hasonló a Báthory

6 Vö. « » (Hungarica «
In: Studia Russica XVI.Budapest 1997, pp. 211–214.
7 Vö.
Budapest 2000, pp. 375–380.

A régi magyar-fehérorosz...
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dása idején keletkezett (1599), amely az 1586 óta adatolható lengyel
bekieszka ’egyfajta kabát’ szóval együtt Bekes Gáspár (lengyelül Kasper Bekiesz,

delmi trónért vívott küzdelemben, majd Lengyelországban hadvezére lett . A szó
bekecs,

bekes formában.
A XVI. század végén (1598) bukkan fel az ófehérorosz nyelvemlékekben a

’sor’ szó, amely a lengyel nyelvjárási szereg közvetítésével származik a
magyar sereg szóból. Ez az ófehéroroszból a nagyoroszba is átkerült , ahol katonai
terminus lett ( ’vonal’), majd mint ilyen visszakerült a modern fehéroro-
szba is ( ). Emellett a modern fehéroroszban széles körben használják

’sor’ szót, a nyelvjárásokban is, ahol a mellett a
dul. A lengyelben a szereg/szereg a XVII. század óta adatolható.8 Ez a szó ma is
élo eleme a fehérorosz szókincsnek, míg a többi ma már jobbára elavult és leg-
feljebb csak historizmusként ismert.
Ugyancsak 1598 óta fordul elo a fehérorosz nyelvemlékekben a ’

harc közvetítésével származik a ma-
gyar harc

szó (1663),
amely a lengyel kontusz (a nyelvjárásokban kuntusz is) közvetítésével származik
a magyar köntös (1679), amely a lengyel dobosz közve-
títésével a magyar dobos átvétele.
Nem tudjuk, hogy mikor került a fehéroroszba néhány réginek látszó, de csak

’deres (ló)’, amely a lengyel deresz
közvetítésével származik a magyar deres (ritkábban (ritkis) ’kaly-

asz alakban, amely-
bol a vélt mazurálás elkerülésére és alakok is létrejöttek.
A modern fehérorosz nyelvben van még néhány újabb keletu magyar jöve-

vényszó is, amelyek már nem lengyel, hanem minden bizonnyal orosz közvetítés-
sel jutottak el ide. Ilyenek például a < gulyás, gul < lecsó, <
csárdás.

3. A XVI. századi magyar–fehérorosz szellemi kapcsolatok legfontosabb em-
léke a kéziratos ófehérorosz Attila-történet (

8 Azadatok forrásai: ,

,
(1989), s. 215–317; t. 37 (1991–92), s. 3–27; HollósAttila, Azorosz szókincs magyar elemei. Budapest1996 (=
A MagyarNyelvtudomány i TársaságKiadványai 206. sz.); A.Zoltán,

András Zoltán
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), amely a poznani Raczynski Könyvtárban 94. számon nyilvántartott , 1580
körül íródott vegyes tartalmú kódex, az orosz nyelvu szakirodalomban

néven emlegetett kézirat 173–224. lapján maradt fenn.A kódexrol –
néhány korábbi szakirodalmi említés után

Afehérorosz Attila-történet kezdo lapja
(Rps. Racz. 94., p. 173)

A régi magyar-fehérorosz...
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– O. Bodjanskij adott hírt eloször,9 majd részletesen Aleksander Brückner ismer-
tette.10 A kódex az Attila-történeten kívül (173–224. l.) kívül két szerbbol for-
dított nyugat-európai eredetu lovagregényt, a Tristant (1–127. l.) és a Bovo d’An-
tonát a o

o o o
o és egy litván krónikát tartalmaz e-

a kódexet Stani-
s

fehérorosz kisbirtokos nemes.11

– 1672-ig biztosan ennek a családnak a tulajdonában volt; a XVIII. század foly-

12

3. 1. Az anoním fehérorosz Attila-történet – amint azt már Aleksander Brück-

címlapon ez áll: gier-//skiego. Z aci skiego i
Polski prze o mígaz utolsó laponezolvasható:
// Drukowa Typograph Jeo skiego, // 1574. A
Cyprian Bazylik-féle fordítás forrását szintén Aleksander Brückner tisztázta a po-

Kimutatta és párhuzamos szövegrészletekkel is bizonyította, hogy a lengyel szöveg
Oláh Miklós Athila c. munkájának fordítása.

3. 2. Oláh Miklós (NicolausOlahus, 1493–1568) magyar humanista, II. Lajos

mi érsek 1536-ban vagy 1537-ben Németalföldön írta meg Athila

9 e. – In: e
e, 1846,

10 A. Brückner,
Archiv für slavische Philologie, Bd. 9 (1886), S. 345–391.

11 St.Ptaszyckinekhozzá intézett levele alapján idézi A. N.Veselovskij :
e e

131
12 A.Brückner, op. cit., S. 350–353; ,

XVI Albaruthenica 3.

András Zoltán
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Antonio BonfiniRerum Ungaricarum Decades c. nagy történeti munkájának 1568.
13

A lengyel fordítás (Krakkó, 1574) címlapja
(Biblioteka Kórnicka PAN, Cim. O . 226)

13A. Brückner, op. cit., S. 379–381;vö. NicolausOlahus, Hungaria – Athila.Ediderunt ColomannusEperjessy et
Ladislaus Juhász (= Bibliotheca Scriptorum Medii Recentisque Aevorum Iosepho Fógel Moderante. Redigit
Ladislaus Juhász,Saeculum XVI). Budapest1938,p. VI;Antonius de Bonfinis, Rerum Ungaricarum Decades.
EdideruntI. Fógelet B. Ivány i etL. Juhász. In IV tomis. TomusI. (= Bibliotheca ScriptorumMedii Recentisque
Aevorum.Redigit LadislausJuhász, Saeculum XV). Lipsiae 1936, p.XXXVII; 244.

A régi magyar-fehérorosz...
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A lengyel fordítás (Krakkó, 1574) utolsó lapja
(Biblioteka Kórnicka PAN, Cim. O . 226)

Oláh Miklós Athilá
14 Rendkívül figyelemre

gjelenését követte. Aleksander Brückner véleménye szerint Cyprian Bazylikot Oláh

14
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adta volna.15

lengyelországi kiadása kapcsolatban állhat Báthory István 1575. végi lengyel ki-
rállyá választásával16

17

Általános érv ezen összefüggés mellett az, hogy a lengyel fordító személyében
a magyar üggyel szimpatizáló embert tisztelhetünk. Cyprian Bazylik (1535 körül

lefordította és kiadta Marin Barleti albán humanista Historia de vita et gestis
Scanderbegi

Proteus
versében a magyar példával figyelmezteti honfitársait a török veszélyre („Aza tu

grunty?”), 1570-ben a magyarországi törökellenes harcokban fiatalon elesett Pa-

18

Konkrétabb támpont a lengyel fordítás megjelenési körülményeire nézve az,

megkoronázása után birtokadományt kapott az új királytól.19

nálatba adásáról szóló adománylevél azonban sajnos nem utal konkrét szolgálatra
vagy érdemre, hanem csupán a tanácsadók közbenjárására hivatkozik („quia nos
postulationibus nonnullorum consiliariorum nostrorum pro nob. Cypriano Basili-
co adnos factis adducti, ipsi … in villa nostra Mosczona, ad capitaneatumMiel-
nicensem spectante, septem laneos sive mansos… in possessionem et usumfruc-
tum dandos et concedendos esse duximus”).20 Cyprian érdemeire vonatkozóan
nem tartalmaz semmiféle konkrét utalást Báthory 1582. november 1-én Varsóban

15 A. Brückner, op. cit., S. 380–381.
16

17 a

polskiej w epoce Renesansu. Szkice komparaty styczne. Warszawa 1991,s. 28).
18

19

20 Teodor Wierzbowski, War-
szawa 1904(Reprint: Warszawa 1978), s. 19,nr 30.

A régi magyar-fehérorosz...
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kiállított második adománylevele sem, amelyben Cyprian Bazylikot élete végéig
21

Nincs tehát konkrét bizonyíték a kezünkben arra nézve, hogy Báthory lett volna

vállalkozott volna a fordításra. Megjegyezzük azonban, hogy ezek a kombinációk

lengyel trón újból üres: Valois Henrik alig félévnyi lengyelországi uralkodás után
az 1574. június 18-ról 19-re virradó éjjel szökik meg Krakkóból, a Bazylik-féle
fordításmegjelenésének az 1574. éven belüli közelebbi dátumát pedignem ismer-

jelölése már komolyan szóba került .22 Az 1574. évi megjelenés azért sem zárja ki

gnum (1572–1573) alatt is felmerült, jelölésére azonban akkor nem kerülhetett

me.23

valamiképpen Báthory lengyelországi „választási kampányának” a része lehetett

demes talán alaposabban szemügyre vennünk magát a szöveget abból a szem-
pontból, hogy Cyprian Bazylik lengyel fordítása nem tartalmaz-e olyan aktuali-

azt állapította meg, hogy Cyprian Bazylik lengyel fordítása Oláh Miklós latin
szövegét igen pontosan követi, néhány marginálián és egy görög idézeten kívül
lényegében mindent lefordít az utolsó (XVIII.) fejezet kivételével, amely a széke-

edül csak a földrajzi terminológiát modernizálja.24A lengyel irodalomtörténészek

21 Teodor Wierzbowski, op. cit., t. I,Warszawa 1900 (Reprint: Warszawa 1978), s. 245,nr 351.
22

királlyá választása 1574–1576. Budapest 1887, s. 77).
23 Op.cit., s. 157; Louis Szádeczky,L’élection d’Etienne Báthory az trône de Pologne. – In: Etienne Báthory roi
de Pologne, prince de Transylvanie.Cracovie 1935,p. 90.

24 „DerUebersetzer entledigte sich seinerAufgabe mitdemselben Abstande,den er bei seinenübrigen zahlreichen
Uebersetzungen beobachtethat: vielleichtmehr als irgend einanderer Schriftsteller des XVI. Jahrh. hater se-
inem Polnischden feierlich schleppenden, der lateinischen Phrase abgehörten Tonverliehen, sich so engan die
Vorlage gehalten,dass er nichtnur deren Wortstellungmöglichst beachtete, sondern aucheinzelne offenkundige
Latinismen mitherüber nahm; seine kühnste Aenderung bestand wohlin der Ersetzungder Illyriiund Moesides

András Zoltán
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Originals durch und Serbowie, der terra Illyrica durch ” (Aleksander Brückner, op.
cit., S. 351)

25

O
poprawie Rzeczypospolitej

26 Naprawy Rzeczypospolitej

priana Bazy lika z r. 1577.Wydanie drugie fotooffsetowe. Warszawa 1953, 5–12).
27

hasonló testének többi részéhez, arca sötét, szeme villogó, puszta tekintetével valami kegyetlenséget mutató,
szakálla ritkás, orra lapos…” (Kulcsár Péter [szerk.],Humanista történetírók.Budapest1977. (= Magyar Reme-
kírók), s. 334)

28 Báthory István fennmaradt portréibólválogatást közöl pl. Janusz Tazbir, StefanBatory. – In:Andrzej Garlicki

Etienne S.Komornicki, Essaid’une iconographie du roi Etienne Batory.– In:Etienne Báthory roide Pologne,
prince de Transy lvanie.Cracovie 1935,425–512.

Cyprian Bazylikot a legjobb XVI. századi fordítónak tartják.25 Az Oláh Miklós-

dította le 1577-ben Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski De Republica emendanda c. po-

26 E vélemények tükrében nincs okunk kétel-
kedni sem alaposságában, sem kompetenciájában; ha változtatott valamit a szöve-
gen, annak nyilván oka van. Ennélfogva aligha tekinthetjük véletlennek azt az
apró félrefordítást, amelyet Attila külsejének leírásában vettünk észre:

Mint látjuk, Oláhnál Attilának még „pisze” volt az orra,27 míg Bazyliknál már
„sasorra” van a „magyar” királynak, akárcsak Báthory Istvánnak.28 Hogy nem
véletlen elírásról van szó, hanem Báthoryt a kortársak is Attilához hasonlították,
minden kétséget kizáróan bizonyítja Joachim Bielski, aki apja, Marcin Bielski
krónikáját Báthory haláláig folytatta, és a király külsejének leírása közben megje-

A régi magyar-fehérorosz...
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29

” (Kronika polska,Mar-
cina Bielskiego.Nowo Przez Ioach. Bielskiegosyná iego wydána.W Krakowie, w DrukárniJákubá Sibeney -

30 A. Brückner, op. cit., S. 382.
31

). – In: Acta Polono-Ruthenica I. Olsztyn 1996, s. 427–435.
32 Vö.pl. „.. der « Athila» ist durchdie Vorlagefast nur noch eineweissrussische Transscriptionpolnischer Worte
undFormengeworden ...” (A.Brückner, op. cit., S. 346);«

,

.

[= Prace Historyczno-Literackie 25], s. 153).

gyzi, hogy „orra egy kissé hajlott volt, amilyennel közönségesen Attilát szokták
ábrázolni”.29 Attilát aligha ábrázolhatták volna „közönségesen” hajlott orral a
korabeli Lengyelországban, ha Cyprian Bazylik nem igazította volna 1574-ben
Báthory vonásaihoz a hun király portréját.

A Cyprian Bazylik-féle 1574. évi lengyel fordítás egyetlen ismert pél-

PAN, jelzete: Cim. O. 226). Ez a példány sérült: hiányzanak azA3–6 lapok és az

382) szerint ezt a fordító annak érdektelensége miatt hagyta el30 –, továbbá a fe-
hérorosz fordítás címe ( ) nem a len-
gyel nyomtatvány címével , hanem

egyezik meg (erre Brückner

dány volt.31

Ez a körülmény rendkívül megnöveli az ófehérorosz kéziratos fordítás filoló-

Bazylik-féle lengyel fordításnak, addig az elveszett lengyel szövegrészek csak a
fennmaradt fehérorosz fordítás alapján rekonstruálhatók. A fehérorosz fordítás –

lengyel szöveget,32 így a latin eredeti mellett nagy biztonsággal szolgálhat alapul
a hiányzó lapok lengyel szövegének rekonstruálására. Különösen tanulságos ez a
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hun királynak
nevezi, míg a lengyel szöveg fennmaradt részében Cyprian Bazylik állandóan
mint magyar királyról ír róla. Arra a kérdésre, hogy miként lett Bazyliknál Atti-

lehetett az elveszett lengyel szövegben:

álni tudjuk ennek a hun–magyar azonosításnak a technikáját: Cyprian Bazylik
Hunni

hogy – amint az a fehérorosz fordítás alapján rekonstruálható – Hunnowie, ábo
, vagyis ’a hunok, akiket manapság

dulásnál ’hunok avagy magyarok nagy
sokasága’ – , majd a hunok nevét többet meg sem említve a továbbiakban csak
magyarokról szól. Hasonlóan járt el a latin szöveg Pannonia földrajzi nevével: az

megmagyarázza, hogy

A régi magyar-fehérorosz...
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zowiemy, vagyis ’Pannoniában, azaz abban az országban, amelyet most Magy-
Pannonia és Hungaria

neveit egyaránt többnyire -nak vagy -nek fordítja.33 Cy-
prian Bazylik számára a hun–magyar azonosság tehát nem kérdés, ennek a felfo-
gásnak az írásban jól dokumentált nyomai a lengyeleknél a XII. század elejéig

sható, hogy „Ungaria ab Hunis, qui et Ungari dicuntur, quondam occupata”.34A
nyugati (negatív) Attila-képpel szemben tehát Cyprian Bazylik és ismeretlen fe-
hérorosz fordítója a magyar (pozitív) Attila-mítoszt terjesztette a Lengyel–Litván
Államban, ami a magyar nemzeti mitológia kelet-európai kisugárzására nézve már
önmagában véve is figyelemre méltó tény.

A névtelen fehérorosz kéziratos fordítás révén irodalmi úton is került át
némi magyar nyelvi – foleg tulajdonnévi – anyag az ófehéroroszba. A többszörös
átírás (magyar > latin > lengyel >
torzultak a magyar nevek, vö. pl. Csaba > latin Chaba > lengyel *Chaba > fe-
hérorosz Oláh Athilája történeti anyagát tekintve kompilatív alkotás, a hun
történet elemeit többnyire a középkori magyar krónikákból veszi át, így a for-
rások heterogén volta és a névírási hagyományok kialakulatlansága miatt már Oláh
Miklós latin szövegében is vannak ingadozások egyes nevek írásában (Chewa ~
Kewe, Cadica ~ Kaydicha). Egy esetben – Taksony nevének átírásakor – Cyprian
Bazylik hibázott: Toron < Toxon. Az x és az r

Toxon > Toro-
nowego > s . Tévedhetett természetesen

< Keme.

Béla, Keve, Keme és Ka-
(j)dicsa: Hunni sub ducibus Bela, Cheva et Cadica in ripa Tibisci castra posuere
> U a a o

Bela, Keme et Kaydicha duces occubuere, quorum
corpora ad statuam lapideam, de qua supra diximus, in sepulchro Kewe tradita
sepulturae sunt > miedzy ktoremi Belá, Keme, y Káydyká

, w grobie
Kewy pochowano > a, [sic!]

e u o ,

33 AthiliM.Oláha
(1574):Studia Slavica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, t. 46 (2001), p. 13–23.

34 Gallianonymi chronicae etgesta ducumsive principum Polonorum.Ed. K.
numenta Poloniae Historica,nova series, tomus II), p 8; vö.Marian Plezia,Ungarische Beziehungendes ältesten
polnischen Chronisten.– In:Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, t. 9 (1959), p. 288.
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Természetesen Attila és testvére, Buda: Athila, qui solus e numero ducum
Hunnorum cum fratre Buda adhuc supererat, rex creatur > obráli Krolem Atyle,
ktory

> o o U
, továbbá Bendegúz, Attila apja:

T itulusAthilae, quo utebatur, erat: Athila filius Bendegicz >

á Syn Ben/degeczow> a
a ;Géza és Taksony magyar vezérek: ad tempora Gey-

sae ducis filii Toxon > á do czásu Geysi syná Toro-/nowego >
s Gyula magyar hadvezér:Athila quendam exercitus sui

ducem Gywlam vel (ut quidam volunt) Iulium nomine cum parte copiarum misit ,
qui Coloniam Agrippinam […] obsideret > Atylá niektorego Hetmáná swego Gi ,
álbo (iáko go niektorzy zow ) Juliusá, dawßy mu niemá c woyská swego,
po o Kolná ktore zow Agryppiná > a e o ,

ä e
o Mycoltha, Attila utolsó felesége:

filiam regis Bactrianorum Mycoltham nomine uxorem ducit > dziew-
á Báktryia kiego > a a a ; Ala-

daricus és Csaba, Attila fiai: Mortuo rege Athila duo legitimi […] (alter Chaba
ex Herriche Honorii Graecorum imperatoris filia, alter Aladaricus […]) de impe-
rio certabant; Edemen és Ed > a
[…] o s a […] o
unokai: Ex qua duos suscepitfilios Edemen et Ed > e

Az Attila és a Bendegúz
ben is foglalkozni, mivel ezek nem mindig esnek egybe a lengyel alakokkal.
Attila hun király nevét Oláh Miklós minden bizonnyal Athila alakban írta.

Következetesen így szerepel a név az 1568. évi bázeli kiadásban. Cyprian Bazy-
lik lengyel fordításában mindig Atylá
tesen Atyl- th-t aw obozie Athylowym (< in
castris Athilae ‘Athila táborában’) birtokos mellékneves szerkezetben.

ban, vagyis az alanyeset
zékok töve ’-: Asg.), A (GDLsg.), (Isg.),

ll cirill
átiratát találjuk, amit a lengyel minta semmiképpen sem sugallhatott (és persze

pillantott volna; ennek egyébként nincs nyoma): 0 Nsg. (< Atylá);
Nsg. (< á); Acc. sg. (< ); adiect. poss. Gsg. fem.
(< Atylowey). Ez az öt eset a többi 165 egy l-es alakhoz képest ugyan kevés, de

ll felbukkanását másolási hibának lehessen mi-
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ismerte, mégpedig egy olyan forrásból, amelyben a név Atilla alakban szerepelt.

Bendegicz-ként emlegeti a Hungariában és az Athilában egyaránt, s így került át
egy helyütt a lengyelen keresztül a fehéroroszba is:
< Bendegeczow<Athila filius Bendegicz. A másik Athila-
dulásnál azonban, úgy látszik, ismét régebbi élmények hatására a fehérorosz for-
dító a latin Bendegicz helyén -t írt , amit csak egy Bendeguz alak sugal-
lhatott. Ebben az esetben sajnos nem áll rendelkezésünkre a lengyel szöveg, mivel az
1574. évi krakkói kiadás egyetlen ismert példánya itt éppen hiányos, de Cyprian

*Bendegecz, esetleg a latinhoz még közelebb álló *Ben-
degicz.
Megállapíthatjuk tehát, hogy a távoli Vilnában 1580 körül Oláh Miklós Athi-

lá
kellett a hun történetet más forrásból ahhoz, hogy a fordított szövegben talált
névalakok ellenében egyszer-kétszer a korábban rögzült 0, illetve
formájukban írja le Attila, illetve Bendegúz nevét. E más forrás közvetve

ll-lel írt alakváltozatok nem ismeretesek, a magyarban viszont az Atilla-
féle kiejtésnek régi hagyományai lehetnek, mert amikor a név magyar szövegek-

ll
ll-es alakok; külföldi

l-
kell látnunk.
A Bendeguz-féle alakok is csak a magyar hagyományban ismeretesek. Az antik

források Movdiovxoc (Priszkosz), Mundzuco (ablativus, Jordanes) formában

Bendacuz formában, majd a többi középkori krónikában Bendekus,
Bendekuz, Bendeguz, Bendegwz
Bendegicz

Bendekucz, Bendegwz, Bendekuz
alakban is).
Nem állíthatjuk persze, hogy a fehérorosz fordító közvetlenül magyar forrás-

ból ismerte volna meg Attila és Bendegúz nevének ezeket a magyarban elterjed-
tebb változatait . Hogy milyen úton-módon jutottak el hozzá ezek a névalakok,

való átvizsgálása adhat feleletet.35

35 Zoltán András,HunokVilnában, avagy Atillaés Bendeguz
tésnapjára. Szerkesztette HajdúMihály.Budapest 2000, s. 53–54.
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Egyes személyneveket Oláh Miklós – a középkori krónikások nyomán – hely-
nevek (többnyire naiv) etimologizálására is felhasznál, így a fordítások révén egyes
névelemek (Keveháza, Kelenföld
el, illetve a fehérorosz olvasó. Vö.: Hunni accepta hac hostium fuga in eampum,
ubi erat pugnatum, revertuntur, in quo conquisitis suorum cadaveribus, maxime
vero Kewe ducis, ea iuxta viam publicam more Scythico magna pompa sepeliunt.
Quo in loco statuam ponunt lapideam rerum ibi gestarum apud posteritatem
monumentum. Huic loco additum nomen Kevehaza, id est, domus Kewe, qui nunc
mutatis et detractis lit teris Keazo appellatur >

á ono pole ná ktorym
Kewy

Kewehazá, tho iest dom Kewy: ktore teraz odmieni //
Keazo. > U e a ä u

a o/
s o

e s

o s a U s

e a , , o /
o a e ; Danubium praeter spem hostium

infra Budam civitatem traiecere, cui loco, ubi nunc oppidum est, ob hunc traiec-
tum postea Hungarice Kelenfewlde, id est, terra traiectus, nomen est inditum >

a s e
a ä U ? UU , a

a.

az ispán: a ducibus seu praefectis, qui Hungarice hispani appellantur (ut ab aliis,
qui de eorum scripserunt ongine, dissentiam), regno Hispaniae (sicuti chronicon
refert, penes quod fides sit) nomen inditum esse a nostris, nescio, quo argumento,

Hißpany, /

/ Hißpániá > a U
e o U /

U a s U a / e ,
/ a. A szó

hérorosz nyelvtörténeti szótár nem jegyzi.36

36 Részletese bben vö.
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Oláh Miklós Athila
ar eredetmondáról közvetített ismereteket a lengyel és a fehérorosz olvasók
számára, hanem bizonyos, a hunokkal összefüggésbe hozott nyugat-európai szen-

Szent Orsolya-legenda, amelyet az alábbiakban közlünk párhuzamosan Cyprian
Bazylik lengyel és az ismeretlen vilnai írnok fehérorosz fordításában:

2001, c. 105–115.
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Oláh Miklós eredeti latin szövege a következ
Ea tempestate Aethereus Anglorum regis filius pulchritudine, virtute ac moribus divae Ursulae Britanniae

regis filiae unigenitae ardentissime commotus eius per legatos apud patrem ambire coepit connubium. Quem,
quum sollicitus esset, quid responsi daret legatis, Ursula anxium moestumque admonet, ut deposita animi sol-
licitudine Aethereo eam despondeat; oraculo enim se accepisse, ne id detrectatura esset ea lege matrimonium,
ut triennium illi consummando concederetur, quo peregrinationem a se votam interea exequi posset, hanc autem
eam esse, ut urbem Romanam comitata decem millibus virginum inviseret; proinde ipse et Aethereus procus
curarentpari opera decem spectatae pudicitiae virginesconquirere, harum singulis mille et sibi quoque totidem
subdere, quarum spectata esset omnium probitas ac pudicitia. Legati acceptoa patre Ursulae hoc responso laeti
redeunt. Aethereus et Britanniae rex Ursulae pater conscripto, ut designatum erat, virginum agmine eas Ursulae
sodalitio adiungunt.

Quae accepta hac nobili societate atque comparatis undecim magnis navibus aliisque rebus in peregrinatio-
nis usum necessariis ex Britannia ad ostia Rheni, ubi nunc Hollandiae pars est, applicuit. Unde adverso flumine
Coloniam cum magnocivium applausu ac laeticia, ex Colonia Basileam pervenit. Ibi relictisnavibus cum aliis
impedimentis pedestri itinere Romam proficiscitur. Quae tandem sanctorum reliquiis etsacris omnibus locis, ut
eius erat votum, Romae perlustratis Basileam revertitur Cyriaco papa, cuius alii (praeter scriptorem historiae
ecclesiasticae, quod sciam) autores nullam faciunt mentionem, eam summo ubique honore prosequente. Con-
scensa igitur ad Basileam navi secundo Rheni flumine Coloniam devehitur. Quae egressa in continentem nihi-
lque hostile, sed omnia (ut antea) tuta esse arbitrata, ubi urbi appropinquare coepit, mox ab Hunnis undique
invaditur atque cum omni societatis suae turma crudelissime trucidatur. Ita sanctissima virgo suo, Aetherei
sponsi (qui accepto Ursulae reditu cum matre et sorore Florentina nonnullisque aliis episcopis Coloniam usque
ei obviam venerat) atque Cyriacipontificis ac caeterarum virginum sanguine pudicitiam suam Christo domino
virginitatis vero sponso consecravit. Harum reliquiis illustris est Colonia.

Oláh Miklós munkáját latin eredetiben 1568 óta többször is kiadták, magyarul
azonban érdekesmódon csak 1977-ben, tehát mintegy négyszáz évvel a lengyel

ez azon töprenkedik, hogy milyen választ adjon a követeknek, nyugtalankodikés emészti magát, Orsolya arra
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vissza ezt a házasságot, de azzal a feltétellel, hogy megkötését három évig elhalasztják, mialatt teljesítheti fo-

toborozva a szüzekseregét, Orsolya mellé adja.
Miután megkapta e nemes kíséretet, fölszerelt tizenegy nagy hajót, és összeállította a zarándoklathoz szük-

séges poggyászt, Britanniából a Rajna torkolatához hajózott, ahol most Hollandia egy része van. Innen a po-

lva a hajóbóla többifölszereléssel gyalogosanmegy Rómába. Végre Rómában fogadalma szerint meglátogatva

hirtelen körülözönlika hunok, és kiséreténekegész seregével együtt kegyetlenül legy ilkolják. Így a szentséges

37

3. 6. Oláh Miklós Athilá
az orosz A. N. Veselovskij,38 39

40 és
csak újabban kapott nagyobb publicitást.41

42 A fehérorosz irodalomtörténet
43 azonban elmélyültebb

rövid mutatvány jelent meg.44 Úgy látszik tehát, hogy a régi kapcsolatok kutatása

37 OláhMiklós, Athila (Kulcsár Péter fordítása): Humanista történetírók.Budapest 1977, s. 366–367.
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38 e e

39 .
c.396–441.

40

1975, p. 207–217.
41

Athila

(
XVIII,Budapest 2000,p. 328–332.

42Sante Graciotti,L’« Athila» diMiklós Oláh fra la tradizione italiana e le filiazioni slave:Venezia e Ungheria nel
Rinascimento. A cura diVittore Branca.Firenze 1973,p. 275–316.

43 ? . e III. e e

44Vö.

).

Z HISTORII DAWNYCH
TURALNYCH

(Streszczenie)

Rogachina roznenachy gospanany: quod interpretatur: Deus ad nos et

panowanie Batorego), nap.

miejsce w przypadku wyrazów i
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ANDRÁS ZOLTÁN

szeregu studiów oraz w monografii

Athili

prac zbiorowychoraz redaktorem serii Studia Russica
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Andrej Kotljarchuk

THREE STAGES OF
BELARUSIAN – SWEDISH
CULTURAL RELATIONS

ne thousand years of common history unite Sweden and Belarus. In
spite of this, Belarus remains to Sweden the most unknown country
in Europe. There are sev eral r easons for th is stat e of af fairs, the
main being that there was no Belarus on the map of Europe in the

early modern era . The count ry was not sovereign, constituting a province of
the Russian Empire and, later, of the Soviet Un ion. Contacts between Sweden
and Belarus have always been unevenly distributed. During the epoch of the
Vikings (9th – 10th cen turies) as well as in the early modern era (17th – 18t h

centuries), the Swedes were active on the territory of Belarus. At that time only
few Belarusians managed to reach the shore of Sweden.

FIRST STAGE: 9TH – 12TH CENTURIES
Scandinavian penetration of and arrival to Belarus stretched between the 9th

and 12th centuries. Within this period the Vikings gained control over the east-
ern trade routes, out of which the route from the Baltic Sea down the Belarusian
river West ern Dzwina (Duna in old Swedish) and Dniapro into the Black Sea

O
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andByzantium was the most important. The Belarusian Slavs „Kryvichi” („kryv”
means „blood”) and „Drygavichi” („drygva” means „marsh”), who lived in these
lands, named new settlers from Sweden „Rus”, borrowing the name from the
Finno-Ugric peop le (Rootsi). The Vikings were also known as „Variagi”
(Varangians – merchan ts), and Svei (f rom Sweden).
Around 980, two independent Scandin avian kingdoms emerge on the terri-

tory of Belarus. These are the Polatsak and Tur duchies. According to a chroni-
cle, the first dukes were Scandinavian. Their names also bear evidence to this.
In the land of „Kryvichi”, in Polatsak, Ragvald began to reign; in the land of
„Drygavivh i”, the founder of t he town Turau was a Viking, Tur (Tor). T ur’s
duchy soon became a part Kievan Ruthenia. But the duchy of Polatsak ruled by
the Ragwald dynasty remained independent throughout the 10th and 11th centu-
ries, thus becoming the first state in Belarusian history.
Contemporary investigations of the VikingAge do not usually devote much

attention to Polatsak, focusing inst ead on Kiev and Novgorod. Meanwh ile,
according to the Scandinavian sagas, Rus’ was divided into three parts: Novgorod,
Kiev, and Polatsak. Only these towns could boast of the So fia church – copies
of t he most significant temple in the Byzant ine Emp ire, function ing also as
landmarks of the independent status of the local dukes.
In the 90s of th e 19th c., Duke Valdemar of Kiev and Novgorod occupied

Polatsak with the support of the Swedish Vikings and destroyed the town (later
rebuilt in a different place). Valdemar killed Ragwald and married his daughter
Ragnh ild.
However, P olatsak regains independence already under the rule of Iziaslau,

Ragnhild’s son. The whole 11th cen tury is mark ed by persist ent st ruggles of
Polat sak again st Novgorod and Kiev. Strength and independence of Polatsak
cannot be unnoticed, thanks to its control o f the most important part of the
east ern trade route. This gives them access to the Black Sea as well as the
Caspian Sea.
The considerable importance of Scandinavian presence in the Polatsak King-

dom in 10th – 12th cen turies can be observed on the basis of , apar t from the
writt en sources, a whole range of archeological, ethnographic , topographical
and linguistic data. Scanadinavian archeological finds are comparable in number
to tho se discovered in Kiev or Novgorod. In fact , one can speak about Swed-
ish, not Scandivnavian objects, as all the it ems have their analogues in the
terr itory o f contemporary Sweden. Scandinavian settlements have also been
found along the Dzvina – Dniapro waterway in the basin of the Nioman river,
as well as in the region stret ching between those two wat er syst ems. Apart
from that, a huge number of Swedish objects were found in places of perma-
nent Scandinavian colon ies in the Po latsak kingdom, namely in Maskav ichi
and Prudniki.
The archeological potential of these centres differs considerably from what
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was found in other ancient towns of Belarus, e.g. in Brest , where there had
been no Scandinav ians. T hese are the typical Scandinavian object s: var ious
types of weapon s (swords, helmets, spears, arrows), jewelery (a pendant with
Tur’s ‘hammers’, met al clasps and rings), Scandinavian coins, objects of eve-
ryday use (padlocks, small weights, shoes, combs, icebreakers). One of the
most significant excavations are runic inscriptions found in Polatsak. Most of
them were discovered in Maskavichi near Polatsak – and the number exceeds
80 (!).
Scandinavian traces can be found on many layers of cult ural r esidues in

various historical periods; these are t he objects deriving both from the male
and the female domains. There is lit t le doubt that these things could not belong
to Scandinavians, as they display specific style, e.g. the clothes, or they contain
images from the Scandinavian mythology, or, finally, hav e many analogues in
ancient Swedish towns.
My convict ion is that t he relations between the Swedish Vikings and the

Belarusian Slavs were on the overall peaceful. The lack o f any notes about
raids in contemporary chronicles can be an evidence of their peaceful coexist-
ence. Cont rol over the international trade route was the best way to en sure
stability. Scandinavians created a stat e, the Polatsak Kingdom, whose internal
policy was generally peaceful.
What were t he advantages of the ancien t Swedes’ for the Old Belarusian

culture?
First and foremost, the centres of t he ancient tr ade route, developed by

Scandinavians, became rich and prosperous towns, notably Polatsak. In fact, it
would be very difficult to envisage the development of the Polatsak state, es-
pecially its juridical system (Ruskaia Prauda), without t he Scandinavians.
Scandinavian influen ce is evident in the later Old Belarusian law documents of
the Grand Duchy of Lit huania.
Swedes also brough t to Belarus advanced technologies o f iron welding and

jewelry making. It is not coin cidental, then, that, after the Scandin avians had
departed in 13th c., these regions faced rapid regression. The Dzwina trade route,
founded by Scandinavians, fun ctioned until th e end of 19th c. The Germans,
who replaced Scandinavians in 13th c., adopted the whole Swedish terminology.
Scandinavians also played an important role in christening Belarus. Archeo-

logical ex cavations of Swedish sites store the first in Belarus objects of the
Christian cult (crosses and candles). The Viking Tur christened the population
of his territory. Ragnhild founded the first monastery in Belarus and was her-
self considered a local saint.
It must be during that period that the Belarusian language incorporated about

50 Scandinavian words, 90% of which belong to the domain of trade and state
organization. This is an exemplary list:
Handal’ (Bel.) – h andel (Sw)
Birka

Three stages of Belarusian – Swedish
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Bago r – bat garr
Buda – bod
Bur – borr
Bezman – besman
Marmur – marmor
Pieniazi – pengar
Sygnet – sigill
Gosc’ – gast
Vandrawac’ – wandra
Kruk – krok
Drot – trad
Skarb – skatt
Kofta – kofta
Rada – rad
Drabant – drabant
Hrydz – h ird
T(s)vun – tun
Marshalk – marshalk
And so on…
This vocabulary can say something about the sp ecific character o f the Old

Belarusian – Swedish contacts. About 11 Scandin avian toponyms got fixed in
the Belarusian lands – lake Svieulivy (from Sviei and Livy ), lak e Rahniedz,
town Rahniedzina, the r iver Sven ’, Svien ski cloister and so on.
Belarusian folklore retain ed legends about Svei, Vikings, Tur, Ragvald and

Ragnhild. Scandinavian names: Rogvalad – Ragvald, Rahnieda – Ragnhild –
can be also found in the modern dictionary o f Belarusian names. Swedes, in
turn, bor rowed the name Svatenpolk (changed into Svante since 16th c. ).
An independent observer, Constantin, the emperor of Byzantium, wrote in

his chronicle About Nations, that the Vikings and their subjects Belarusian Slavs
(„th eir tributaries whose names were ‘Kryvit eini’”) had settle p eaceful and
mutually profitable relations. In spring and summer, during „big water”, (when
the system of passage of the Eastern route functioned), Scandinavians traveled
on trade to distant countries. Slavs would supply the ships for these ventures.
In autumn and wint er Scandinavians were back and lev ied tribute on the

local population. The tax was called in Slavonic „polyudje”, and in the Old
Swedish „hyra”. T his light t ribute included honey, wax, and skins, in due time
objects of international trade.

SECOND STAGE: EARLY MODERN TIMES
Between 14th and 18th centuries Belarus was an integral part of the European

civilization, stretching on t he eastern borders of Europe.
All Belarusian lands were included in to the Grand Duchy if Lithuania (ab-

breviated as GDL). It was in the GDL p roper where th e Belarusian nation was

Andrej Kotljarchuk
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formed. The offic ial and lit erary language was old Belarusian. The Belarusian
nobility frequently held important state posts. Belarusian merchants from Polatsak,
Mahileu, and Vitebsk were engaged in a large-scale international trade, also via
Riga and Sweden.
The first publication in the GDL histo ry was issued in Vilnia in 1522 – 25.

It was the Bible, translated into the Old Belarusian by the humanist Frantsisk
Skaryna. In 1562, the Protestant Simon Budny published Luther’s Cathechism
in Belarusian . The very name „Belarus” did not exist t hen – th e country was
called Lithuania. Historically, then, Lithuania was a joint Lithuanian-Belarusian
state. Nowadays, the difference between the historical Grand Duchy of Lithua-
nia and the Lithuanian Republic is unknown to Swedes. However, Swedish
early modern scholars underst ood the difference quite well. The bishop from
Linkoping, Juhan Botvidius, wrote in his work (beginning of 17th c.): „Slavonic
is the common language for Croatians, Bohemians, Dalmatians, Poles, Lithua-
nians ( it means Belarusians), Moscovitians, Russians (Ukrain ians)”.
Unlike the Catholic Poland, the state authority in GDL belonged to Protes-

tants at the end of 16th and at the beginning o f 17th century. The Belarusian
Lutheran church, established in the middle of 16th c., exists until now. It was
during that period that Belarus and Lithuania entered the sphere of active Swedish
political penetration. Between 1622 – 1710, Belarusian lands in GDL share the
border wit h Sweden roughly along the contemporary border between Latvia
and Belarus.
This was th e period of largely intensified contacts between Sweden and

Belarus. The „Swedish” Riga played an important role in th e development of
the Belarusian economy of the 17th century. Belarusian merchants traded honey,
fur-skins, skins (fells) along Dzwina to Riga. Metal goods, copper, faience, the
„Swedish marble” („Szvedzki marmur was used for building churches) were
imported from Sweden. There was even a Belarusian church in Riga, the church
of St. Mikolai. The monks from Polatsak went on a yearly pilgrimage to Riga.
All this shows t hat Swedes and Belarusians knew each ot her pretty well.
It is accidental, then, that the Belarusian merchants supported the alliance of

GDL and Sweden. In 1655 they helped establish a contrast between the gover-
nor of Livonia Magnus De La Gardie and the Chancellor of GDL Jan Radziwill.
After the Kiejdan Union, the merchants supported the Swedish king Charles X
Gust af finan cially. A famous artist , Konrad Gotke, Swedish by or igin, wo rked
in Belarus in 17th cen tury. Another Swede, a Catholic immigran t Grego rius
Borastus studied in the Vilnia Jesuit Academy in 1600 – 1604 and became a
prominent poet and Latin scholar, the author of poems devoted to Belarusian
nobles, like the most famous political personage of the old Belarus – the Chan-
cellor of GDL Leu Sapieha.
In 1626, the Swede AndreasBoreus prepared one of the best maps of Belarus

and Lithuania of the time.

Three stages of Belarusian – Swedish
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Students of the Swedish Dorpat University (Tartu University) defended the-
ses in the history of GDL, e.g. in 1642 „The History of Poland and Lithuania”,
in Latin, was published by Johannes Petr ejus from Smoland.
After the Great Northern War several Swedish soldiers settled down in Belarus.

On of the descendants became the burgomaster (mayor) of Vitsiebsk (Kazimir
Shved), and another – Frantsisk Oshtarp – amassed fortune of the richest land-
owner.
About 20 diaries written by Swedish officers in 1702 – 1708 were preserved

in Belarus, and all of them are a valuable source of knowledge about the coun-
try at the beginning of the 18th cent ury.
„The Swedish Theme” was popular in modern Belarusian literature in 17th –

19th centuries. T he most famous were work s by Simieon Polatsk i, Jan
Alieshkouski, Trafim Surta, Nikadzim Musnitski, Vincent Dunin-Martsinkiewich
and others.
AlherdAbut hovich’s poem „The Ballad about Charles XII” presents a ro-

mantic image of the Swedish king. The poem was written in 1863 – 64, during
the Belarusian revolt against tsarist Russia, under the leadership of Kastus’
Kalinouski. The author of the poem was also taking part in the uprising. In the
author’s vision, the defeat of Charles XIIth near Poltava buried Belarusian hopes
for freedom and independence.
Swedes left many remarkable traces in the Belarusian folklore. I have man-

aged to collect about a hundred stories, legends, and proverbs about Swedes,
main ly of t he period of th e Great Northern war. The legends sto re names of
over a hundred „Swedish places”.
A common image of the „Swede-magic” is also widely spread. In the leg-

ends the Swedish soldiers oft en miraculously find bread buried in so il (in re-
ality they might know the laws of thermodynamics, as there is no dew where
the „bread ho les” are, because of the p rocess of apportionment o f heat), they
also know the Belarusian language and have no problem wit h drain ing reser-
voirs.
Many legends about Swedish hoards are skilfully embellished with the theme

of witchcraft. Some of them reach back to 19th century, and they often feature
the nobles. Other remarkable legends are those about king Charles XII. In one
of th em the king, sign ificantly, turns out to be the guarantor of justice. Wit-
nessing the barbar ic att itude t o the Orthodox icons – the road is paved with
them and th e king’s horse refuses to t read – Charles ordered his subject s to
bring the icons t o the church and the Swedish soldiers guilty of sacrilege were
duly executed. The o ral tradition stores a whole range of descriptions of king
Charles XII. One of the legends is quit e uncanny for t hat matter, as it proph-
esies the king’s fut ure death in No rway long before his ar rival th ere.
A separate category is made up of stories about Swedish soldiers who stayed

to live in Belarus. The inhabitants of two villages up till today consider them-
selv es the descendants of Swedes.
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I h ave gath ered nine popular proverbs coined on th e basis of some
rememberance of the Swedes. There are several o f them:
In t he times of old Swede (long ago);
The Russians are from there, the Swedes are from there, there is no way to
hide from big trouble (Great Northern War);
As soon as the Swedes came, wat er in the lake Dvarchanskaie disappeared
(the theme of magic);
The Swede lost his boots and trousers in the battle of Liasnaia, near Rudnia
he dropped his cap (the Swedish defeated at the Liasnaia battle 28.09.1708);
Barefooted like Swede (ca. 1000 Swedish soldiers t ried t o reach the Swed-
ish Livonia after the Liasnaia battle. They marched without food across the
territ ories burnt out by the Russian fo rces);
As t he Swede at Polt ava (absolute unluckiness).
In 1846 a monograph „Let ter about Sweden”, discussing the Belarusian-

Swedish contacts, was published. The author, a historian Iaustakh Tyshkievich
had visited Sweden and founded the f irst museum in Belarus.

THE THIRD STAGE – SINCE 1991
The restoration of Belarusian sovereignty in 1991 (remember the Polatsak

Kingdom, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and the Belarusian Democratic Re-
public of 1918), stimulated the renewal of Belarusian-Swedish contacts. It is to
be regretted, though, that the political changes in Belarus in 1995 – 1996 lim-
ited all these contacts to the official level of the „people’s democracy”.
Sweden hosts now the Vitryssland society; its leader Maria Sorderberg rep-

resen ts the Belarusian culture and problems in Sweden . Belarus, in turn, hosts
the Kollegium society, located in Pinsk. Two Belarusian interpreters Valer Bujval
and Liavon Barshcheuski translat e modern Swedish literature into Belarusian,
while Kajsa Oberg Lindsten translates modern Belarusian poetry into Swedish.
In 1997, Barbara Tornquist-Plewa (the Lund University) completed the first

academic monograph about Belarus in th e Swedish language. Kjell Albin
Abrahamson published in 1999 a book about Belarus, which gained a remark-
able degree of popularity among Swedish readers. Sven Gustavsson from the
Uppsala Un iversit y has publish ed a number of artic les about the Belarusian
language, culture and literature in Swedish scholarly journals. Swedish archives
and librar ies sto re lot s of it ems of great interest to Belarusian scholars. The
collection of old Belarusian books Carolina Rediviva contains more copies than
the analogous collection in the Nation al Library of Belarus. Riksarkivet , in
turn, stores archives of important documents.
Today’s Belarus is overwhelmed by a range of problems:
Non-democratic state regime
Aftermath of Chernobyl (70% of radioactive pollution was emitted onto the
territory of Belarus)

Three stages of Belarusian – Swedish
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Waning of the Belarusian language (the number of schoo ls with Belarusian
as th e language of schoo ling has recently decreased f rom 64% to 10%)
Belarusian intelligentsia (stil l decimated af ter Stalinist repressions which

resulted in extermin ation of 90% of the Belarusian writers and scientists) un-
dertakes all possible attempts to resolve these problems so as to avoid social
upheavals.
The civil society of Belarus would greatly contribute f rom Sweden’s help

and support . Stability o f the Baltic r egion cannot be secured wit hout an im-
provement in Belarusian situation . Finally, bear ing in mind common history
and Belarus’ geographical locat ion (it s two main riv ers flow into the Baltic
Sea), we can but hope for the development of co-operation between our coun-
tries and people.

.

ANDREJ KOTLJARCHUK – historian, doctor of philosophy at the Baltic and East European G radu-
ate School in the Unive rsity College of South Stock holm.
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Piotr Siwecki

MY SWEET LIFE,
MY SWEET LITERATURE
[TAMARA AND HER WORLD]

to all of us. Yes, that ’s true and not true – simultaneously. The

– it appears in the use of language as a certain system, construction
of magical thinking, as stereot ypes, cultural and religious background. It also

doesn’ t agree with the System – any kind of sy stem.

texts are gestures of underst anding but they are also gestures of hate. In spite

that happens in the use of language, in each and every kind of a code. Yes, all
kinds of Being communicate with each other. The author, the storryteller has to
know each and every language, each and every in formation made possible by

peop le and her st rong belief is that by telling people’s stor ies her own story

W
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stor ies as the feudal owner. She listens carefully t o each and every man and
woman – more: she listens carefully to each kind of being, trying to collaborate
with each use of language.

can be seen in her stories as the st ories o f life. The most important thing is,
however, th e language – the origin, and this is the mixed up origin for that
matter: Belarusian, Tartar, Jewish, German, Polish, that is of vital importance.
The origin specif ies it self in the family life, f amily connect ions. So it is in
many cases in modern Po lish literature which is, actually, mult icultural.

Janowska mixes up different types of story-telling, different types of narration
which bring her prose to different kinds of genres p reserved in each cult ure,

connected with certain kinds of story-telling but none of them dominates the
other.
It should be said that not only ethnicity is important but gender is important,

best tradition of femin ine lit erature – she interprets t he wor ld which is basi-
cally male. But t he most feminine is Janowska’s app roach t o the use of lan-
guage. This language is not a very literary language – it is rath er rough, close

Janowska’s strategy of clinamen. Yes, she tries to solve the literary puzzle:
how to symbolize the Zeitgeist? How to write in the society immersed in the
image cult ure? How to write mo re truly? How to be a mult icultural writer?

writ ing to the wo rld’s literature, to the modern wo rld which is an ocean of
History.

human beings – no – they are word-beings and this is the only way they are
impo rtant to this world and to themselves: in the use of language they are
important, in the use of all kinds of language they become important for each

words, simult aneously: we are stories. But what the sto ry really is? What the

the purpose of our existance – that’s what we are here for: to become the story
within the hi(gh)-story. Hi(gh)-story is also HIS story and that means: story of

writ ing becomes similar, eit her on t he level of ref lection or the level of lan-
guage, to James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Raymond Federman, Ronald Sukenick,
Virgin ia Wolf, and Dorrit Willumsen.

PiotrSiwecki
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you are te lling t he story you have to remember that some other stories are
happening, are just to happen and have just happened. So t he story-teller, the
writer, has to be like the seismograph, a soul that exists simultaneously in many
places, many peop le, many languages – a writer ex ists in many stories simul-
taneously: that’s it .

her point of interest is real time and real human being. But, on the other hand,

Being a woman in the 20 th cent ury is difficult – this simple and obv ious

Janowska tries to make banalities seem less banal. How does she do this? It’s
simp le: you take the stereotype, choo se a name of a person, invent his/her
language, write it down and the empty stereotype becomes an interpreted stere-

Janowska’s writing is a FARMAKON, although Plato seems to be her enemy.

and over again, th ere is too much stup idity in the world in which politicans
with no language abilit ies rule. But there are different kinds of st upidity: there
is stupidity that order s to k ill, st upidit y that stands with open mouth on the
corner of the street, and, last but not least – stup idity that orders you t o talk
even if you could be killed because of being naive t hat you can say what you
want.

to people who were abandoned somehow.And this is the reason why they seem
to be angry and disappointed. But, on the other hand, they seem to be happy –
- happy because they are not film stars or any other figures from the limelight.
They are simultaneously pessimists and optimists. They watch birds and trees,
but they also see evil that tries to possess the world, the evil that grows because
of the stupidity of politicians and those who hate others. It’s important to ob-

world. Love makes us opt imistic although t here is not much to be optim istic
about. People st arve, die, and suffer in all kinds of way s, so that it is dif ficult
for them to experience o r feel love – pure love – th ey just want to live , to
survive. Things that happen to t hem are basic gestures – gestures of love and
hate, basic gestures of life. They want t o live but the life they live is no t the
one they dream about. They are used to living – that’s the reason, the best
reason they know. But the System doesn’t want them to be silent or to be loud.
The System co rrupts them with its moods that often change – but the change

My sweet lif e...
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is not the real one – it is a simple change of faces, names and rules which are
made to satisfy the System. Yes, people seem to be just rawmeat fo r the Sys-
tem. Meat in the streets, meat on the battlefields, meat in beds, meat in parlia-

of a polit ical wr iter but she is political in the way Wolter, Didero t, Coster,
Cerv antes o r Swift were. Societ y and social life, th e life of the abandoned,
forgotten people especially, y es, that is the poin t of interest. And t hat is why

nate , she uses the System and she, herself, as a writer, becomes a virus. Her

obey the law, especially the law of language usage.
She is half-Belarusian, half-Tartar, and half-Polish; for that r eason she can

be considered a postcolonial writer. She writes in Polish, but her thinking strat-
egy is also Belarusian, Tartar, Polish – her strategy is fully and truly multicultural.

be sincere rat her than diplomatic. There is no superficiality of glamour in her
writing.

simp lificat ion of life, much as she rejects uniformization. But, on the o ther
hand, she is far from advocating any bloody revolution. She say s: no more
blood, no more Polish, Tartar, Belorusian, Irish, Afghan blood. And that is why
she could be labelled a pacifist . Her only loyalty is to f reedom: freedom of
nation and, especially,of individual genius. And that is why her strong strategy
is reflection. Yes, reflection, as Teillhard de Chardin wrote about it , is the next
step in the process of social evolution. Reflection and free thinking is the best
weapon in the war against the System. But the System shouldn’t be destroyed.
It should be reformed.

Federman, Szymbo rska, and Herbert. Sh e believes that one should be engaged
in life: per sonal life and the life of the whole wo rld. Th is engagement begins
with every single gesture, with every word, smile or tear. We all share the same
life . We cry and laugh simultaneously in different parts o f the wo rld.
Yes, Man is a hero ic sculpture – the one Frank O’Hara wrote about: „We

join the animals/not when we fuck/or shit/not when tear falls/but when/staring
into light/we think”.

from her writings, as she herself writes apologies. She never apologizes, how-
ever, for being alive. Her protagonists are sometimes tired, angry, but they are
alive and they love life although Life seems to be often painful. Being an optimist,
BoldakJanowska is not naive. Oh, she is naiv e! Naive as a child! She still
believes that something can be changed! And that is why her stories are close
to the Sukenick’s concept of hyperfiction (see: Ronald Sukenick, Avant-Pop,
Surfiction, Hyperfiction, www.altx.com)

PiotrSiwecki
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Emerson, Whitman and Ginsberg. They all live with in her. Yes, within her
voice they live, just like her Belarusian, Tartar, Polish, Jewish, German ances-
tors do . And she fights for them . For the humanity she fights. Fight-writing.

and Christ on her r ight, oh, and Mahomet lives on the eleventh floor, too.
Hist ory in <Ah, My Dear Lif e> – the history of abandoned people, aban-

doned nations, history of Belarussian people, is the history of those who live in
a kind of diaspora. History as the curse? No. History, historical con sciousness
saves, brings catharsis, it giv es us the power of Origin. Yes, it makes us speak,
tell stories and this way our life becomes historical. We are homo historicus.
We are homo loquentis. We are homo viator. We are not to produce goods only.
We are here to fulfil our mission which is: to cross t he borders and to live on
the border, simultaneously. To cro ss the border of singularity. To stay on the

princip ium
individuationis to concrete the Universum. Her stories are bitter constructions.

Janowska’s st ories sometimes seem to be fiddle- faddle. But that is howwe all
are. Yes, we are neologisms.

close or too far from what she wants t o say. The same problem had T.S. Eliot
and Ezra P ound and Raymond Federman. Yes, simple life, dope-sto ries, his-

pure poetry. All mixed up to make HER story possible as the universal and
concrete, simultaneously.

ries, she does it consciously. The world h as not ended. God is alive (gods, if
you prefer) . Satan is alive. Man is alive.

asks over and over again:WHY?

SYNOPSIS

because of her individual voice which appeared in poetry first. She has published on her own short poems
– epig rams that could tell you the whole story o f a woman that was bo rn to obse rve and to act in the world

with her short s tories and – immedia tely – her voice bec ame heard. Translate d into German, Belar usian,

write s icons. H er drawings are mostly satirical – just like most of her s tories, which are the most ge nuine

her purpose is to write about the simple life of peop le who seem to be not importa nt, abandoned, forgotten

sented as the emanation of History. So: the Unive rsal history makes itself m anifest in ind ividual life-s tories,

My sweet lif e...
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in his tories of insignific ant people Universal history o f the genr e, tribe, family is enclosed in an indiv idual

Belaru sian origin which is close to the medieva l and rura l tradition of the le gend or skaz. She lives in
Olsztyn, Poland , with he r husband (who is, in my view, one of the best m ystical poets), a daughter (who is

Janowska has publishedher short-stories, poems, drawingsand essays in <Borussia>, <Pracownia>, <Czasopis>,

wrote : Ralph Giordano, Piotr Bratkowski, Tadeusz Komendant.

PUBLICATIONS:

Poems and Sketc hes (co. with Antoni Janowski), Szmatka-Notatka, Olsztyn 1990
If Poetry Has No Power (poems co. with Anton i Janowski), Litter a, Olsztyn 1997
Blind Dog of Rhy mes (poems co. with An toni Janow ski) Boruss ia, Olszty n 1999
Naive Stories (short stories) Boruss ia, Olszty n 1997
Polish and Not Polish Ry thms (shor t stories ) Borussia, Olsztyn 1998
Ah, My Dear Life (novel) Borussia , Olsztyn 2002
This Story Is Too Fast, Who Can Stand It (novel) Minimalbooks, Olszty n 2002
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TAMARA
(trans. Piotr Siwecki)

DREAMS

– Ah , what are you talk ing about – shouldn’ t believe in dreams – said Old
Sonia to Old Helena who had a dream about t he house that had neither win-
dows nor door. And there was her husband in that house – her already dead
husband. And he was all white, shining he was. And thick. Very t hick. And he
said: „Come, come, come in, my dear”. And Old Helena asked him:
– But how could I enter such a house that has neither windows nor door?

And her already dead husband who was inside the house said to her: „- Just
come in, come as I did it already”. – But how did you get in? – Old Helena
asked. And her dead husband said: „- Ah, I got in just as you would get in
soon”.
– You see, Sonka, such a dream. Should I be sure that this dream is a proph-

ecy? Should I believe that I would die soon?
– Ah, what are you talking about – Old Sonia said – you should not believe

in dreams. I myself had a dream, too. The dream about sunflower oil. Last
night such a dream came to me. And, listen carefully, in this dream I had last
nigh t, yes, there was a lot of different kinds of oil in shop s but no sunflower
oil. Yes. And I was saunter ing from shop t o shop, in this dream I had. I went
to th e suburbs. And, listen carefuly, I saw the bottle of sunflower oil here and
there flying in the air. Yes, the sign. T he sign that was leading me. I did follow
this sign. I was even trying to catch the bottle, but when I was close enough to
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take it in my hands – the bottle suddenly disappeared. And, listen carefully, I
check if I have enough mtoney. Christ! – I don’t ! No. I have some! All right,
I said to myself. And then I sawmyself sitt ing on the edge of my own bed. The
cup of tea on the f loor. Tea on the floor. And what would you say? What does
such a dream mean? Ble!

WOYT, DRINK YOUR TEA
Woyt the Clock is not sure. – Something fundamental, yes? At each and

every soul, yes? Over th e child and over the dog t he same cry, y es? Sudden
fire , dog and cat ! Brot her and sister , kids? Where God was? Why didn’ t he
make his intentions clear? Why did he let us love a dog and a man in the same
way, and why did he let us kill bro thers like dogs?
– Ah, don’t bother – Kristine Kom said. She replaced a piece of bread from

the left to the right side of h er mouth without squeezing it. It looked as if the
pieces of bread were balls. Football – toothball. And no audience. Game played
in th e bag of mouth.
– Ah , you know! – there are differen t kinds of an imals, differ ent beasts

inside human body and big ones eat small ones.
– O! – Woyt the Clock agreed.
Woyt the Clock used to tell stories. And he tells stories on and on. And the

telling looks as if t he barrel was loosing its girdles spreading its p arts (partial
truths) all around. Yes, parts of the barrel straight to the face of the one who is
listening.
– Woyt, drink your tea.
Tea. The eye of Woyt in the cup of tea as if the cup was a mirror. Left eye,

right eye. And Woyt’s nose. And the part of his arm. And forehead. And ear of
his. Or perhaps it’s that tea is lookingat Woyt? Woyt is not sure. And Kristine
swims in the cup of tea , too. Her forehead and her ey e. And the flowers from
her dress.
And when they go away, away from the cup of tea – tea k isses the ceiling.

Tea’s mout h – lik e big white caps. T hese big caps change into enormously
small caps.
Perhaps God is looking at Woyt and Kristine in the same way as tea does it .

Perhaps he doesn’t recognize them well.

STORY ABOUT BEING HAPPY
She: pushes her down lip out. Agaric-like face. Yes, Paxillus involutus she

is. He: stiff upper lip. Face like chimney hood. No – - face like eaves of a
thatched roof. Yes. That’s because of th is moustache.
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She – in sp ite of this fa tal crippelness – yes, she is trying to push the air
down to her feet. He – pushes the air up to the celling. Both ugly – t heir
neighbours laugh at them. Oh, oh, how ugly they are.
It was the eighth month of pregnancy when they got married. Oh, how happy

they were.
He made a joke: spawn changes into fish, fish changes in to lizard, lizard

changes into small hairy monkey and this hairy monkey will loose its hair and
nice and smooth pink child will be born – yes, will you bear a child called Agat
for me?
– Yezzz – she shouted. I would bearrr Ihnat for my Ihnat.
Yes. They used to tell each other such fiddle-faddle. And the one who doesn’t

know could go crazy because of listening to t his.
And, one day, twins came out of her belly. Boy with undershot, girl with her

face lik e eaves.
– Oh, doesn’t matter that they are so ugly – people said and started to be

jealous – doesn’t matter. They live a happy life. Oh, yes, there are not so many
happy people nowadays. They may be the last such happy couple in the world.
Who knows.
And so I came to look at the happieness o f theirs.
They made a saying: Agata and Ihnat were born to bring joy to the world.

Yes.

BELARUSIAN DAY
Yes. It means – nothing. Something really small. Four hills. Hills that change

themselves into valley which, in fact, is the hill, too. Yes. Valley – the fifth hill.
That’s nothing. Really nothing. Nothing important. Nothing of great impor-

tance. Yes.
Hill of wood floats down to th e valley. And the hill of grass floats down,

too. So the hill o f sand and the hill of grass and sand mounds.
And that’s how the fifth hill became a hear t of this four-petalled flower.
In winter the flower is white. The hear t of the flower is also white. In sum-

mer it’s blue. Blue is t he grass, blue are trees and the sand is blue, too. Blue
because of the mist that comes out to the world of the five hills from the river.
And, to be honest, the flower – which is a kind of divines container for four

hills – yes, the flower is the valley. Other hills erect from the groundall around
this flower but these hills are not the part of the flower. They are higher than
the flower I’m telling you about. And, if you want to see the whole flower, you
should climb the highest hill – the one that is not the nearest to the flower. And
if you wish to see the bottom of the flower you should step into its petals and
that means that you should enter the fifth hill which, actually, is the valley. You
have t o step into the heart – straight into it . And breathe in the air. Yes, you

Dreams, etc.
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have to get into each and every thing that lives in this heart of the flower. And
there are four roads among the petals of this four-petalled flower. Polace czuliby
s owo meszuge gdyby jeli mace. These four roads are four gravel roads. And on
that day, the day I’m trying to repeat here, so that day roads were covered with
soft, fresh snow. And the grey something on the snow. March. The heart of the
flower was grey on that day. Yes, that was t he day that we last saw our Old
Mother. We burried her in the heart of the flower.
Yes. The heart of the flower is, actually, our cemetary. Polace czuliby s wo

meszuge gdyby jeli mace. And white roses started to spread their petals on that
day – roses, to be honest, were not roses at all (roses were those flowers from
this old Polish war song). War, oh, war what a lady you are? Yes, the heart of
the flower is th e grave of our ancestors.
Gravel road rustles as we drive our cars. Gravel like salt . And no dust be-

cause it was still wint er. Yes. And on our way back home we are. The same
order of the caravan. Our car between other cars. Carav an. And four of us in
our car. And all of us – something about forty people. Villages st and still as it
was in the old days. Old men and old women like trees on the desert. Weak are
their legs. So they sit . On the benches. Trees. Flowers. Soon. Well. Deep well
made to be deep. – Oh, let’s get back where we belong! – I wanted to shout.
But I did not. There was nobody who would be ready to liv e like in the old
days. Nobody to get back where we belong. No t much of us left. But... lan-
guage doesn ’t possess me – I possess the language. – Listen – I said but said
it to nobody – the point is that one should not feel corrupted by the origin, the
poin t is th at one should feel deeply connected with the land, wit h the whole
world, the point is that if you do not feel... I didn’t fin ish. – Eh , to hell with
all this – said someone. We didn’t recognize each other neither o f face nor of
voice. The white f lower has possessed us. But still: I possess th e language.
Gravel road. Narrow. Damaged. Str ipped to the bones.
Road. Just like t he gut ted coach. Icy. Loooong. Mellowed coach. Polace

czuliby owo meszuge gdyby jeli m ace, but Polish eat cabbage so they may
feel the power of the word <rabbit> on ly. War, oh, war, what a lady you are?
– Listen, let’s get out and sit by th e fire – said someone. Oh, how hungry

we were. All day on the road. We had bread and salt ... – Eh, what fo r? –
someone else’s voice I hear.
So we fell into silence again. Inside the flower our eyes we had left. We saw

what the Man is Here fo r. Once again . And now our eyes are af ter us. We
started to cry. – This death is more final then any other in this country – I said
– piece after piece, with each death of those who began their life here, yes, this
land is dying with every death of those who have their roots in this land. That’s
irrev ersible, t hat’s... – Eh – I hear my daughter’s voice – every death is a ca-
tast rophe.. . – Yes, yes – I agreed – yes, but these deads from th is land are
invisible – no one cares about us. We are th e nation without land. Neither
Belo rus nor Poland wants us. We die – that’s all right. Man should die. But
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troublesome we are. Inconvinient the one is who really wants to trouble any-
one. Yes, we were dying for our two countr ies. Oh , how were we dying. In
large amounts. Like autumn leaves. I feel great sadness. Because of this death
– th is is a really wide sadness. – Eh – my daughter’s voice again – give it up.
There’s no need to talk about politics. – What? – I asked – what politics? I was
only saying that some nat ions were made just for being burr ied.
My daughter. She’s an American. An American with a diploma in American

St udies.
Our Relatives – those in cars before and after our car, yes, th ey are Ameri-

cans, too. They live in USA for almost fifty years. They look like Americans.
White teeth. Glanced faces. No scales on their faces. Fillets. There are no synapsis
in fillets.
The worst look have those, it means the most ugly are those who have never

been in USA. Nervous. Agressive even th ey are. Harsh faces. Faces a litt le bit
frozen. Ant ifillet s. Rat her rough. There are only few of t his sor t among our
forty. Oh, forget it .
We have stopped. To say: good bye. – Ok., let ’s go home – my daughter

said. – Maybe we should rather go to a restaurant to sit by the table, eat some-
thing and talk...Chr ist, we should organize a funeral banquet!
But where? Here? On the parklot? Yes. No. It’s stupid. Rangerswould surely

arrive to interview us.
After all we said: good bye and started to look for a better road for our cars.

But, after half an hour we met again. Americans and not Americans. Wemet on
the crossroads. Yes, all gravel ro ads lead to this crossroad.
We said not hing. Not a single wo rd. But still : I possess th e language.
We have finally reached the main road. Damaged. Stripped to the bones.
One of us said: – Each of these villages is almost empty. Few families only.

Not so many kids. But there is one family with eight k ids!
Silence again.
I said: – This cemetary of ours was founded in fourteen th century. And you

knowwhat::: from time to time the same dream I dream. In this dream I own
a town where the cemetary is. It means that if you want to get to the cemetary
you have to go th rough t he town . It’s so beautiful. And what would you say?
Is it the past or rather the future that I dream about? Or perhaps it’s just a
dream? A lot of people live in my town.
You knowwhat – you dream about the dead – th e town of the living dead

is t he one you dream about – someone said (I don’ t know. I don ’t wan t to
know).

Dreams, etc.
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LA NUIT

Rues qui ttournent
En passage.
Ville qui s’agrippe aux paupiéres
Pour séduire des existences
Lune hivernale
Sut un rivage inconnu
Voix mouillées.
Désirs qui se desséchent
et omdres
qui en flent
aux creux des ordites de la vie.
Remord sans erune
qui cueille une fleur de ctainte
et la mort qui renvooie
des espérances muettes.
Egrat ignures qui fusionnent
dan s le dos
quand la sueur mue
en liberté.

Temps habituel
fenetres ouvertes,
néant de rédemption
avec en salaire, la survie.
Au coeur de lointaines foréts, commandementsqui bruissent.

MARIA STAMATI
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Image familiére,
un reve á nous
comme une plage mauve
et une ident ité réelle.

Fleuves qui coulont
dont on ne peut décrire
que les rives.

Quand nous ne faisons pas usage
des rues en les ft anchissant,
les p laies béantes hurlent
flots éternels.
Souffles, pierres porte-bonheur
qui brisent les chaînes
de Prométhée.
Dépassements craintifs,
pas sur les traces
et voilá quetoute la nuit
je porte les Andes
sur mes épaules.
Quand on serre
avec force son manteau,
pourquoi le col dur
sans arret remonte?

De sa force la lumiére
crevassa, déchira
les ailes glacées des myt hes.
Elle découragea des espoir s morts-nés,
et la mémo ire divine
s’écrit dans les déser ts.
Noeud dans
la gorge
pour les inquiets
les noms sans queue ni t ete.

Eau rouge sur un sein
accords passionnés,
chevaux
qui descendent le sent ier ar ide
et gardien s qui se vet ent
á l’écouméne des vents.

MariaStamati
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Blottie, elle vacille
Sur le seuil du ciel f rémissant
elle reve de tamdours
puis á la r enaissance du crépuscule
elle donne la mesure
á nos morts infinies.

Extrait du recueil de poémes
„Douze femmes” de Maria Stamati
Traduction par Annick Schlauder

STEPS

On anyone who walks th e street
you can see a win ter on his spine
With steps
he arranges chaos.
He knows better than anyone
that something escapes him,
and knows when he is found
in a wrong place in time.

Living has always been difficult .

SURRENDER

Things that are fed with desire
Walk barefoot in a white dessert
Our beginn ing is a flame. Common.

Dragging,
Surrender,
Life is like a quest ion.

I feared when I stopped fearing death.

I am wander ing in life
praising God
in p laces where he is absent.

La nuit, etc.
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COMPETITION

Ravin es are ro aring
in my soul’s openings.
They stand like giants tonight,
competing with that look of yours.
A look like a rough tattoo
in fate’s arm.
A winged snake, winged like Eros
with the rain crawling on it
for many redeemed, meager days
without putting the fire away.

DIGNITY

I am shamelessly covering myself
within the irony of my opening.
The light is emptied.
Who am I talking to?
Anything similar and anything different
fakes independence.
People with dusty names
like bindings on an ugly sculpt ure.

Pieces of sea guarded by vibrat ions
are cut away from my eyes
and reform the future.

Dign ity is not a way o f living,
but a way o f thinking

MariaStamati
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La nuit, etc.
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La nuit, etc.
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(Tomasz Agatowski)
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Anatol’ Ramanchuk

FOR THEM TO REMEMBER…

his newly published book, named „Paeziya rechaisnastsi: U svietse
Maksima Tanka” (Poetry of reality: Wit hin the world o f Maksim
Tank) (M. Mikulich „Paeziya recha isnastsi: U svietse Maksima
Tanka” (Poetry of reality: Within the world o f Maksim Tank ). –

Mn.: Mastatskaya litaratura, 2001, - 126s.), Mikola Mikulich cont inues his
evaluation of the complicated lif e and creative destiny of Maksim Tank , the
national poet of Belarus, aswell as comprehends numerous aspects of multifac-
eted literary heritage anddemonstrates friendly relations between the poet-acad-
emician and his colleagues and like-minded people. The monographic work
comp rises four par ts that are absolutely diff erent both as of their genre and
contents.
„Paeziya rechaisnastsi” (Poetry of reality), the first part of the book, deals

with evaluation o f a long and complicated way of Maksim Tank both in the
fieldof literature and socio-historical life. M. Mikulich happens to have recon-
sidered numerous poems, belonging to different creative p eriods of th e poet,
in th e new and to the great extent original way. He gives special emphasis to
the initial, western-Belarusian period in art istic search o f Tank. The author
concludes t o the point t hat the young poet st ood out of th e general literary
background by his emphatic revolutionary posture that found its implementa-
tion in his poetry that was of a pioneer type according to both its form and
cont ents. Observations and reasonings of numerous outstanding activist s of

In
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Belarusian culture also contribute to the point of the book. It is worth mention-
ing that M. Mikulich uses objective resolutio n, gives quot ations and con tro-
vert s with the ones who gave rather cr itical evaluat ion of personality o f M.
Tank, as a representative of the Communist Party of Western Belarus (KPZB).The
author surveys the poetry of a classical poet of the national literature in a chrono-
logical and precise way, specif ies per iods of creative works and the corner-
ston e poems of Tank. It should be pointed out that the author o f the book
sounds in a rather traditional way. However, this fact contributes more to the
perfect knowledge of M. Mikulich of not only artistic but scientific material as
well. It is significant that evaluation o f creative work of M. Tank is illustrated
by fragments of diaries of the poet, his interviews, including th e ones h e had
with the author of this monographic book.
Heritage of the national poet, who is one of the most prominent writers in

the history of Belarusian literature, is known to be extremely rich and versatile.
Therefore, the author faced a complicated task, i.e. to define the main concep-
tual mile-stones that could be used to exactly identify the manner of writing of
a master. M. Mikulich seems t o have successfully accomp lished that t ask.
Omitting the well-known facts, synthesizing and compressing into one univer-
sal unit numerous characteristic elements of Tank’s poetry, the researcher reached
extremely high concentration of analytical thought. It is also worth mentioning
that complex considerat ion was given by the author to the last collections of
poems, including the „ERRATA” book that has been published after the poet’s
death.
„It did happen, commissar …” is the title of the second part of the book. It

deals with another page in life of M. Tank, i.e. his friendship with Mikhas’
Lyn’kou, the Belarusian prose writer. That was the reason why the author used
the in itial line of the poem by M. Tank, which was dedicated to M. Lyn’kou,
as the tit le of the part of th e book. The researcher avoids exuberant delibera-
tions and insufficient conclusions. The part of the book contains the number of
letters of M. Tank addressed to the Belarusian writer. In a very delicate way M.
Mikulich gets the reader ready to percept those individual and personal histori-
cal documents.
The said letters of the poet have been revealed thank to the diligent work of

the author of the book at the archives department. They characteristically cover
more th an the quart er of a century period of time. They enable the reader to
trace th e natural and gradual process o f development o f their friendship. The
initial documents, that date back to the year of 1942 and the next ones of 1944,
speak in favor of firm foundation of unity o f thoughts and souls of the two
writers. It is amazing that in nearly each letter M. Tank expresses his concern
about other people, i.e. activists of th e Belarusian culture. The last documents
date back t o the 1960s. They prove the fact how clo se the writer s and like-
minded people became to each other. M. Tank trusted his friend even the inti-
mate and per sonal p roblems as well as „unofficial” thoughts. By the way, M.

Anatol’ Ramanchuk
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Mikulich leav es those documents without any commentary as if trying not to
prevent the attentive and thoughtful reader from penetration into his personal
exper iences at the background of what he has read about.
Another chapter of the book, entitled „Poetry of reality”, has also acquired

its tile from the quotation coming from the latter by Larysa Heniyush, i.e. „You
are so dear to all, all of us! ...”
It should be mentioned that those two authors belonged to absolutely differ-

ent poles of authoritative and official recognition. Maksim Tank was known to
be a famous poet who was endowed with all pr ivileges and apanages of glory
and power. Larysa Heniyush turned out to be an absolute antipode. She was an
individual who was deprived any human r ights, a former political prisoner. She
has not even ever been the member of the Union of Writers. She was an artist
whose works have not oft en been allowed to be available fo r the readers and
their vast appreciation. And, finally she was a woman exhausted by the con-
tinuous life and everyday problems. Therefore, only few people would undergo
risk for the sake of contacts and relations with a wonderful poet. Maksim Tank
proved himself to be in such situation a man of maximal spiritual purity, faith
and adherence to principles. Mainly he was one of the few reliable friends and
sacrificing assistant of Larysa Heniyush. The author of the monograph work is
gradually and happily bringing the reader closer to realization of strong spir-
itual and psychological ties o f the two poets. M. Mikulich shares his impres-
sions about the initial acquaint ance by correspondence th e following meeting
of masters of word in person. This chapter of the book comp rises the letters
addressed by Larysa Heniyush to the national poet. Letters of that strongwoman,
addressed t o Maksim Tank , are full of deep confidence, pur ity of soul, hope
and mutual understanding. Each letter of L. Heniyush serv es as an artistic
phenomenon, filled up with deep dramatic ten sion of human life and suffered
feeling. T hey are the specific liter ary and artistic wo rks, h aving written for
only one reader.
„Shumiats’ narachanskiy sosny” (The Narach pine trees keep chiding) is the

final chapter of the book. A multiy ear research, personal sincere friendship
with the wonderful poet, knowledge of privat e circumstances of h is life and
creative work as well as motiv ated acquaint ance with Narachanshchyna, the
native land of the poet seemed to have favored preparation by M. Mikulich of
such a pronouncedly individual artistic essay. Mikola Mikulich narrates in a
very sincere and subtle way on how acquaintance with the native environment
of the poet took place, the one which has been berhymed by M. Tank numerous
times. T hat scenery gradually awoke in the author of the book not on ly spir-
itual mood but also reco llections about a man and a poet. The chapter also
comprises personal meditations and observations of the aut hor as well as ele-
ments of his reference to various interviews and discussions and other interest-
ing material. In this essay M. Mikulich displayed himself as a thoughtful prose
writer, observant lyric and an artist , accurate in all details of his creative work.

For them to remember...
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One can feel how the author co -exists with the poet on a constant basis. His
address to the poet aims to get an advice from the latter. M. Mikulich looks at
the poet through the prism of unfo rgettable impressions and memory.
It should also be mention ed that the book compr ises th e unpublished pic-

tures, taken by the author, that depict the national poet as an ordinary man who
remembers h is friends, n ever neglects his relatives and fellow-villagers and
who likes to rest while fishing, havingwalks down in the forest and at the lake.
At the same t ime, in a very honest and objective way these pictures depict an
old man who is tiredof that burden of the past that he had to go through on his
long way of life verifications, i.e. the artistic, creative, human and the personal
ones.
This book will be useful for t he ones who are interested in the history of

Belarusian literary of the 20th cen tury and study of life and creative work of
Maksim Tank, a poet and a personality.

Anatol’ Ramanchuk
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AUF DEM WEG ZU UNSERER
JAHRHUNDERTEALTEN TRADITION
(WEIßRUSSISCH-SÜDSLAWISCHE
WECHSELBEZIEHUNGEN: 11. -16.JAHRHUNDERT)

er slowenische Literat, Historiker undPublizist Jan Šedivý hatte Recht,
als er im Jahr 1927 den Artikel Belorusi mit der zerknirschten Fest-
stellung begann: „Es gibt kein slawisches Volk, von dem die Welt so
wenig wüßte, wie von den Weißrussen”1. Natürlich haben das Fehlen

elementarer Information, die ungünstigen, ja tragischen Umstände, aber auch
bewusste Geschichtsfälschung und Faktenverdrehung sowohl die weißrussischen
als auch ausländischen Gelehrten in die Irre geführt. Lange Zeit war bei der
Untersuchungder literarischen Wechselwirkungen der Ostslawen mit der Balkan-
region die Aufmerksamkeit hauptsächlich auf die russischen oder ukrainischen
Beziehungen konzentriert . Bestenfalls wurde Litauen erwähnt, aber auch dabei
wurde gewöhnlich das historische Betrachtungsprinzip verletzt und nur die ge-
genwärtige geopolitische Ländersituation berücksichtigt.

D

1 Šedivý I.B. Belorusi. // Mladika. Ljubljana, 1927. N 7. S.149.
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Indessen bringt uns der St.Petersburger Gelehrte A.I.Rogov in die historische
Realität zurück: „Gerade die Südslawen, mit denen kulturelle Kontakte in Form
einer jahrhundertelangen Tradition bestehen, machten die Weißrussen erstmals
sowohl mit der weltlichen Literatur überhaupt als auch mit den Ritterromanen im
besonderen bekannt. Durch weißrussische Vermittlung wurden diese Werke
ihrerseits in der Rus´ bekannt. Daher kann man mit Sicherheit sagen, dass die
Literaturbeziehungen Weißrusslands zu den Südslawen nicht nur interessante und
wesentliche Phänomene in der Geschichte der weißrussischen Kultur, sondern
auch ein nich t unwichtiges Glied im System weitgesteckter int erslawischer
Kulturbeziehungen jener Periode sind, als diese eine besondere Intensität und
Fruchtbarkeit erreichten„2.
DieWurzeln der vorhergehenden Tradition reichen aber in die gemeinslawische

Periode, führen zuden gemeinsamen Vorfahren – einem zahlreichen, dynamischen
Volk. Das waldige, von Feldern bedeckte, von Flüssen durchzogene, ans Meer
gren zende und von Gebirgen durch zogene Slawenland umfasst riesige,
verschiedenartige, von slawischen Stämmen besiedelte Räume. Bis heute verstummt
nicht die Polemik um die slawische Urheimat. Auch in dieser Hinsicht sind die
Untersuchungen des kompetenten Erforschers der Geschichte der Serben K.Jire
des Enkels des hervorragenden Slawisten P.Šafárik, von besonderer Bedeutung.
Erwähnenswert ist , dass seinerzeit A.v.Humboldt darauf hinwies, dass sich in
den slawischen Sprachen zahlreiche Bezeichnungen für stehendes und fließendes
Wasser, seien es Quellen, Flüssen, Seen, Sümpfe, aber auch verschiedenartige
Bezeichnungen von Waldgebieten undüberaus seltene gemeinslawische Bergnamen
mit ihrer lokalen Terminologie in den Karpaten, Ostalpen und auf dem Balkan

eine derartige Lexik charakteristisch ist, auf dem Gebiet Polens und der westlichen
Rus´ (d.h. Weißrusslands) im oberen Becken der Weichsel, des Dnestr und Bug,
an der Westgrenze der Dnepr-Region erhalten ist. Eben hier sei nach Jire
Ursprung des Slawentums zu suchen, dort begegnen Funde aus der alten Zeit und
Zeugnisse des frühen Mittelalters, auf ebenen Flächen mit kleinen Anhöhen,
Hügeln, Flüssen, Seen, Sümpfen, Wiesen, mit einem Wort, mit Gebieten, die sich
für die Jagd, den Fischfang, Ackerbau, die Viehzucht und Bienenzucht eignen3.
Hauptsächlich mit Faktoren genetischer Natur erklärt S.M.Zaprudski4 die

lexikalischen und morphologischen Entsprechungen, die sich in großer Zahl in
der weißrussischen und serbokroatischen Sprache finden . Dabei war in den
aufgezeichneten Texten meistens die Lexik der südöstlichen Peripherie des

2 Rogov A.I. Literaturnye svjazi Belorussii s balkanskimi stranami v XV-XVI vv. // Slavjanskye literatury. VII
Meždunarodny j s’ezd slavistov. Moskva, 1978. S.194.

3 Jire
4 Zaprudskij S.N. Serbskochorvatsko-belorusskye leksi
S.19.
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serbischen Sprachgebiets beteiligt; in Weißrussland zeitigte der Vergleich mit den
südöstlichen Dialekten die besten Resultate. Indessen wird in den historischen
Denkmälern des Mittelalters von den südslawischen Stämmen unmittelbar nach
deren Ankunft auf der Balkanhalbinsel der Stamm der Dregovi
deren Herkunft sich außerordentlich die Historiker, Slawisten und Ethnographen

nicht ein Teil eines der drei slawischen Stämme, die eine entscheidende Rolle bei

Das Suffix –i zeugt am ehesten vom patronymischen Charakter desNamens der
Dregovi

nach ethnolinguistischen Arbeit Belorusy erwähnte Ja.Karski, dass bei Konstantin
Porphyrogennetos und in der Žitije Dmitrija Solunskago (Vita des Demetrios von
Thessalonike ) die Dregovi Drašuviti,Druguviti und Droguviti5 genannt werden.
Der reduzierte Vokal nach dem Konsonanten r wurde auf verschiedene Art von
den Byzantinern wiedergegeben. Auf diese Weise scheint die richtigste Form dieses
Namens die Aussprache Dragovi zu sein, die mit der serbokroatischen Variante
zusammenfällt . Siedlungsgebiet der südslawischen Dragovi

der weißrussischen Gelehrten zwischen dem Pripjat´ und der Dvina, auf dem
Territorium der heutigen Region (Oblast )́ Homel´ sowie teilweise in den Regionen
Mahilëu und Minsk. Auf diese Weise zeugen die sprachlichen Entsprechungen,
die im Serbokroatischen und Weißrussischen aufgezeigt wurden, deutlich von der
uralten Verwandtschaft der Völker selbst.
Man kann vielleicht der Ansicht des bekannten Philologen des 19.Jahrhunderts

V.Jagi
literarischen Arbeit zahlreiche Vorbereitungsarbeiten vorangehen, „sich ebenso
ganze Völker lange auf ihr literarisches Leben vorbereiten: die Literaturgeschichte
spricht nicht nur von einzelnen literarischen Erscheinungen , sondern berücksichtigt
alles, was die Entwicklung, die Blüte und den Verfall der Literatur bestimmt; und
aus der Ganzheit der Lebenserscheinungen bemüht sie sich jenes edle Bemühen
des menschlichen Geistes zu erfassen, das in literarischer Tätigkeit seinen Ausdruck
findet„6.
Der kulturhistorische Typ slawischer Prägung nahm in jener Periode eine

deutlich e Gest alt an, als in Europa das Heilige Römische Reich und das
Byzantinische Reich als die zwei hauptsächlichen damaligen gesellschaftlichen
Kräfte dominierten. Glaubensbedingte Unterschiede in der Art der Rezeption der
folkloristisch-ethischen Tradition erzeugten einen spezifischen Charakter der

5 Karskij E. Belorusy. Vil ńo, 1904. Kn.1. S.68.
6 Jagi
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literarischen Entwicklung und der Kulturbeziehungen. Auf die Entwicklung der
ost- und südslawisch en Liter aturen hatte fast bis zum 17.Jah rhundert die
byzantinische Zivilisation mit ihrer spezifischen Mentalität einen sehr unmittelbaren
Einfluss. Dank der opfervollen Pionierleistung der heiligen Brüder Kyrill und
Method erhielten die Slawen eben aus Byzanz das erste geordnete Alphabet, die
Über setzung vieler Bücher aus dem Griechischen, was zur Ausbildung der
altkirchenslawischen Literatursprache und des slawischen Schrifttums beitrug.
Lange Zeit wurde Byzanz von den Slawen ganz richtig als geistspendende Quelle
angesehen, die das heiße Verlangen nach dem Ewigen stillen könne undgleichzeitig
die Neophyten zum Verständnis der Leistungen der eigenen ethnischen Tradition
führen könne. Infolge des Einflusses dieses überaus starken gemeinsamen Geistes-
und Bildungszentrums erfolgten die „Vorbereitungsarbeiten„ auf das literarische
Leben der Ost- und Südslawen in ein und derselben Richtung. Ihre logische
Fo rtsetzung war die Entstehung unmitt elbarer Kontakte , t ypologisch er
Konvergenzen, interessanter verschiedenartigerAnalogien.
Von den gemeinsamen literarischen Quellen der Ost- und Südslawen zeugt

deutlich das Beispiel der Alexandreis, eines Werkes eines unbekannten Autors,
der im wissenschaftlichen Gebrauch den Namen Pseudo-Kallisthenes erhielt. Der
Roman über Alexander den Großen war in der Spätantike beliebt und im Mittelalter
weit verbreitet. Den Slawen sind zwei Fassungen bekannt. Die erste, frühere,
vielleicht aus dem Bulgarischen übersetzte, war in einem russischen Chronographen
eingetragen, undgelangte von dort unmittelbar in die serbische Literatur, weshalb
sie auch chronographischeAlexandreis heißt. Ihre spätere Variante wurde übersetzt
oder entstand in serbischer Sprache undgelangte schon durch ihre Vermittlung in
die ostslawische Literatur, wo sie unter dem Namen „serbische Alexandreis„
bekannt ist . Diese Erzählung von den Feldzügen Alexanders des Großen, von
seinen Begegnungen, von verschiedenen Ländern, überhaupt von seinem Leben
und frühen Tod, war bei der Lesersch aft durch das ganze Mittelalter wohl
außerordentlich beliebt.
Allein in Serbien sind ungefähr 350 Handschriften des Werks erhalten. Die

Genreform der Alexandreis fand eine Weiterentwicklung in den alten serbischen
Viten, die Feldzüge zum Thema haben. In der Kiewer Rus´ wurden manche
Fakten der Alexandreis in die Nestorchronik entlehnt, die später in die Bylinen
eindrangen. Auf den Gebieten des Großfürstentums Litauen war die serbische
Redaktion der Alexandreis bekannt, was bei sprachlichen Untersuchungen von
weißrussischen und serbischen Gelehrten festgestellt wurde7.
Im 19.Jahrhundert zeigte der Begründer der ostslawischen Komparatistik

A.Veselovskij ganz richtig, dass einem weiteren in Weißrusslandverbreiteten Werk
mit einem antiken Sujet, der Apovesc´ pra Troju (Troja-Erzählung), eine serbische

7 Ani
Istorija osnovnog teksta. Beograd, 1969. S.53.
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Abschrift zugrunde liegt, die unter dem Namen Povest´ ob izvestvovannych veš
(Erzählung von bekannten

Ereignissen, von Königen, Geschlechtern und Taten) bekannt ist . Die serbische
ÜbersetzungdesWerks wurde aus dem Lateinischen gemacht, vielleicht in Bosnien
oder Dalmatien, wo die westliche und verständlicherweise vor allem die italienische
Literatur besonders verbreitet war.
Mit der serbischen Redaktion hängt auch die weißrussische Bearbeitung der

Ritterromane Apovesc´ ab Trystani e (Tristan-Erzählung) und Apovesc´ pra
Bavu (Buovo d´Antona-Erzählung) unmittelbar zusammen. Sie sind in einem
schnellschriftlichen Sammelband der achtziger Jahre des 16.Jahrhunderts unter
den Handschriften der Biblioteka Publiczna im.E.Raczy

schon der Name des Sammelbandes Po serbskich
(Es beginnen die Erzählungen von den Recken aus den serbischen Büchern) hin.
In den Texten selbst finden sich viele Serbismen. Und gerade die weißrussische
Version der erwähnten Erzählungen lagderen erster russischer Redaktion zugrunde.
Überhaupt sind die mittelalterlichen Kulturkontakte durch eine beträchtliche

Dynamik und Durchdringbarkeit charakterisiert , weil die slawische Welt, vereint
durch eine für alle ihre Regionen verständliche Literatursprache, in allem noch in
einer engverwandten Gemeinschaft lebte. Nach historischen Fakten zu schließen,
haben sich die Slawen des ganzen von ihnen damals besiedelten Areals, zum
Unterschied von anderen Sprachgruppen, das Gefühl der Sprachverwandtschaft
(der Verwendung einer einheitlichen slawischen Sprache) bis zur Wende vom 11.
Jahrhundert zum 12. Jahrhundert, also fast bis zum Ende desMittelalters bewahrt.
Akademiemitglied D.S.L icha

südslawische Gemeinschaft hin und hebt hervor, dass bis zum 17.Jahrhundert die
alte Literatur keine genauen nationalen Grenzen hatte: „Wir haben allen Grund,
von einer Gemeinsamkeit der Entwicklung der Literaturen der Ost- undSüdslawen
zu sprechen. Es existierte eine einheitliche Literatur, ein einheitliches Schrifttum
und eine einheitliche (kirchenslawische) Literatursprache bei den Ostslawen
(Weißrussen, Russen, Ukrainern), bei den Bulgaren, Serben und Rumänen. Der
Hauptbestand der kirchlichen Literaturdenkmäler war gemeinsam.„8

Unter dem Aspekt der serbischen und weißrussischen Literaturbeziehungen ist
von großem Interesse die Verbreitungsgeschichte des Žycie vilenskich pakutnikau
Antona, Iaanna i Eustafija (Vita der Wilnaer Märtyrer Anton, Johannes und
Eustachius). Der Entstehungsort des Denkmals und seine Rezeptionswege sind
ein äußerst deutliches Zeugnis von der Einheit der orthodoxen Welt in der alten
Epoche. Der Professor der Belgrader Universität

8 Licha
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dass das Žitie spätestens Ende des 15.Jahrhunderts in die weißrussische literarische
Tradition überging9.
Die im Žitie dargestellten Ereignisse betrafen im Großfürstentum Litauen die

Brüder Kumec und Nežyla: „Nachdem sie mit ganzer Seele die ch ristliche
Wohltätigkeit liebgewonnen hatten, kamen sie zum Priester Nestor, von dem sie
die Taufe Gottes erhielten„. Später ließ sich von diesem Priester Nestor auch der
Jüngling Kruglec taufen. Die slawischen Namen der Helden zeugen deutlich von
ihrer weißrussischen Herkunft. Keine Fragen wirft das Interesse auf, das der
serbische Autor des Žitie der christ lichen Tat der Helden entgegenbringt.
Opferbereitschaft im Namen einer hohen Idee war eines der charakteristischen
Merkmale der serbischen geistigen Tradition, die auf dem legendären Amselfeld
gefestigt wurde. Das Žitie selbst enthält eine Antwort auch auf die Frage, auf
welcheWeise man am Balkan von den tragischen Ereignissen im weitentfernten
Litauen-Weißrussland erfuhr.Am Ende des Denkmals ist davon die Rede, dass im
Jahr 1374 „Teile der heiligen Reliquien dieser Heiligen in die große allerheiligste
ökumenische Kirche gebracht und dort feierlich beigesetzt wurden. Die Beisetzung
der Reliquien in der Sophienkathedrale von Konstantinopel bedeutet e die
Kanonisierungder Wilnaer Märtyrer. Hinter diesem Akt standen auch komplizierte
kirchenpolitische Wechselbeziehungen zwischen Konstantinopel, Moskau und
Wilna, das die Selbständigkeit von der gesamtostslawischen Metropolie anstrebte.
Aus ursprünglichen hagiographischen Quellen ist auch das Lob der Wilnaer

Märtyrer bekannt, das während der Kanonisierung der Heiligen von dem Rhetor
der Konstantinopler Sophienkirche Michael Balsamon in griechischer Sprache
verfasst wurde. Dieses Lob ist außerordentlich arm an konkreten Fakten.
Möglicherweise wurde in jener Zeit das serbische Žitie verfasst (es befindet sich
jetzt in der Nationalbibliothek in Belgrad), in dem viele Details, historische Namen
undToponyme enthalten sind. Vielleicht wurde irgendeine ursprüngliche Variante
des Žitie in Weißrussland verfasst und dann von einem uns unbekannten Serben
verwendet. Es ist bezeichnend, dass sich in Weißrussland die Erinnerung an die
Wilnaer Märtyrer unabhängig vom serbischen Žitie erh ielt , in dem keine
heidnischen Heiligennamen enthalten sind, die jedoch in der weißrussischen und
russischen Redaktion des serbischen Denkmals vorkommen. Es ist unwahrschein-
lich, dass bei tragischen Ereignissen, wie sie in Žitie beschrieben sind, in
Weißrussland nicht Schritte zur Schaffung eines eigenen originären Denkmals
unternommen wurden. Vorhanden war eine geistige, kulturelle Tradition, eine
eigene lokale hagiographische Schule, die von Efrasinnja Polackaja (Euphrosyne
von Polock) und Kiryla Turauski (Kyrill von Turov) begründet worden war. Früher
war das geniale Igorlied (Slovo o polku Igoreve) geschaffen worden, dessen
zahlreiche weißrussische Sprachmerkmale, wie auch dessen nicht eindeutige

9 Trifunovi
1981. S.66.
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Herkunftshypothese, nicht dieMöglichkeit ausschließen, dass sein Autor aus dem
Polocker oder Turover Land stammt.
Eine besondere Intensität der weißrussisch-südslawischen Literaturbeziehungen,

wie auch überhaupt der Wechselbeziehungen, lässt sich im 14.-16.Jahrhundert, in
der Blüteperiode des Großfürstentums Litauen beobachten. Es ist erwähnenswert,
dass die weißrussische Sprache im Großfürstentum die Staatssprache war, weil in
diesem dasweißrussische ethnische Element sowohl im politischen, wie auch im
kulturellen und wirtschaftlichen Leben überwog, und die weißrussischen Gebiete
die Grundlage seiner Macht bildeten. In weißrussischer Sprache entstanden alle
Gesetzessammlungen des Großfürstentums Litauen: das Vislicki statut (Statut von
Wi Sudzebnik Kazimira Jahajlavi
(Gesetzbuch Kasimirs des Jagiellonen) aus dem Jahr 1468, die Litauischen Stat-
ute aus den Jahren 1529, 1566 und 1588, das Trybunal (Tribunal) aus dem Jahr
1586, sowie eine große Anzahl von Urkunden der sogenannten Metrik des
Großfürstentums, des Staatsarchivs, das einige Hundert Bände zählt.
Traditionell hatte seit der Christianisierung der Rus´ der Kiewer Metropolit

die kirchliche Macht über das ganze ostslawische Gebiet. Aber im 14.Jahrhundert
befand sich Kiew in der Lage eines bloß nominellen Zentrums der Metropolie.
Die „Kiewer„ Metropoliten übersiedelten im Jahr 1300 nach Vladimir und im
Jahr 1325 nach Moskau und besuchten nur selten ihre westliche Eparchie. Es ist
auch verständlich, dass der Großfürst Olgierd unter dessen Führung die Ukraine
vom Tatarenjoch befreit worden war und der dem Großfürstentum das Kiewer
Land, Wolhynien undPodolien angegliedert hatte, nicht mit einer solchen Sachlage
zufrieden war. Deswegen wandte er sich an den Patriarchen von Konstantinopel
mit der Bitte, Kiew den realen Status eines orthodoxen religiösen Zentrums zu
geben. Eben mit den Versuchen der Patriarchen von Konstantinopel, die Einheit
der ostslawischen Metropolie zu wahren, hängt ein wesentliches Kapitel der
Wechselbeziehungen Weißrusslands mit dem Balkan zusammen.
Der Patriarch Philotheos sandte in die ostslawischen Länder Urkunden, Briefe,

um die Fürsten von der Notwendigkeit der Konsolidierung im Rahmen einer
Metropolie zwecks Stärkung der Rus´ angesichts der muslimischen Bedrohung
für die christliche Welt zu überzeugen. Seine engagierten schriftlichen Aufrufe
verfehlten jedoch ihre Wirkung auf die hiesige explosive Situation. Deswegen
wurde Anfang der siebziger Jahre hierher ein Vertrauter des Patriarchen von
Konstantinopel mit einer verantwortungsvollen Mission geschickt.
Kyprian, zum ruthenisch-litauischen Metropoliten ernannt, erwarb sich das

Vertrauen der Byzantiner vielleicht in jener Zeit, als Philotheos dasAthoskloster
zum hl.Athanasios leitete. Vor der Ankunft in die ostslawischen Gebiete hatte der
gelehrte Mönch bereits erfolgreich bei der Aussöhnung der serbischen und
bulgarischen Kirche mit dem ökumenischen Patriarchen mitgewirkt.
Man ist der Ansicht, dass Kyprian im Jahr 1372 oder 1373 ins Großfürstentum

Litauen kam und dort mit kleinen Unterbrechungen über zehn Jahre lebte. Zum
Kiewer Metropoliten wurde Kyprian im Jahr 1376 ernannt. Aber der Moskauer
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Großfürst Dmitrij Ivanovi
Patriarchen nicht einverstanden, da er einen eigenen Prätendenten undFavoriten
für dieses hohe Amt hatte. Erst im Jahr 1381 berief Fürst Dmitrij, damals schon
Donskoj, Kyprian nach Moskau, und bis dahin hatte sich viel ereignet. Von den
Per ipet ien des Kampfes Kyprian s mit der Met ropo lie berichteten seine
Sendschreiben an Sergij Radonežskij und Fedor Simonovskij hauptsächlich aus
dem Großfürstentum Litauen. Das energische Pathos der Sendschreiben zeugt vom
starken Charakter Kyprians, von seinen Fähigkeiten, einen Gefühlsausbruch
eindringlich zu schildern . Es ist beeindruckend, wie harmonisch sich die
emotionelle und rationale Komponente in den Sendschreiben Kyprians verbinden.
Er kommentiert frei die Lebenssituationen mit Beispielen aus der Heiligen Schriften
und der Patristik.
Kyprian versucht herauszufinden, welche Schuld ihm der Großfürst zuweist.

Den einzigen Grunddes fürstlichen Zorns sieht Kyprian in seinem vorhergehenden
Aufenthalt in Litauen. Es ist klar, dass Kyprian zum Opfer wurde, weil er von der
Kirche von Konstantinopel auf den Metropolitensitz aus politischen Überlegungen
gesetzt wurde. Der Großfürst Dmitrij sah in ihm zunächst keine geistliche Person,
sondern einen Menschen aus einem feindlichen Lager. Dementsprechend war das
Vorgehen seiner Hoheit. Aber Kyprian hat sich nichts vorzuwerfen: „Als er in
Litauen war, rettete er viele Christen vor der bitteren Gefangenschaft. Viele Feinde
Gottes lernten durch uns den wahren Gott kennen und kamen zum orthodoxen
Glauben durch die heilige Taufe. Er baute heilige Kirchen. Er fest igte die
Christenheit. Kirchliche Stätten, die vor langer Zeit verwüstet worden waren, stellte
er wieder her und band er an die Metropolie der ganzen Rus´. Das litauische
Novy Haradok (Navahradak – H.T.) war schon lange verfallen, und er stellte es
wieder her„10.
Ohne sich einer Antimoskauer Koalition anzuschließen, gelang es Kyprian,

die Sympathie des Großfürsten Olgierd zu erwerben, was von diplomatischen
Fähigkeiten und vielleicht von menschlichen Werten des Missionars zeugt. Es ist
zu vermerken, dass sich während seines Aufenthalts im Großfürstentum Litauen
die Beziehungen zwischen den ruthenischen Teilfürsten auf eine gewisse Weise
normalisierten.
Bis jetzt ist die Herkunft desMönchsKyprian umstritten. Man nennt ihn einen

„bulgarischen Emigranten„ (G.Prochorov), Serben (M.Petrov, S.Dimitrievi
Litauer (U.Kazbjaruk). Vor allem zeugt diese Polemik von den Verdiensten einer
begabten Persönlichkeit gegenüber verschiedenen Völkern, von dem seltenen
Schicksal eines Menschen, der viel für die Entwicklung sowohl der südslawischen
als auch ostslawischen Literatur und Spiritualität getan hat.

10 Prochorov G.M. Povest´ o Mitjae: Rus´ i Vizantija v ëpochu Kulikovskoj bitvy. Priloženija. Leningrad, 1978.
S.200.
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Neben dem Metropoliten Kyprian erhebt sich die Gestalt eines zweiten
südslawischen Kirchenmannes – des Grigorij Camblak, einer ebenfalls vielseitigen,
tatk räftigen Per sönlichkeit, die eine merklich e Spur in der bulgarisch en,
rumänischen, serbischen und weißrussischen Literatur hinterließ. Er ist Autor von
über 40 Werken, hauptsächlich von panegyrisch-didaktischen Slova (Worten),
geschrieben im kunstvoll-ornamentalen Prachtstil des Pletenie sloves (wörtlich:
Wo rtgeflecht ). Wah rsch ein lich war G.Camblak der Nef fe Kyp rian s. Im
geisteswissenschaftlichen Bereich hervorragend ausgebildet, kannte G.Camblak
die Predigten der frühbyzantinischen, altbulgarischen und altruthenischen Meister
der Kirchensprache. Von besonderem Interesse sind für uns seine Beziehungen
zur ostslawischen Tradition, seine Fortsetzung der Predigtkunst des berühmten
Kyrill von Turov, „der doch alle in der Rus´ erleuchtet habe„, und in jener Zeit
in der orthodoxen Welt weithin bekannt war.
Das erste Mal besuchte G.Camblak die weißrussischen Gebiete im Herbst 1406

auf Einladung des Metropoliten Kyprian, der den Neffen vielleicht in die höhere
kirchliche Hierarchie aufnehmen wollte. Aber die Nachricht vom Toddes Kiewer
Metropoliten zwang G.Camblak, nach Serbien zurückzukehren, von wo er sich
ins St.Paul-Kloster auf dem Athos begab. Im Jahr 1414 war G.Camblak wieder in
Wilna, wo er vom Großfürsten Witold gastlich aufgenommen und auf dessen
Drängen am 15.November 1415 in Navahradak zum Kiewer Metropoliten geweiht
wurde. Von Kiew aus besuchte er h äufig seine weißrussisch e Residenz in
Navahradak. Es gibt Grund zur Annahme, dass G.Camblak im Jahr 1418 den Sitz
seiner Metropolie von Kiew nach Wilna verlegte11. Zum Kiewer Metropoliten
wurde G.Camblak gegen den Willen des Patriarchen von Konstantinopel und des
Moskauer Metropoliten ernannt, die über ihn den Bannfluch aussprachen. Aber
G.Camblak wurde von Großfürst Witold, einer großen Autorität im politischen,
staatlichen und geistigen Leben Osteuropas, gestützt.
Während seines Aufenthalts im Großfürstentum Litauen schrieb G.Camblak

das Pochvalnoe slovo mitropolitu Kiprianu (Loblied auf den Metropoliten Kyprian),
das Pochvalnoe slovo Evtimiju Tr (Loblied auf Evtimij von T
Izpov (Glaubensbekenntnis) und sechs Belehrungen für die zwölf
Hauptfesttage. Nach Meinungdes Metropoliten Makarij gab es „im Verlauf von
zwei Jahrhunderten (13.-14.Jahrhundert) keinen einzigen Schriftsteller und Prediger,
der sich mit Camblak hinsichtlich Rhetorik und inneren Werts seiner Schriften
vergleichen konnte„12. Laut erhaltenen Berichten schrieb G.Camblak in der
ostslawischen Periode ungefähr zehn Werke. Sein Aufenthalt im Großfürstentum
Litauen war außerordentlich fruchtbar underfolgreich.Außer dem eigenen Schaffen
widmete G.Camblak viel Aufmerksamkeit auch der Abschrift liturgischer Bücher.

11 Jacimirskij A.I. Grigorij Camblak. St.Peterburg, 1904. S.156.
12Mitropolit Makarij . Izvestija Imperatorskoj Akademii Nauk. T.VI (1858). S.97.
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Während an den Ursp rüngen des ersten südslawischen Einf lusses auf die
weißrussischen Gebiete die Slawenapostel aus Saloniki, die Brüder Kyrill und
Method mit ihren Schülern standen, hängt der zweite südslawische Einfluss im
Großfürstentum Litauen vor allem mit der Tätigkeit G.Camblaks zusammen.
Eine der interessantesten Seiten der weißrussisch-südslawischen Wechselbe-

ziehungen ist die schöpferische Tätigkeit des Serben Nektarije im Kloster Suprasĺ .
In den fünfziger Jahren des 16.Jahrhunderts lud der Archimandrit dieses Klosters
Sergij Kimbar einige Ikonenmaler zur Ausschmückung der Verkündigungskirche
ein . Wah rsch einlich war der „Serbe Nektar ije, Maler„, wie in dem vom
Archimandriten im Jahr 1557 erstellten Register verzeichnet, der Anführer dieser
Malergruppe.
Das Kloster Suprasl´, das im Jahr 1944 während der deutschen Okkupation

zerstört wurde, war ein großes Zentrum der weißrussischen geistigen Kultur des
16.-17.Jahrhunderts. Seine Entstehung verdankt Suprasl´ dem Wojewoden von
Nowogródek (Navahradak) und Marschall des Großfürstentums Litauen Aleksandr
Chodkiewicz und dem Smolensker Erzbischof (späteren Kiewer Metropoliten)
Iosif Soltan, die im Jahr 1498 im Dorf Haradok am Oberlauf des Flusses Suprasl´
ein Kloster gründeten. Aber die Nachbarschaft mit dem Gutshof Chodkiewicz
missfiel seinen Bewohnern, und die Mönche übersiedelten aufs linke hohe Ufer
des Suprasl´, dasWaldstück Suchy Gród (Suchi Hrud), 16 Kilometer vom heutigen
Bia
gegen die lateinische Propaganda sein. Dank großer Stiftungen wurde das Kloster
rasch erbaut und mit kulturellen, teilweise unikalen Kostbarkeiten ausgestattet.
Seine Bibliothek, eine der reichsten im Großfürstentum Litauen, zeugt von der
Bedeutung der südslawischen Einflüsse auf die weißrussische Kultur. Insbesondere
befanden sich hier die überaus interessanten serbischen Denkmäler: Žitie Savy
Serbskago (Leben des Sava von Serbien), Služba Simeonu Serbskomu (Andacht
zu Simeon von Serbien), Služba Arseniju Serbskomu (Andacht zu Arsenij von
Serbien); und die wissenschaftliche Analyse eines Sammelbandes aus Suprasl´
aus dem Jahr 1507 zeigte, dass in manchen seiner Artikel viele Serbismen enthalten
sind und im Evangelium und in der Apokalypse die serbische handschriftliche
Tradition sogar deutlich zutage tritt . Von den Beziehungen Suprasĺ s zum serbischen
Chilandar und anderen Athosklöstern zeugen die Handschriften von Chilandar.
Zum Beispiel, die Mönchsregel Lestvica (Stufenleiter) des Ioann Lestvi
(Johannes Klimax), an deren Ende der Mönch Arsenije kurz vermerkte, dass er
dieses Buch im Jahr 1530 im Kloster „der Verkündigung der allerheiligsten
Gottesmutter unddes heiligen Johannes des Theologen, das sich am Fluss Suprasl´
befindet„13, abschrieb. Wahrscheinlich war der „Mönch Arsenije „ nicht der einzige
Serbe, der sich eine Zeit lang im weißrussischen Kloster aufhielt .

13 Trifunovi
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Der Name des Ikonenmalers Nektarije war lange Zeit auch in seiner Heimat
fast vergessen. Auf Nektarije wurde man aufmerksam, als die polnischen
Restaurateure zwischen 1964 und 1966 die Ruinen des Klosters besichtigten und
Freskenfragmente zusammensetzten. In Bia
alter Fresko-Malerei organisiert , ein Katalog herausgegeben, der auch das Inter-
esse für das Erbe des alten Meisters weckte.
Die Ausschmückung der Verkündigungskirche, der Hauptkirche des Klosters,

war eine überaus verantwortungsvolle, wichtige Angelegenheit. Kaum konnte sie
irgendein Zufälliger durchführen. Wahrscheinlich lud man Nektarije als einen in
der slawischen Welt gut bekannten Meister speziell nach Suprasĺ ein. Es ist eine
vomArchimandriten desKlosters Sergij Kimbar gemachteAufzeichnung erhalten:
„Der Serbe Nektarije, Maler, erhielt sechs Schock Groschen für die Deesis der
warmen Kirche, und Kirchengold. Für die zwei Heiligtümer, die er auch schuf,
drei Heilige und drei Selige, neun Schock Groschen, und Kirchengold„14. In der
damaligen Zeit war dies ein sehr hohes Entgelt , was für die hohe Bewertung der
schöpferischen Möglichkeiten des serbischen Malers spricht.
Die Verkündigungskirche wurde in einem gemischten byzantinisch-gotischen

Stil gebaut. Die typische Form des Donjon, vier hohe Türme an den Ecken einer
rechteckigen Fläche zeugten davon, dass man dasKloster als Wehrbauverwenden
konnte, denn in seiner Nähe war die Grenze. Die Fassade war mit Skulpturen
geschmückt. Das Kircheninnere wurde durch gotische Gewölbe erhellt . Zwei
originale Bilder schuf Nektarije vielleicht speziell für diese Kirche. Für die Johannes
dem Theologen geweihte Holzkirche, die im 18.Jahrhundert abbrannte, wurde die
Deesis gemalt. Deshalb blieben keinerlei Spuren von diesem Werk Nektarijes übrig.
Außerdem wurden die ursp rünglichen Fresk en und Ikonen Anfang des
17.Jahrhunderts beschädigt, als das Kloster von Suprasl´ uniert wurde, was zu
starken Veränderungen der Innenausstattung der Hauptkirche führte. Es wurden
neue Altäre errichtet; im Jahr 1664 schuf Andrzej Modzelewski aus Danzig eine
neue Ikonostase im Renaissancestil. Die überflüssigen alten Ikonen blieben
höchst wahr scheinlich n icht erh alten. Jedenfalls sind im Verzeichn is der
Kirchenschät ze von den alten Ikonen nur drei angeführt, wovon eine die
wundertätige Ikone der Gottesmutter von Suprasl´ ist .
Auf Grund der erhaltenen 30 Freskenfragmente kann man schwer auf das

gesamte Malerei-Ensemble schließen. Durch die Bemühungen der polnischen
Restaurateure wurden außer den zehn Bildnissen, die wie durch ein Wunder an
den Säulen nach der Explosion erhalten blieben, noch sechs Heiligenfiguren
rekonstruiert. Welche von den Fresken stammen aber von Nektarije? Szenen der
Herabkunft des Heiligen Geistes oder die Komposition desNichtschlummernden
Auges waren in der orthodoxen Tradition allgemein üblich. Die Ähnlichkeit der

14 Archeologi
S.42.

Auf dem Weg zu unserer...
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Malerei von Suprasl´ mit den serbischen Fresken zeigt sich in einigen
charakteristischen Stildetails. Zum Beispiel, bei der Arbeit an demMedaillon mit
dem Bildnis des hl.Mardarije wurde eine Besonderheit des dekorativen Systems
der Morava-Periode der altserbischen Kunst vom Ende des 14.Jahrhunderts und
Anfang des 15.Jahrhunderts verwendet. Dies ist ein Typ von Kreismedaillons, die
miteinander durch eine kleine Schleife verbunden sind, die vom selben Bändchen
gebildet ist , welches dasMedaillon umrahmt. Diese der byzantinischen Tradition
unbekannte Form der Ausschmückung war im Morava-Serbien um das Jahr 1400
beliebt und blieb ein wesentliches Merkmal bei der Verschönerung von Kirchen.
In der unteren Zone der Kuppel, an der Südseite der Verkündigungskirche,

war eine Vierergruppe von Heiligen gemalt, die mit den Namen Ilarion, Kliment,
Sava und Simeon versehen sind. Es handelt sich dabei höchstwahrscheinlich um
die serbischen Heiligen Ilarion Meglenski, Kliment Ochridski, Sava Serbski und
Simeon Serbski. Die Aufschriften auf der Malerei dienen ebenfalls als Bestätigung,
dass der Serbe Nektarije die Szenen der Klosterkirche von Suprasl´ malte. Statt
der für die damalige weißrussische Hagiographie charakteristischen Schreibung
des Abkürzungszeichen s sty j oder des griechischen agios wird auf vielen
Heiligenbildnissen sty verwendet , wie dies in Serbien in der Mitte des
16.Jahrhunderts geschrieben wurde. Es gibt auch andere Anzeichen der serbischen
Redaktion der kirchenslawischen Sprache.
Ein Vergleich der in der Mitte des 16.Jahrhunderts im Pat riarchat Pe

geschaffenen Fresken mit dem Ensemble von Suprasl´ lässt den Schluss zu, dass

Nektarije angehörte. Die Bildnisse der jungen Heiligen aus Suprasl´ haben auch
mit den Aposteldarstellungen in Mileševo (um 1565) und Studenica (1568) viel
gemeinsam.15

Serbische und polnisch e Gelehrte (S.Petkovi
Nektarije in der Suprasĺ -Periode die Autorschaft des berühmten Typikon-Ermeneia,
d.h. der Instruktion für Ikonenmaler zuzuschreiben. Eine gewisse Ähnlichkeit
zwischen den Empfehlungen des Typikon undder Technik der Fresken von Suprasl´
wurde beobachtet. Wahrscheinlich war Nektarije wirklich nicht nur ein anerkannter
Maler, sondern auch ein Theoretiker, dessen Empfehlungen man auf dem Balkan
weithin folgte.
Ikonen und Bücher aus dem Balkan gelangten auf weißrussisches Gebiet nicht

nur durch Vermittlung solcher offizieller Persönlichkeiten, wie Kyprian oder
Gr igor ij Camblak. Zu erwähnen ist, dass sich Magnaten aus berühmt en
Geschlechtern des Großfürstentums Litauen mit Serben verschwägerten, die nach
der Flucht vor der Türkenexpansion im Königreich Ungarn lebten. Die Töchter

15 Petkovi
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des serbischen Despoten Jovan, Alena undAnna, heirateten einen Višnjavecki

Tochter Alena, die im Jahr 1526 die Frau des Moskauer Großfürsten Vasilij

die ein e gewisse Annäherung unter versch iedenartigen Lebensumständen
begünstigten.
Das Schicksal führte nicht nur einmal auch unsere Landsleute auf den Balkan.

Leider ist es wegen des Zeitabstandes nicht möglich, ein objektives Bildvon den
Kontakten der Südslawen und Weißrussen zu zeichnen. Ereignisse, Umstände,
die nicht auf Papier aufgezeichnet wurden, verschwinden im allgemeinen spurlos,
als ob es sie nie gegeben hätte. Deswegen müssen wir jede private Tatsache
beachten, von denen uns alte Handschriften berichten.
Die südslawischen Gebiete bereisten unsere vermögenden Landsleute häufig.

besuchte die Adriatische Küste zweihundert Jahre später (1770). Seinerzeit war
der hochgebildete, wissbegierige Aleksandr Sapieha auch in Dubrovnik zu Gast,
wovon das Buch „Reise in die slawischen Länder des Aleksander Sapieha im Jahr
1802„, das im Jahr 1808 in Paris in französischer Sprache, und in den Jahren
1811 und1856 in polnischer Sprache (Podró
w latach 1802 i 1803) erschien . Die „Reise„ ist geschrieben in Form von Briefen
an den livländischen Botaniker und Arzt Jean E.Gilbert, den Gründer der ersten
medizinischen Schule in Weißrussland (Hrodna). Eine detaillierte Beschreibung
der Bräuche und Traditionen der besuchten Länder hielt A.Sapieha für die
unmittelbare Pflicht eines Reisenden.
Die slawischen Literaturen kamen ins 16.Jahrhundert mit ziemlich spezifischen

Merkmalen und Namen, und insbesondere mit schöpferischen Möglichkeiten, die
bereit waren, sich weiter zu entfalten, indem sie die Bahnen der gesamteuropäischen
Prozesse der Renaissance und des Humanismus vertieften. Natürlich geschah dies
in Übereinstimmung mit der geistigen, historischen und sozialen Erfahrung, die
die verschiedenen Regionen ausgearbeitet hatten. Eben aus dieser Erfahrung wurde
die Priorität einer gewissen künstlerischen Tradition im Rahmen des gemeinsamen
slawischen Typs kultureller Ausgestaltung sichergestellt . Gleichzeitig war in jener
Periode noch die EntstehungeinesWerksmöglich, das hinsichtlich verschiedener
Parameter ein Faktum mehrerer slawischer Literaturen werden könnte. Gemeint
sind die Zapiski jany (Aufzeichnungen eines Janitscharen) (um 1500) des
Konstantin Mihajlovi
Serben. Für die weißrussische Literatur sind die Zapiski jany
chronika (Aufzeichnungen eines Janitscharen, oder Türkische Chronik) von
besonderem Interesse, da sie einen der Schwerpunkte der Wechselbeziehungen
unserer schönen Literatur mit der südslawischen bilden. Dieses Werk kann man
„sowohl als historische Arbeit, wie auch als Memoiren, und als publizistisches

Auf dem Weg zu unserer...
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Werk, und gleichzeitig als Reflex des serbischen und türkischen Epos und der
Folklore ansehen„16.
Die Zapiski jany wurden im Jahre 1823 in Kloster Berdy

Zbiór polskich pi (Sammlung polnischer Schriftsteller) als eines der
alten poln ischen Prosadenkmäler herausgegeben. Der Feh ler, der auf ein
unaufmerksames Lesen des Werks zurückzuführen ist, wurde im Jahr 1851 durch
den Forscher W.Maciejewski berichtigt, dessen Arbeit sogleich dieAufmerksamkeit
bekannter Slawisten auf die Zapiski jany lenkte.
Die Zapiski janczara sind eines der ersten Werke in polnischer Sprache, aber

sie sind auch das erste serbische historische Werk, in dem, außer über die serbischen
Geschichte, wenn nicht überhaupt das erste Mal so gründlich und genau über die
damalige Türkei berichtet wird. Bis heute ist umstritten, in welcher Sprache dieses
Werk geschrieben wurde. Erhalten sind polnische und tschechische Abschriften
desWerks sowohl früher als auch späterer Redaktionen. Es ist auch möglich, dass
Kon stant in Mihajlovi
verwendete, die der zahlreichen orthodoxen Bevölkerung des Großfürstentums
Litauen verständlich war, wo eine ähnliche Literatursprache im Gebrauch war.
Der Lehrer des Wilnaer Gymnasiums Jan Zakrzewski hinterließ eine Nachricht
darüber, dass sich in der Sap ieha-Bibliot hek von Dzjar
Zapiski jany befanden, die in Kyrillica geschrieben waren.
Dafür, dass Konstantin Mihajlovi

Litauischen Staates, im Großfürstentum Litauen, lebte, spricht die Tatsache, dass
die meisten polnischen Abschriften eben von dort stammen. Erwähnenswert ist ,
dass sich in jener Zeit schon eine ziemlich reiche Erfahrungan Verbindungen mit
den Südslawen ausgebildet hatt e (Tätigkeit der Metropoliten Kyprian und
G.Camblak, serbische hagiographische Denkmäler, Übersetzungen von weltlicher,
rit terlicher Literatur u.a.). Es ist sehr wahrscheinlich, dass sich Konstantin

bekenntnis leiten ließ.
Die Zapiski jany des Konstantin Mihajlovi

die erste Erzählungvom bitteren Los des Emigranten unddem undankbaren Dienst

an einer Belagerung Konstantinopels mit einer Abteilung teil, die auf Seite der
Türken stehen musste. Später, im Jahr 1445, bei der Verteidigung von Nove Brdo
gelangte er selbst in türkische Gefangenschaft. Nach einiger Zeit gelang es ihm,
nach Ungarn und weiter nach Polen zu fliehen.

16 Zapiski jany
A.I.Rogova. Moskva, 1978. S.27.
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dem Philosophen am nächsten stehe, aber im ganzen keine Rhetorik undEtikette
kenne, welche die Feder eines Biographen des Despoten zurückgehalten hätte17.
Übrigens ist es erwähnenswert, dass das Werk Konstantin Mihajlovi
Heimat erst im 19.Jahrhundert bekannt wurde. Es bleibt nur zu bedauern, dass
diesesWerk zu seiner Zeit nicht die seinen Werten entsprechende gesellschaftliche

früher der ostslawische Sänger des Igorlieds, stellte zerknirscht Überlegungen über
den kläglichen Zustanddes slawischen Balkanswegen dessen fataler Aufsplitterung
an: „Nehmt das Beispiel des Königs Matthias. Was für ein Andenken hinterließ
er infolge seines harten Kampfes und der riesigen Verluste? Wenn er die Hälfte
dieser Mittel, die er für den Krieg mit den Christen vergeudete, für den Kampf
mit den Heiden eingesetzt hätte, hätte er die Türken hinters Meer getrieben und
wäre er vom Osten bis Westen gerühmt geworden, vom Herrgott hätte er eine
große Belohnungerhalten, und von den Leuten wäre er geehrt worden; Jahrhunderte
lang hätten die Christen seiner gedacht, und die Heiden hätten bei der Nennung
seines Namens gezittert . Und so siehst du, dass wenn Christen einen Krieg
untereinander führen, dies abscheulich vor dem Herrgott, vor allen Heiligen und
vor den Leuten ist. Und wisst, dass die Heiden nicht an und für sich kühn und
tapfer sind, sondern infolge unserer Uneinigkeit und unseres Hasses (und der
allgemeinen Feindseligkeit) und wir selber an ihrem Sieg arbeiten„.
Jetzt kann man nur schwer darüber urteilen, welche Erfahrung Konstantin

hatte. In einer der Chroniken konnte er lesen, dass der polnische und ungarische

(Jahajla), bat den Fürsten Witold (Vitaut), in schon sehr fortgeschrittenem Alter,
vielleicht mit der letzten Hoffnung: „Ich hatte drei Frauen, zwei Polinnen, und
eine Deutsche, aber Nachkommen hatte ich mit ihnen nicht. Und jetzt bitte ich
Dich, wirb für mich beim Fürsten Simeon um seine jüngere Nichte Sof„ja (Zofia),
ich würde sie heiraten, vielleicht gäbe mir Gott wenigstens aus dem ruthenischen
Geschlecht Kinder„ (Chronika Bychauca). In seiner letzten Ehe lernte König

Geschlechts, das sich von Vseslav (Usjaslau) von Polock herleitete, wurde
polnische Königin. Sie konvertierte zum Katholizismus, aber brach nie mit ihrem
weißrussisch-litauischen Milieu, und hatte immer jemanden aus dem orthodoxen
Adel in ihrer Umgebung. Davon, dass Sof ’ja ihr ganzes Leben den Bräuchen
ihrer Vorfahren treu blieb, zeugt ihr letztes Vermächtnis. Gemäß diesem begrub
man die Königin in der Wawel-Kathedrale in der Kapelle zur hl.Dreifaltigkeit ,

17 Dereti
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indem man ihren Körper an der Westwandnach weißrussischem Brauch bestattete.
Eben diese Seite symbolisiert bei den Orthodoxen die Ewigkeit. Viele Jahre später
ließ sich der jüngere Sohn Sof ’jas, König Kasimir, ebenso bestatten.
Bis zum 17.Jahrhundert sahen die Südslawen im Königreich Polen eine reale

Kraft, die das türkische Vordringen bekämpfen konnte. Gerade vom Erstgeborenen
des Jagie

die erfolgreichen militärischen Operationen gegen die Türken, deren Ergebnis die
Unterzeichnung eines für Ungarn und die ganze christliche Welt günstigen
Friedensvertrags im August 1444 war. Aber unter dem Einfluss des päpstlichen
Legaten Caesarini, der an einen völligen Sieg über den Sultan glaubte, wurde der

türkischen Feldzug am 21.September und setzte über die Donau. In der Schlacht
bei Varna am 10.November führte er selber seine Leibwache zum Angriff, die
plötzlich von Türken umzingelt wurde. Von den überlebenden Kämpfern hat danach

GroßfürstentumsLitauen, für die weißrussischen Gebiete aktuell? Ein unmittelbares
Echo auf die Zapiski jany in der weißrussischen Literatur, im weißrussischen
Denken jener Zeit wurde bis jetzt nicht festgestellt oder ist nicht erhalten. Aber
dasWerk Konstantin Mihajlovi
Reihe unserer schönen Literatur der Mitte des zweiten Jahrtausends – neben seiner
Bedeutung in der Kette der Wechselbeziehungen der slawischen Literaturen. Die
kulturelle Ganzheit wird nur durch die Berücksichtigung aller literarischen, auf
den ersten Blick sogar peripheren Erscheinungen sichergestellt .
Zum für Jahrhunderte bestimmenden Phänomen, zum großen Unglück, das die

Balkanvölker an der Wende zur neueren Geschichte erleben sollten, wurde die
Emigration von Einzelpersonen und dieAbwanderung des ganzen Volkes, die in
der zweiten Hälfte des 15.Jahrhunderts begann. Der Kampf mit dem Besatzer, die
Folgen der Tragödie tilgten aus der Volksseele die Heldenepik, die nach der
autoritativen Bewertung J.W.v.Goethes eine der größten Erscheinungen der
epischen Dichtung der europäischen Völker nach Homer ist. Indessen, zu Beginn
des vorigen Jahrhunderts, interessierte sich der junge weißrussische Klassiker

das in einem seiner Manuskripte Smerc´ šeršnja (Tod der Hornisse) betitelt ist . Es
schein t, dass eine Übersetzung aus der serbischen Volk sdichtung bei dem
gebildetsten aller Wegbereiter der Literatur keineswegs zufällig ist in seinem
weitgesteckten kulturellen Programm der Wiedergeburt der neuen weißrussischen
Literatur auf der Basis von nationaler Folklore und von Höchstleistungen der
Weltkunst. Die Erfahrung des klassischen Volksepos der Südslawen, durch die
der Volksgeist in seinem fast vierhundert Jahre währenden Unglück tradiert wurde,
war (schon zum wievielten Mal!) bei der Wiederbelebung, dem Wiederaufbau der
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Kultur der Weißrussen brauchbar, die ebenfalls eine tragische Periode nationaler
Unterdrückung erlebten.

Aus dem Weißrussischen von HermannBieder

HALINA TVARANOVI
Literaturbeziehungen. Dichterin.
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Sakrat Janowi

FROM EDITOR’S READING

BELARUSKAIA NACYIANALNAIA IDEIA. MATERYIALY
MIZHNARODNAI NAWUKOWA-PRAKTYCHNAI KANFIERENCYI

18-19 KRASAWIKA 1999 H. U HRO DNIE. BELARUSKAIE
WYDAWIECTWA TAWARYSTWA „KHATA”, MINSK, 2000.

(THE B ELARUSIAN NATIONAL IDEA. CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
OF THE SCIENTIFIC -PRACTICAL MEETING 18-19 APRIL 1999. IN GRODNO.)

It is a truly unique publication in the intellectual achievement of Belarus, a
volume of nearly five hundred pages containing over seventy authorial texts of
vary ing value. These are p redominantly academic works, but also essays and
loose reflections. The bibliophile edit ion makes one a bit astonished – appar-
ently it is not bigger than a hundred cop ies.
The materials published have been organized in the following chapters: „A

Philosophical overview”, „Systemic app roach”, „Biological aspect”, „Histori-
cal r eferences”, „Cult ure, language, and symbols”, „Richness of r eligious het-
erogeneity”, „Contemporary socio-psychological situation”, „International par-
allels”, „Leaders of political organizations about the Belarusian national idea”,
„Designing the future”.
The contents have been preceded by the list of conference participants with

their brief resumés. What is r emarkably inconvenient – apart from a rather
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reck less editing – is the lack of a synopsis in English or in French at the end
of each tex t, or, at least, of a general summary in one of t hese languages, as
such practice is indispensable fo r attracting a broader range of reader ship.
I have read th e collect ion with mixed feelings. Beside extremely fascinat-

ing, in fact sensational, works, there are really banal texts, of mediocre journal-
ism. Hence the impression of a certain randomness in the way the material was
organized, the mo re harm ing if cast against a cogn itively precious body of
work.

JAKUB KOLAS, NOWAIA ZAMLA/ U TROKH MOVAKH:

BELARUSKAI, POL’SKAI, RUSKAI/ ,
BELARUSKI FOND KUL’TURY, MINSK 2002.
(JAKUB KOLAS: THE NEW LAND /IN THREE LANGUAGES:

BELARUSIAN, POLISH AND RUSSIAN/)

This monumental edition of the epic poem came out at the anniversary of
Jakub Kolas’s birthday (his real name was Kastuo Mickiewicz, born in 1882),
with th e Polish and Russian translation.
„The New Land” is a peasant epic poem, comparable to Mickiewicz’s „Pan

Tadeusz”, the epic poem of Polish nobility. Both Mickiewiczes come, by the
way, from the same area of the Novgorod region, of the upper Niemen river.
The author of the Polish translation, Cz w Seniuch, spen t ten years on

his work. In his case, quite coinciding with that of Adam Mickiewicz, t here
were several circumstances gathering together to the rare effect of translatorial
and poetic bilinguality: Czes3aw Seniuch spen t his formative years in the vi-
cinity of the Mickiewicz family region, he grew up in the Belarusian cultural
and linguistic frame, and simultaneously manifested a talent as a poet of the
Polish language.
Fragments of th e yet unpublished wo rk-in-progress by Seniuch were pub-

lished in the Annus Albaruthen icus 2001. We consider it a great honour for
our journal to be the first to introduce the readers to the long-awaited trans-
lation.
Below is the thanksgiving poem by Cze aw Seniuch in th e Polish origi-

nal:
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„Domowej rzeki” – Mickiewiczów:

„Lit wo! Ojczyzno! … Ty ... jak zdrowie!”

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

„Lit wa! Ty . . . jak zdarouje to je!”

June 7th, 2001.

From Editor ’s Reading
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BIRMINGHAM SLAVONIC MONOGRAPHS ANNOUNCE
AN IMPORTANT AND WIDE-RANGING NEW STUDY BY
PROFESSOR ARNOLD MCMILLIN (SSEES ) ENTITLED.

BELARUSIAN LITERATURE OF THE DIASPORA

(XVI + 503 PP. , BIBLIOGRAPHY, INDEX)

The topic of migration andemigration is very actual at the present time, not
least in Eastern Europe. As for Belarus, the great renaissance humanist Francis
Skaryna lived most of his life outside his won country, and the same applies to
several of the leading figures of today, including the outstanding prose writer
Vasil Bykau and two major poets, Ales Razanau and U3adzimir Niaklajeu.
In his la test monograph Arnold McMillin, a leading Western authority and

autho r of several prev ious book s on Belarusian literature , discusses, with fre-
quent textual illust rations, three groups of writers who comprise the country’s
literary diaspora: the prose writers, poets and dramatists who emigratedor were
exiled in th e middle of the 20th century, Belarusian writers in Russia, Lat via
and Ukraine; and the litera ture of ethnically Belarusian Eastern Poland.
With a comprehensive bibliography and index, this book aims to introduce

to a wider audience a fascinating corner of Slav lit erary culture, as well offer-
ing glimpse of – in addition to political persecution – a far from standard ex-
perience o f World War II as r eflected in memoirs and fiction, and, in the case
of writ ers in Poland, an insight into the problems and rewards of main taining
a specific culture in an alien, though not necessarily hostile, environment, out-
side the metropolitan area.
The f irst study of its k ind in a Western language and with full transla tions

of t he Belarusian quotations, th is book will be of int erest t o students of Slav
and comparativ e literature and of emigration in general. It deserv es a place in
any un iversity or research library aiming to serve the interests of scholars of
the Slav and liter ary fie lds.

KHTO EST’ KHTO S IAROD BELARUSAU SWETU,

MIZHNARODNAIAASACYIACYIA BELARUS ISTAU, MINSK 2000.
(WHO IS WHO IN THE BELARUSIAN WORLD.
BELARUSIAN INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION)

Anybody interested in t he Belarusian diaspora canno t miss th is tit le. This
somewhat encyclopaedic edition comprises four parts. The first contains char-
acteristics of Belarusian diasporas in resp ective countr ies and, separately, of
the periods of inten sified Belarusian emigration. The next part describes the
past and present Belarusian émigré organizations, histories of their creation and
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termination. Further, in the third part, we find detailed descriptions of publish-
ing enterprises, also in a historical perspective. These include all kinds of printed
forms, also those more ephemeral: newspapers, jo urnals, and books. The last
section titled „Personalia” lists several hundred names of Belarusian activists,
also t hose of a different nationality, having a remarkable contribution to the
cult ure of Belarusians.
Certa inly, as is usually the case with such publication s, slight imprecisions

and mistakes occur rather frequently. Despite of that it is an excellent source of
info rmation for scholars and those int erested in th e life and action of the
Belarusian diaspora scattered all over the world. Dubious facts, however, should
be revised and corrected.
We have perhaps to classify as lack o f consequence occasional instances of

including as Belarusian diaspo ra activists f rom the histo rical p eriod when
Belarusian statehood did not yet exist or when it ex isted – in th e inter -war
period – in the strongly cut-down shape (as the so -called Belarusian SRR).

ALES ’ CHOBAT, ZAMLA SV. LUKI,
VILLA SOKRATES, KRYNKI 2002.

(THE LAND OF ST. LUKA)

This publication deserv es the highest acclaim and attent ion, th ough it is
only an essay. Its exceptionality lies in the fact that the author concentrates on
the national-Belarusian perspective on Belarusian history. He manages to level
down the influen ce of Russian and Po lish respect ive historiographies on
Belarusian thinking, an influence typical for that matter of a colony looking up
to the metropolis.
Passing over the intriguing sty listics of the book, except ional in its v ivid

imagery and ruthless logic of argument, the author pays attention to these epi-
sodes of the Belarusian history, which tend to be overlooked by historians. He
underlines lack of serious research on the history of his country, too frequently
treated in histor iography as marginal – either as a part of Russia, or as a part
of Poland (The Land of St. Luka has just become an issue of interest for Polish
editors).

Trans.

From Editor ’s Reading


